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Introduction 

 

Why write yet another Hebrew textbook? In brief, because 

existing Hebrew grammars tend to focus on only a few aspects of 

language, and studies in applied linguistics show that their 

educational approach does not work well. This textbook integrates 

some of the best features of existing Hebrew grammars with a new 

approach designed to promote better learning outcomes. The first 

two sections of this introduction explain the linguistic and 

educational reasons for this paradigm shift. They will be of interest 

to teachers. Students may want to skip to the third section on the 

use of the book. 

Language and Learning 

Almost all Hebrew grammars use what applied linguists refer 

to as a Grammar-Translation Method. It originated with the 

teaching of Latin in seventeenth-century English “grammar” 

schools. Grammar Translation organizes the chapters of a textbook 

according to a logical description of Hebrew grammar. Translation 

exercises at the end of each chapter illustrate and reinforce the 

grammar rules taught in the chapter. 

According to applied linguists, Grammar Translation “is a 

method for which there is no theory. There is no literature that 

offers a rationale or justification for it or that attempts to relate it to 

issues in linguistics, psychology, or educational theory.”
1
 

Moreover, studies have shown that it does not work well as an 

educational method. No matter how well they are explained and 

how thoroughly they are drilled, students do not learn forms in the 

                                                 
1
 Jack C. Richards and Theodore S. Rodgers, Approaches and 

Methods in Language Teaching (Cambridge Language Teaching Library; 

Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001), 7. 
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logical order of the textbook.
2
 In an age when teaching is 

becoming increasingly learner-centered, the Grammar-Translation 

Method tends to be teacher-centered. Janice Yalden suggests that 

“the relationship between teacher and learner is that of the classical 

teacher-centred methodology.” It does “not dwell on the learning 

process, on individual needs, or on any of the other considerations 

that teachers and materials writers take for granted now.”
3
 

Memorization is the predominant learning method. This appeals to 

a limited number of learners, and seems out of place in 

contemporary academic settings that prize critical thinking and 

recognize a variety of intelligences and learning styles. In brief, 

Grammar Translation tends to be teacher-centered and has been 

shown not to work well as an educational method. 

The awareness seems to be growing in biblical studies that 

yearlong grammar courses do not prepare students adequately to 

read the Hebrew Bible. Ehud Ben Zvi expresses the experience of 

many when he says that “after finishing an introductory Hebrew 

course, the intermediate reader often finds that there is still a gap 

between his or her reading ability and the demands of the biblical 

texts.”
4
 He wrote his textbook for a second year course designed to 

bridge that gap. Others have added a few exegetical elements to 

already long first-year grammars. Because of the many new 

                                                 
2
 Catherine Doughty, “Acquiring Competence in a Second Language: 

Form and Function,” in Learning Foreign and Second Languages: 

Perspectives in Research and Scholarship, ed. Heidi Byrnes (Teaching 

Languages, Literatures, and Cultures; New York: Modern Language 

Association, 1998), 128–133; P. Skehan, “Second Language Acquisition 

Research and Task-Based Instruction,” in Challenge and Change in 

Language Teaching, eds. J. Willis and D. Willis (Oxford: Heinemann, 

1996), 18, cited in Richards and Rogers, 249. 
3
 Principles of Course Design for Language Teaching (New 

Directions in Language Teaching; Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 

1987), 52. 
4
 Ehud Ben Zvi et al., Readings in Biblical Hebrew: An Intermediate 

Textbook, (Yale Language Series; New Haven and London: Yale University 

Press, 1993), vii. 
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demands in the curriculum of theological schools, few theological 

students will be willing to dedicate more time to learning Hebrew. 

Many students and faculty in religious studies programs may also 

welcome a shorter and more effective route to proficiency in 

Hebrew exegesis. 

In addition, the theory of language that Grammar Translation 

appears to assume is problematic. Contemporary linguists have 

extensively criticized the idea of a universal, logical grammar 

(largely identified with English grammar), question the centrality 

of syntax, and generally use broader definitions of language that 

include things like semantics and pragmatics. No linguistic reasons 

exist for focusing almost exclusively on grammar. 

In contemporary North American culture, it is common for 

students and even faculty to think language learning is unnecessary 

to understand literature from another culture. In theological 

schools, many faculty and students think learning biblical 

languages is largely irrelevant to theological education. 

Unfortunately, Hebrew grammars tend to confirm this suspicion by 

teaching grammar with little reference to wider issues of language 

and meaning. 

Hebrew grammars do show some limited influences from 

applied linguistics in three areas: the organization of the grammar 

from simple to complex, references to “inductive” learning, and 

the teaching of vocabulary in descending order of frequency. First, 

the idea of organizing grammatical forms from simple to complex 

was introduced in 1899 by Henry Sweet, one of a number of 

linguists advocating reform.
5
 Thus in Hebrew grammars the noun 

comes before the verb and strong verbs before weak verbs. 

However, in other respects, Hebrew grammars retain a logical 

order. For example, verb stems or binyanim are usually taught in 

the logical order they appear on a verb chart. The problem with 

this is that the most commonly occurring verbs in Hebrew are 

weak verbs (to say, to be, to do, etc.) and some appear exclusively 

or frequently in derived stems (to speak, to command, to make 

known, to save). The effect of keeping these frequent and 

                                                 
5
 The Practical Study of Language, cited in Richards and Rogers, 10. 
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meaningful aspects to the end of a yearlong course is to prolong 

and make more difficult the learning of real Hebrew. In addition, 

the detail and complexity of the discussion of each topic often 

makes even the supposedly simple aspects of grammar complex 

for the learner. This text begins teaching weak verb forms and 

derived stems early in the book so that, by the end of the book, 

with frequent encounter, they are no longer difficult. 

Second, some Hebrew grammars claim to be partially 

inductive because they use genuine biblical passages in the 

exercises. These are more realistic and meaningful than the 

artificial sentences of older grammars. By inductive learning of 

grammar, however, applied linguists normally mean that learners 

are exposed to grammar before they have learned or been taught it. 

This is not the case when the biblical exercises have been chosen 

and edited so that they do not contain anything students have not 

already been taught deductively. 

The third area of limited influence is the learning of 

vocabulary in descending order of frequency. In the 1950s and 60s 

the use of frequency counts to structure the learning of vocabulary 

was an important feature of the Oral/Situational Approach. Hebrew 

for Biblical Interpretation is one of the few Hebrew textbooks that 

extends this principle to the learning of grammar in descending 

order of frequency. 

Although I have tried to state as clearly as possible the 

problems with Grammar Translation, I am not advocating the 

wholesale rejection of the method. Communicative Language 

Approaches in contemporary applied linguistics are primarily for 

developing fluency in modern languages. Grammar Translation 

works against fluency, but has its advantages in biblical studies 

where scholarly literature often discusses vocabulary and grammar. 

Grammar Translation is a quick way for some learners to 

understand and engage in those discussions. This textbook retains 

many of the best features of the Grammar-Translation Method. 

Chapters are organized according to a systematic description of 

Hebrew grammar and the descriptions are clear and concise. 

Examples and exercises are from the Hebrew Bible and include 

both narrative and poetic texts. Verb charts are included. 
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Vocabularies include all words occurring one hundred times or 

more and are organized in descending order of frequency. The 

grammar and vocabulary chapters have been kept separate from 

the exegesis chapters so that those using the Grammar-Translation 

Method can skip over the exegetical chapters. I have tried to 

include some of the best aspects of Grammar Translation, and 

enhance it with another approach designed to provide better 

learning outcomes. 

Integrating Exegesis 

Studies in applied linguistics show that people learn a 

language, even the grammar, better in the context of meaningful 

communication. One way to apply this in biblical studies would be 

to have students learn Modern Hebrew either before or during the 

learning of Biblical Hebrew. For biblical studies, a more direct 

approach is to integrate the learning of grammar into the 

meaningful, communicative context of interpretation. The word 

“interpretation” in the title refers to exegesis, by which I mean the 

critical methods of interpretation used by biblical scholars.  

Integrating exegesis makes the learning of grammar relevant 

and more interesting to students. An attempt has been made to 

choose reading exercises from passages of broad cultural 

significance that will be of interest to both general education and 

theological students. They are then motivated to continue to use 

Hebrew and retain or expand their skills. However, even if students 

take only one Hebrew course, they learn things of enduring value 

about the use of Hebrew in biblical interpretation. 

Integrating exegesis also engages a broader range of learning 

styles. Students who are less able at memorizing grammar rules 

and vocabulary may be able to engage critical, exegetical skills. At 

the same time, for those who do further study, the textbook lays a 

solid foundation. My experience in combining the teaching of 

Hebrew and exegesis is that a broader range of students is able to 

become more capable and knowledgeable in the use of Hebrew for 

exegesis in a shorter period of time. 

Teaching grammar in the context of exegesis also assumes a 

better theory of language. It is neither necessary nor desirable in an 
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introductory course to introduce the technical language of 

semantics, pragmatics, or discourse analysis to do this. Biblical 

scholars have traditionally discussed the broader meaning of 

language in relation to exegesis. For example, historical, genre, 

and tradition criticism discuss the social and historical context of 

language. Form and rhetorical criticism discuss the way larger 

discourses join units together to create meaning. Integrating the 

teaching of Hebrew with the teaching of exegesis, therefore, 

presupposes better linguistic theory. 

How to Use This Textbook  

This textbook integrates the learning of grammar and 

exegesis in order to make the learning of grammar more interesting 

and so that learners can develop more rapidly the ability to engage 

in exegesis themselves.  

In order to simplify the learning of Hebrew, and make room 

for discussions of exegesis, this book teaches indicators. Many 

Hebrew teachers have students memorize the Qal stem of the 

strong verb and then point out the differences in the other stems 

and weak verbs. The indicators are not all differences between 

paradigms, only those that occur on almost all forms. They 

correspond not to all identifying features of a paradigm, but to 

those few features that experienced readers come to recognize 

intuitively as indicating a verb form or a weak root most 

consistently.  

The textbook notes exceptions to the indicators that might 

confuse learners.
6
 I recommend memorizing the Qal stem of the 

strong verb, but thereafter the use of indicators should reduce the 

need for memorization and get learners reading and identifying 

forms faster. 

In order to begin reading Hebrew as quickly as possible, the 

organization of the book is according to frequency and significance 

for understanding. For this reason I pass quickly over Masoretic 

                                                 
6
 Even in full paradigms, there are ambiguous forms. In addition, the 

logical consistency verb charts appear to present is misleading because they 

often leave out alternate forms. 
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pointing and move quickly to verb conjugations. Because the most 

frequently occurring verbs in Hebrew (to say, to be, to do, etc.) are 

all weak verbs, these are introduced from the beginning. This 

means that early chapters, like Chapters 6 and 7 on the Imperfect, 

are challenging because they cover a lot of difficult material. But 

students usually have more time and energy early in the term and, 

with practice, these essential aspects of the language will no longer 

seem so difficult. 

As well as being organized in descending order of frequency 

and meaning, the chapters are organized for easy reference, 

because people do not learn forms in logical order. In this regard, it 

is important for students to realize that they do not need to 

memorize everything in a chapter before moving on. Each chapter 

usually indicates the most important points, by placing them at the 

beginning of the chapter or section, and includes many details and 

exceptions later in the chapter that learners may encounter in 

reading and need to look up again to refresh their memory. 

Because dictionaries are mines of exegetical information, the 

book begins early teaching the use of a Biblical Hebrew dictionary. 

For this reason, there is no English to Hebrew glossary and 

exercises in the early chapters have a few words that have not been 

in the vocabulary lists, so students learn to use a dictionary. In later 

chapters, when the vocabularies ask them to memorize the word, 

then they have already begun to learn it in context. Similarly, 

exercises include some forms and constructions not yet introduced 

(often with explanatory footnotes to avoid too much confusion). 

When students later learn the theory, they are able to recognize its 

relevance in practice. 

This book tries to use simple English and avoid technical 

terms. Some textbooks contain so many difficult English words 

and technical terminology that students almost have to learn two 

new languages. Technical terms have their place. When they are 

necessary and useful, the text includes a definition with the first 

use of grammatical or technical terms. The book also lists more 

technical or alternative names in case the reader encounters these 

in other books. 
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While this textbook was initially written to address 

educational needs in the theological curriculum, I have designed it 

in a way that allows for use in a variety of different contexts, 

courses, and approaches. The exegetical chapters and exercises 

focus on historical and literary methods widely used by biblical 

scholars in both theology and religion. This should allow for its use 

by people from a range of perspectives in theology and religion. 

These chapters are also intentionally brief so that teachers can add 

perspectives and exercises relevant to them and their students. 

This textbook was originally designed for a yearlong 

introduction to Biblical Hebrew course, but with the growing 

variety of intensive and short language courses being offered by 

theological schools in mind. It is well suited to intensive, summer 

courses because it is concise, uses indicators to reduce 

memorization, and is designed to get students reading Biblical 

Hebrew as quickly as possible. If the exegetical chapters were 

supplemented with exegetical articles and handbooks, it could be 

used as a textbook in language tools for exegesis courses. Because 

it teaches the most frequent and significant aspects of Hebrew in 

the beginning, it is sufficient for shorter courses. Even if a course 

covered only the first fifteen chapters, students would have learned 

many of the most important features of Hebrew and exegetical 

skills of enduring value. The final chapter could then be used to 

integrate these skills. 

In my own development as a teacher of Biblical Hebrew, I 

found it difficult to give up some of the content of the Grammar-

Translation Method by which I had learned, even if it was for 

better learning outcomes. I was encouraged along this road as I 

discovered that learners were better able to remember grammar 

rules when taught in the context of exegesis. I therefore understand 

that it may be tempting for teachers and certain types of learners to 

skip over the exegetical chapters. I would encourage you to use 

them to make the teaching and learning of Hebrew more 

interesting and relevant and thereby promote deeper learning. 



  

Chapter 1 

Consonants 

 

 The sounds of a language can be divided into consonants and 

vowels. Vowels are sounds that involve a continuous stream of air 

with only slight friction. Consonants are sounds that involve 

closing or partial closing of the flow of air. In English, the vowels 

are a, e, i, o, u, and sometimes y. All other letters are consonants. 

Hebrew was originally written only with consonants. You will 

learn about how the vowels are indicated in the next chapter. The 

following consonants make up the Hebrew alphabet: 
 

Letter Name Sound 

 a ´aleph    (awlef) a stoppage of air 

 b bet         (bayt) b or v 

 g gimel     (geemel) g 

 d dalet      (dawlet) d 

 h he’         (hay) h 

 w vav        (vawv) v 

 z zayin     (za-yin) z 

 j Het         (chayt) ch as in “loch” 

 f †et          (tayt) t 

 y yod        (yod) y 

  ^  k kaph      (kahf) k or ch as in “loch” 

 l lamed     (lahmed) l 

  !  m mem       (maym) m 

  @   n nun         (noon) n 

 s samech   (sawmech) s 
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 [ `ayin       (a-yin) a stoppage of air 

 #  p peh         (pay) p or ph 

 $  x tsade       (tsawday) ts as in “cats” 

q qoph       (qowf) q as in “plaque” 

r resh         (raysh) r 

c sin           (seen) s 

v shin         (sheen) sh 

t tav           (tahv) t 

 

In parentheses are approximations of how the names of the letters 

of the alphabet sound in English. The dot under the h in Het 

distinguishes it from the Hebrew letter he´ and distinguishes the 

sound from the English letter h. The Het’s sound occurs rarely in 

English and never at the beginning of words. 

Final Forms 

Five consonants in the table have two forms. The forms on 

the left side of the alphabet column (# @ ! ~ $) are called final 

forms because they appear whenever the letter occurs at the end of 

a word. Note that all but one of the final forms seem like pulled 

down versions of the letter. The forms on the right (c p n m k) 

appear when the letter is anywhere else, namely, at the beginning 

or in the middle of the word. 

BeGaD KePhaT Letters   

BeGaD KePhaT is a memory aid. The six capital letters in 

English represent the six letters (tpk dgb) that each had two 

pronunciations in Medieval Hebrew. Medieval Jewish scholars 

used a dot in the center of each letter to indicate the different 

pronunciations. This dot is called a dagesh. With the dagesh, the 

movement of air stopped during pronunciation of the letter. For 

this reason these letters with the dagesh are called stops. Without 

the dagesh, the movement of air did not stop during the 

pronunciation of the letters. For this reason these letters without 

the dagesh are called spirants. In Modern Hebrew only three of 
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the BeGaD KePhaT letters are pronounced differently (p k b). 

You might use BaK Pak to help remember them. 

  BeGaD KePhaT letters are pronounced as follows: 

 

With Dagesh Without Dagesh 

Letter   Pronunciation Letter    Pronunciation 

B b b v 

G g g g 

D d d d 

K k k ch as in “Bach” 

P p p ph 

T t t t 

Printing Hebrew Letters 

Hebrew is written and read from right to left across a page. 

The reader of the Hebrew Bible also turns the pages in the opposite 

direction from English. The following is an example of how the 

letters are printed by hand. The small arrows show the direction the 

pen moves. Pen strokes move from top to bottom, right to left in 

preparation for writing the next letter. 

Hebrew is printed hanging down from the line. Do not write the 

´aleph as an X. Several letters are easily confused. In your reading 

and writing, you should be careful to distinguish the letters that 

appear together in the following table:   
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n k b x h s ~ 
 n g ! y z w c [ 

r $ d ! $ v f 
 

One letter extends above the line—lamed (l). Several letters 

extend below the dotted line (q # @ ! $). 

Using a Dictionary 

You may want to begin learning the alphabet and do 

exercises 1, 2, and 3 before reading this section.  

Once you have learned the alphabet, you know enough to 

begin learning to use a dictionary. One of the exercises at the end 

of this chapter is to look up several commonly occurring words. 

The best one-volume dictionary of Biblical Hebrew is F. 

Brown, S. R. Driver, and C. A. Briggs, Hebrew and English 

Lexicon of the Old Testament. (A lexicon is a dictionary of an 

ancient language.) Although this work is quite old and the authors 

did not have the benefit of much new information, it still contains 

an impressive presentation of the considerable data then available. 

It is a mine of information for interpretation. The abbreviation 

commonly used for this work in biblical studies is BDB. 

BDB lists words under roots. These are usually three-letter 

roots. Verbs, nouns, adjectives, and so forth, listed under a three-

letter root add different prefixes, suffixes, and vowel patterns to the 

root. The meanings of all the parts of speech listed under the root 

are related to the root meaning. The three-letter root and the root 

meaning are an abstraction created by scholars. Speakers of the 

language would determine the meaning primarily from where and 

how a word was used. But the root meaning is helpful in learning 

the language because many words do have related meanings. For 

example: 

yTrbD  I spoke 

rbD  word 

hrbD  cause 

rBdm  mouth 
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The three-letter roots are usually printed in the largest letters in 

BDB. Some letters are susceptible to change with the addition of 

prefixes, suffixes, or vowel patterns. For example, under the root 

awb (go in, enter, come) BDB lists a noun, ha;Bi (entrance). The vav 

has disappeared.  

 Roots with the same letters in the same positions tend to 

change in the same ways. For this reason it is convenient to 

classify roots according to the letter and whether it is the first, 

second, or third letter of the root. For example, of the roots you 

will look up in the exercise, awb, twm, and bwv are II-vav, because 

their second letter is a vav.  

The words at the tops of columns in BDB are the first and 

last words on the page. When looking up a root, the words at the 

tops of columns may be confusing because they may appear to be 

out of alphabetic order. Thus on page 99 of BDB, the top of the 

second column has awbm because it is derived from awb, not 

because this is the beginning of roots beginning with m. Words 

may add letters to the beginning, middle, or end of a root or omit 

root letters. For the moment, focus on the three root letters that are 

in the largest print in the body of the columns. 

When you do exercise 4, try not to be intimidated by all you 

see on a page. Look only at the words in the largest Hebrew print 

and the definitions that immediately follow them.  

As you move toward the end of the alphabet, beware that 

BDB has an Aramaic section at the back. 

 If you have trouble finding a root or word in BDB, you may 

want to try using William L. Holladay, A Concise Hebrew and 

Aramaic Lexicon of the Old Testament. It lists words 

alphabetically, exactly as they are spelled. Because it abridges a 

multi-volume German dictionary that is a classic in biblical 

studies, Holladay is a useful resource. However, it does not contain 

as much information as BDB. In Holladay, the meanings of words 

are in bold print. 

Sometimes the same three letters have such different 

meanings that lexicons list them as separate roots (with the same 

letters), usually listed as I., II., III., and so on. For example, in the 
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exercises for this lesson, Holladay lists I. rbd … turn away …  II. 

rbd … speak.      

Exercises 

1. Practice writing and saying the alphabet until you have it 

memorized. 

2. Read the following similar letters making sure that you can 

identify them correctly. Practice writing them, and make sure that 

your writing clearly distinguishes them. For example, check that 

there is a gap in your he’ (h) and no gap in your Het (x). 

 

a. n k b  

b. ! $   

c. n g   

d. s ~   

e. r $ d  

f. c [   

g. x h   

h. v f   

i. ! y w z 
 

 3. Match the letters in the left column with their final forms 

in the right column. 

 

m ! 

k @ 

p # 

c $ 

n ~ 
 

4. Once you have learned the Hebrew alphabet sufficiently, 

copy the following commonly occurring roots to practice writing 

and then look up the basic meaning in BDB. In order to help you 

get started, the first word in the following list (lka) is on page 37 
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of BDB. The abbreviation immediately following indicates that 

this form is a verb. The root means “eat.” (If you glance at page 

38, you will see a number of nouns from the same root meaning 

food, a meal, even a knife.) 

 

bvy lka 

jql rma 

twm awb 

@tn rbd 

hc[ hyh 

har ^lh 

bwv [dy 
[mv axy 

 



  

Chapter 2 

Vowels 

 

Originally, Hebrew used only consonants in writing. The 

reader supplied the vowels from their knowledge of the language 

and the context. In some cases, different possibilities could create 

confusion. By the rise of the Israelite monarchy, at the beginning 

of the ninth-century B.C.E., scribes were using some consonants to 

represent vowels on the end of words:  y for final long i, w for final 

long u, and h for the remaining vowels. The Latin name for these 

consonantal markers of vowels is matres lectionis, “mothers of 

reading.” In the eighth-century B.C.E. these consonants began to be 

used within words to represent vowels. From 600 to 1000 C.E. 

families of Jewish scholars added marks to the consonantal text to 

indicate the pronunciation. These scholars are called Masoretes, 

and the marks to indicate the pronunciation are called vowel 

points. 

Hebrew vowels can be divided into three groups or classes: a, 

i (which includes e), and u (which includes o). The chart on the 

next page uses the letter m to illustrate the position of the vowel 

points. 

The chart lists only the most frequently occurring 

combinations of vowels and vowel letters. Other less commonly 

occurring combinations are ym, hm, hme hmo. The last is an older 

spelling that Holem vav replaced. 

Most vowel points appear under the consonant and are 

pronounced after it. The h iolem appears at the top left corner of the 

consonant after which it is pronounced. If a hiolem and the dot of v 

occurred together, then the Masoretes often wrote only one dot 

instead of two: 

bvey instead of bveyOO 
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In some manuscripts, the Masoretes did the same with c: 

 

anEc instead of anEc¿ 
 

Class Sign Sound Name 

m' short a as in “man” pataH 

m; long a as in “father” qamets 

a 

hm; long a qamets he’ 

m, short e as in “met” segol 

me long e as in “they” tsere 

yme long e tsere yod 

mi short i as in “lid” or 

long i as in “machine” 

Hireq 

i 

ymi long i Hireq yod 

m; short o as in “hot” qamets Hatuph 

mu short u as in “bud” or 

long u as in “flute” 

qibbuts 

 

   Wm long u shureq 

mo long o as in “mole” Holem 

u 

/m long o Holem vav 

 

A syllable in Hebrew is a word or part of a word consisting 

of either a consonant and a vowel (Cv), or a consonant, a vowel, 

and a consonant (CvC). (“C” stands for any consonant and “v” 

stands for any vowel.) A syllable usually does not start with a 

vowel in Hebrew (vC) or involve consonant clusters (CvCC). 

When a syllable ends in a vowel it is open. When a syllable ends 

in a consonant it is closed.  

Stress. Syllables may be either stressed or unstressed. In 

reading Hebrew the last syllable of a word is normally the stressed 

or emphasized syllable. When this is not the case, this work will 

indicate the stressed syllable with an accent (  Ú ) until you learn the 
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accents in Chapter 8. The biblical text has accents for every 

stressed syllable.  

Vowels are short or long. Vowels tend to be short when they 

are in closed, unstressed syllables (CvC). They tend to be long in 

unstressed, open (CV), stressed, open (CV), and stressed, closed 

(CVC) syllables. Hebrew seldom has an open syllable with a short, 

unstressed vowel (Cv) or a closed syllable  with a long, unstressed 

vowel (CVC). This is important for various rules of pronunciation 

that follow. 

Qibbuts and h iireq are normally short. They are long in open 

or stressed syllables. For example, in the word @miy:n}Bi “Benjamin,” 

the first h iireq is short. The second is long because it is in the final 

syllable, which is stressed. 

The same vowel point (  " ) can stand for a long a, in which 

case its name is qamets, or for a short o, in which case its name is 

qamets h iatuph. Qamets is more common than qamets Hatuph, so 

the issue in reading is to identify the few times when qamets 

should be pronounced as a short o. Qamets Hatuph occurs in 

closed, unstressed syllables. In the word !q;Y:Úw" “he arose” the first 

qamets is pronounced as a long a, because it is stressed, but the 

second is pronounced as a short o because it is in a closed, 

unstressed syllable. 

Silent and Vocal Sheva 

One vowel point, the sheva, may be either silent or vocal. 

When vocal, it may appear in conjunction with other short vowels. 

 

Vowel Point Name Pronunciation 

] silent sheva none 

] vocal sheva reduced short e 

} Hateph pataH reduced short a 

> Hateph segol reduced short e 

? Hateph qamets reduced short o 
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 A sheva is vocal and is pronounced as a short “uh” sound when it 

is under the first consonant of a syllable. A sheva is under the first 

consonant of a syllable when:   

 

 1. It comes after a long vowel: 

 

~yjip.vo  judges 

   

2. It is the second of two shevas:
1
 

 

hy"m.r>yI  Jeremiah 

                                                 � 

          3. It is under the first letter of the word:
2
 

 

hd"Why>  Judah 

 

In all other cases, a sheva is silent. 

Gutturals 

The gutturals are a h j [. The name comes from the Latin, 

guttur, “throat,” because they are pronounced in the throat. 

Remembering them and their character will help explain many of 

the peculiarities of Hebrew. With the frequent exception of a, they 

prefer a-class vowels underneath and before them. The gutturals 

and r cannot be doubled (see below). They never take a vocal 

sheva and prefer composite shevas—h IIateph patah I (  � ), h Iateph 

segol (  > ) or h Iateph qamets (  † ).  
a is not pronounced when it ends a syllable. That means it 

does not take a silent sheva. For this reason it is said to be 

quiescent (it goes quiet). 

 

                                                 
1
 The first sheva ends a syllable and is silent. 

2
 An exception to this rule and the rule about consonant clusters are 

the forms of the number two: ~yIT;Úv. and yTev., pronounced shtayim and shtey.  
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“Sneaky” Patah i 
Most grammars call this a furtive patah i. (Furtive means 

“sneaky.”) When one of the gutturals H j [ appears at the end of 

a word and is not preceded by an a-class vowel, an additional pataH 

appears under the guttural. It is not considered a true vowel. It is 

pronounced before the guttural. To indicate this, it may appear 

under and slightly before the letter: 

 

H: rather than H; 
Examples: 

x:WrÚ  spirit, wind 

H:Ala/  Eloah, God 

Dagesh and Mappiq 

The dot in the above h is not a dagesh but a mappiq and 

indicates the h is a consonant and not a vowel letter. 

Dagesh has two uses. The first, already noted, is to indicate 

that a BeGaD KePhaT letter is a stop. This is a weak dagesh. (It is 

also called dagesh lene. Lene is Latin for “weak.”) 

  

 lb,B'  Babel 

 

The second use is to indicate the doubling of a letter. Instead of 

writing the same letter twice, the Masoretes put a dagesh in the 

letter. This is called a strong dagesh. (It is also called dagesh 

forte. Forte is Latin for “strong.”) 

 

 tB'v;  Sabbath 

 

Note: The sheva under a strong dagesh will be vocal. Because the 

letter is doubled, there are really two shevas. The first sheva is 

silent and the second is vocal according to the second rule for 

vocal shevas. 
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In BeGaD KePhaT letters the dagesh can represent a stop 

only (weak) or a stop and doubling (strong). A dagesh in a BeGaD 

KePhaT letter is: 

 

1. Strong when following a short vowel in the middle of a 

word: 

!AM[;  Ammon 

            2. Weak anywhere else: 

 

!DEr>y:  Jordan 

 

Full and Defective. Several vowel points occur with or 

without vowel letters (matres lectionis). When a word is written 

with a vowel letter, the spelling is full. When the same word is 

written without the vowel letter, the spelling is said to be 

defective. 

dywID"  David (“full” spelling) 

dwID"  David (“defective” spelling) 

Vocabulary 

After you have completed exercise 2 below, learn the names. 

Each occurs more than one hundred times in the Hebrew Bible. 
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Exercises 

1. Now you should be able to read and pronounce in Hebrew 

the names of the letters of the Hebrew alphabet. 

 

hPe p tyfe f #l,aÚ; a 

hdEx; x dyO y tyBe b 

#wOq q #K' k lm,yGIÚ g 

vyrE r dm,l;Ú l tl,D:Ú d 

@yci c !yme m ahe h 

@yvi v @Wn n ww: w 

wT; t ^m,s;Ú s @yIz"Û z 

  @yI['Ú [ tyje j 

 

2. Read aloud the biblical names on the next page and then 

see if you recognize them. For each dagesh in a BeGaD KePhaT 

letter, decide whether it is weak or strong. For each sheva, decide 

whether it is silent or vocal by consulting the rules. If you do not 

recognize the name, look it up in BDB, Holladay, or another 

lexicon. On the one hand, they may be difficult to find in BDB 

because you will not know what root to look under. On the other 

hand, trying to look them up will familiarize you with the way 

BDB often helps you in such situations. For example, if you do not 

recognize ~h ;r:b.a; and do not know the root, but look it up in 

alphabetical order in BDB, you will find on page seven (almost at 

the bottom of the second column, in small print) the note:  

 

~h;r:b.a; v. ~r :b.a; sub II. hba   

 

This means for ~h;r:b.a; see ~r:b.a; under the second root hba. 

Hendrickson Publishers’ version of BDB adds the page and 

column where you will find the root (p. 4b). If you look in the 

second column on page four, you will find these names are 
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“Abraham” and “Abram.” Often you can look words and forms up 

in BDB in this way even if you do not know the root. 

 

ywIle hd:WhyÒ !h;r:b]a' 
ba;wOm @t;n:wOhyÒ !wOlv;b]a' 
hV,n"m] #sewOy !wOda> 
hv,m bqo[}y" !d:a; 
@wOM[' qj;x]yI @/rh}a¾ 

h[orÒP' @DErÒy" !yIr"Úp]a, 
@wOYxi 3!yIl'Úv;WryÒ !r:a} 

lWav; Why"÷m.r>yI lb,B; 

tB;v' laer:c]yI @miy:nÒBi 
laeWmv] @['n"ÚK] dwID: 

 

Note: The name Adam in Hebrew is also the word for 

“human being.” How does this affect our understanding of the 

story of Adam and Eve? 

                                                 
3
 The defective spelling is far more common: !ilÚ'v;WryÒ 



  

Chapter 3 

Nouns and Prepositions 

 

Gender in Hebrew is either masculine or feminine. Number 

is singular, dual, or plural. In linguistics, marking refers to the 

addition of something to distinguish it from other forms. 

Masculine singular (ms) nouns are unmarked. They have no 

additional ending.   

Masculine plural (mp) nouns usually end in !y– i .1 

 

      &l,m,Ú  king (ms) 

    !ykil;m]  kings (mp) 

 

In most cases, the vowels of the noun change when an ending 

is added. For students who are interested, the rules covering most 

of these vowel changes may be found in Lambdin’s or Seow’s 

grammars. Nouns that do not follow the general rules are called 

irregular plurals and are so noted in this book’s vocabularies. 

Those that add consonants may have originally come from a 

different root than the singular. The plural of vyai, for example, is 

!yvin:a}.       

 Feminine singular (fs) nouns usually end with h– ; or a t–. 

(The t may be vocalized in a number of different ways.) Various 

possibilities are represented in the examples below. Historically, 

the feminine endings all derived from t– ' (at). 

 

    hV;ai  woman (fs) 

     hn:v;  year (fs) 

                                                 
1
 The hyphen represents any final root letter to which the ending is 

added. 
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     tB'  daughter (fs) 

  taF;j'  sin, sin-offering (fs) 

   tyrIB]  covenant (fs) 

 

Some feminine nouns look like they are masculine. They are 

masculine in ending: 

 

    ry[i  city (fs) 

  !yvin:  women (fp) 

 

They may have a masculine ending only in the singular, only in the 

plural, or in both. Although they have a masculine form, that they 

are feminine is evident in reading because they take feminine 

adjectives and verbs. 

Feminine plural (fp) nouns add twO–. 

 

  t/brÒj'       swords (fp) 

 

As with the masculine endings, some nouns may take 

feminine plural endings, but are masculine. 

 

  t/ba;        fathers (mp)  

 

Both genders use the same dual ending !yI– 'Ú, which is similar 

to the masculine plural form. The dual is limited in Hebrew. It is 

used for body parts that occur in pairs, expressions of time, and 

measurements.  

 

Body parts ~yIn:÷y[e  eyes 

Time ~yIm;øAy  two days 

Measurements ~yIt;ÚM'a;  two cubits 

 

For a variety of reasons, some nouns have endings that appear 

dual, but do not have a dual meaning. 
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A table can summarize the endings that mark the different 

genders and numbers in Hebrew: 

 

Ending Masculine Feminine 

Singular none h– ;  t– 

Dual !yI– 'Ú !yI– 'Ú 
Plural !y– i twO– 

 

The addition of endings may cause vowels to change: 

 

Without Ending With Ending 

aybin: prophet (ms) !yaiybinÒ prophets (mp) 

!k;j; wise man (ms) !ymik;j} wise men (mp) 

fpevo judge (ms) !yfip]vo judges (mp) 

lyIa'Ú ram (ms) !yliyae rams (mp) 

@w<a;Ú trouble (ms) !ynI/a troubles (mp) 

 

At this point, it is not necessary to understand or memorize the 

rules that govern these vowel changes. You should be able to 

recognize the word and root without knowing the rules.  

More difficult to recognize is when a letter changes or 

disappears. With nouns ending in a he’ (h–), the he’ may change to 

a tav or disappear before the plural ending. 

 

Without Ending With Ending 

hn:v; year (fs) !yItÚ'n:v] two years (dual) 

  !ynIv; years (fp) 

 

Ideas about what is singular and plural vary within and 

between languages. A collective noun is a noun that has a singular 

ending but stands for a group or collection of individuals. Army, 

crowd, orchestra are examples in English. Examples in Hebrew 

are: 
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@axo  “flock” or “flocks” 

hm;heB]  “beast” or “beasts” 

 

One of the most striking differences between Hebrew and 

English is the use of the plural for honor or majesty: 

 

~yhil{a/  “gods” or “God” 

~ynIdoa]  “lords” or “lord” 

The Definite Article 

The definite article points to something and limits or defines 

it—this one and not another. (Hebrew has no indefinite article such 

as English “a.” The absence of a definite article with a Hebrew 

noun indicates “a.”) Hebrew prefixes the definite article to the 

word to which it points. The definite article is usually –h' with 

doubling (a strong dagesh) in the first letter of the word.  

    

@heKoh'  the priest 

 

Before nouns beginning with a guttural or resh, the definite 

article will be –h; or –h' without doubling, because the gutturals 

(a h j [) and resh (r) do not take doubling. 

 

!yhil¿a>h;  (the) God 

$r,aÚ;h;  the earth 

lk;yheh'  the temple 

 

As in the second example above the definite article may also affect 

the vowels of the noun it modifies. $r,a,Ú with the definite article 

becomes $r,aÚ;. 
Before x ; and sometimes h; and [;, the definite article is –h,. 
 

~yrI['  cities 

~yrI['h,  the cities 
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Note: The addition of the definite article or the addition of 

gender and number endings to some nouns changes the vowels. As 

an aid to identifying these remember that BDB and other 

dictionaries list the gender and various forms of nouns after the 

etymology. 

Prepositions 

Hebrew prepositions may either be prefixed to words or be 

independent words. 

Hebrew prefixes to words the prepositions –B] “in,” “at,” 

“with,” –K] “as,” “like,” and –l] “to,” “for.” 

 

~yvin"l.  for women 

 

When the word is definite, the he’ of the definite article disappears, 

but the vowel and doubling remain. 

 

~yviN"l;  for the women 

 

Some prepositions such as ynEp.li “before” are independent 

words. 

 

hw"hy> ynEp.li  before the LORD 

 

Some prepositions such as l[; “on,” “upon” and la, “to” are 

typically joined to the following word with a mark called a 

maqqeph.  

#r<aÚ'h'-l[;  on the earth 

ry[ih'-la,  to the city 
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Some prepositions such as tae “with” may or may not be 

joined to the following word with maqqeph. The preposition tae 
has the vowel pointing -ta, when it is joined with maqqeph to a 

word and, of course, the pointing tae when it is not joined with 

maqqeph to a word. 

 

hw"hy>-ta,  with the LORD  

hq'b.rI tae  with Rebekah 

Rule of Sheva 

When a preposition comes before a word that begins with a 

vocal sheva, the vowel pointing under the preposition changes to a 

h Iireq. 

hV,n:m.li  for Manasseh 

 

This is the rule of sheva: when two vocal shevas would appear 

together in Hebrew, the first changes to h Iireq, and the second 

becomes silent. 

When the second sheva is under a yod, the sheva disappears. 

 

hd"Why>  Judah 

hd"Whyli  to Judah 

The Conjunction –w> 
The conjunction –w> is always prefixed to a word. Its vowel 

pointing may be either –w> or –W. The pronunciation of the first is 

“ve-.” The pronunciation of the second is an important exception to 

the rule that Hebrew syllables always begin with a consonant. The 

pronunciation is “u-.” 

 

laer"f.yIw>  and Israel 

%l,mÚ,W  and a king 
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Before a composite sheva, the conjunction takes the corresponding 

long vowel. This is another variation of the rule of sheva. 

 

rv,a]w:  and who 

 

The vowel pointing of the conjunction before ~yhil{a/ “God” 

is unique. The ´aleph goes quiet and the vowel lengthens. 

 

~yhil{awE  and God 

Vocabulary 

vyai 
!yvin:a} 

 man 

men (irregular plural) 

la,  to, toward 

!yhiœla>  God 

$r<a,Ú  earth, land 

hV;ai 
  !yvin: 

 woman 

women (irregular plural) 

tae  with, beside 

–B]  in, at, with, on (preposition prefixed to the 

beginning of a word) 

–h'  the 

–w>  and, also; but (conjunction prefixed to the 

beginning of a word) 
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hwhy  long form of the name of God.  (The rabbis kept 

the pronunciation secret in order to avoid 

profanation and either did not point the name or 

pointed it with the vowel points of a word to be 

substituted in reading, most often the vowels for 

yn:doa}, “my Lord,” as you will see in the following 

exercises. For this reason translations such as the 

NRSV often translate it as LORD in capital letters 

and it is normally read yn:doa} in Hebrew.) Short 

forms of the name of God are:  hy: and Hy: . 

–K]  as, like (prefixed preposition) 

yKi  because, for, that, when, but; indeed, truly 

   

lwOK  lKo  all, every (This is one of the most frequently 

occurring examples of qamets h Iatuph. When 

joined with a maqqeph to a following word it 

loses its accent and becomes -lK; pronounced 

with a short o.) 

–l]  to, toward, for  (prefixed preposition); Do! Yes!  

&l,m,Ú  king 

ynEp.li  before 

l['  on, upon, against, over; beside 

![i  with 

Exercises 

1. Practice reading aloud the following verse until you can 

read it smoothly and fluently. Translate the words you recognize.  

 

dx'a, hw"hy> WnyhÚel{a/ hw"hy> laer"f.yI [m;v. (Deut 6:4) 

 

2. Read aloud and translate the words in the following 

phrases. In these early exercises, the important thing is that you 

translate the individual words. Until you become more familiar 

with Hebrew, it will be difficult to create a translation that makes 
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sense in English, but you should be able to identify the individual 

words. In the exercise, you will begin to learn by experience that 

word order is different in Hebrew than it is in English. In addition, 

you will need to add “is” to make sense of some of the phrases that 

do not include a verb. If you still cannot make sense of the phrases, 

you may consult an English translation. 

 

#r<aÚ'h' hw"hyl; yKi (Exod 9:29) 

 

dwID" 2rm,aYÚOw: (2 Sam 6:21) 

hw"hy> ynEp.li 3lk;ymi-la, 
 

  hw"hy>-~[i laeWmv. (1 Sam 2:21)  
 

#r<aÚ'h'-l[; ~d"a'h'-ta, ~yhil{a/ (2 Chr 6:18) 

 

x:n ÚO-4%L,h;t.hi ~yhil{a/h'-ta, (Gen 6:9) 

 

~yhil{a/ #r<a'Úh'-lK' %l,m,Ú yKi (Ps 47:8 ET 7)5 

 

~yviN"h;-l[; ~yvin"a]h' (Exod 35:22) 

 

hV'ai-~[i 6bkevo vyai (Deut 22:22) 

 

hw"hyl; tB'v; #r<a'Úl' (Lev 25:4) 

 

                                                 
2
 “said” (The subject, when named, normally comes after the verb 

rather than before it, as in English. See “Word Order” in Chapter 6.) 
3
 “Michal.” If you have trouble with a word in the exercises, 

remember that it could be a name. Sound it out or look it up. 
4
 “walked” 

5
 ET = Verse number(s) in English translations 

6
 “lying” 
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3. Read aloud and translate the words in the following 

phrases. They contain a few words you have not had in your 

vocabulary and will need to look up in a lexicon. Again, until you 

know more Hebrew, you may not be able to figure out how the 

words fit into English translations. The important thing is to 

identify the individual words. 

 

~yhil{a/ hw"hy> 7tAf[] ~AyB. (Gen 2:4) 
8~yImÚ'v'w> #r<aÚ, 

 

dx'a, vyaiK. ry[ih'-la, laer"f.yI vyai-lK' (Judg 20:11) 

 

4.  Some recent grammars argue that grammatical gender of 

nouns for living and non-living things is primarily syntactical and 

does not reflect social ideas about gender. Some feminists think 

that the gender of non-living things often does reflect and support 

the sexist ideas and practices of patriarchal cultures. English, for 

example, uses feminine pronouns (she, her) for the church, because 

the church is thought of as emotionally supportive and nurturing 

like a mother. This usage is usually unconscious. What do you 

think? Is gender only grammatical or does it reflect ideas about 

male and female? 

                                                 
7
 “made” (The next two words are the subject of this verb. See 

footnote 2.) 
8
 You will find this word listed in BDB under the root hmv. 



  

Chapter 4 

Word Studies 

 

Exegesis comes from a Greek word meaning “to lead out of.” 

In biblical studies, it refers to the methods of historical and literary 

analysis of a passage that “lead out” meaning. It refers, in short, to 

methods of biblical interpretation. Throughout this work, there will 

be chapters on aspects of biblical interpretation. 

In the process of interpreting a biblical passage, it may be 

necessary or valuable to do a word study to understand the 

meaning of a word. When translating from Hebrew into English, a 

scholar may have difficulty making sense of a Hebrew word in a 

particular context and may need to do a word study. While 

studying a passage, you may decide there are one or several words 

that are very important to understanding a passage and therefore 

may deserve a word study. 

A word usually has a range of meanings within a language. 

These meanings may change over time within a culture. New 

words are created, and old words gradually stop being used. 

Different groups of people may assign peculiar meanings to 

particular words. Because the Bible was written over a long period 

by many groups of people, words may have different meanings in 

different bodies of literature and historical eras. Ancient Israelite 

culture was very different from our own and we look at it from a 

great historical distance. Word studies are like telescopes helping 

us to see ancient meanings from a great cultural and historical 

distance. 

Theological terms in English may be very abstract, but have 

concrete meanings in Hebrew that bring them alive. For example: 

“Redeemer” is quite abstract in English, but in Hebrew it has a 

variety of concrete meanings, including a person who buys a 

relative from slavery. 
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Lexicons 

Lexicons are dictionaries of ancient languages. They provide 

the range of meanings of a word and much other useful 

information for translation and interpretation. If there is a history 

of scholarly discussion about the meaning of a word, a lexicon 

often contains a brief summary. 

There are two multi-volume lexicons of classical Hebrew. 

The first by Koehler, Baumgartner, and Stamm was originally in 

German (with some English translations). It now appears in 

English translation as The Hebrew and Aramaic Lexicon of the Old 

Testament, and is often referred to by the abbreviation HALOT in 

biblical studies. The second multi-volume lexicon is The 

Dictionary of Classical Hebrew, edited by David J. A. Clines, and 

abbreviated DCH in biblical studies. DCH is influenced by 

contemporary linguistics and focuses on the meaning of words in 

the context of the Hebrew language. For this reason, it does not 

contain references to the meaning of roots in other Semitic 

languages, but does contain references to the Dead Sea Scrolls that 

were not available to earlier works. 

Hebrew students commonly use either one of two one-

volume lexicons: William L. Holladay’s A Concise Hebrew and 

Aramaic Lexicon of the Old Testament or Brown, Driver and 

Briggs’ Hebrew and English Lexicon of the Old Testament (BDB). 

Holladay is based on an earlier German lexicon by Koehler and 

Baumgartner (KBL) and is favored by some because the entries are 

in alphabetic order and therefore easier to find for beginners. BDB 

lists words under roots but has more information. The New Brown-

Driver-Briggs from Hendrickson Publishers adds to the bottom of 

pages the Addenda and Corrigenda that were at the back of the 

Oxford version. Both versions lack much new information, 

particularly the library of Ugaritic literature, and recent advances 

in the understanding of Hebrew. 

Although BDB is difficult to use, it contains much 

information. Therefore, this textbook provides helps for its use. 

What follows is a reproduction of the beginning of an entry from 

BDB. Refer to that reproduction (or page 55 in BDB) as you read 

the following description of how to use it.   
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The parenthesis following the root contains information on 

the origin and meaning of the word. There are abbreviated 

references to various scholars as well as the meanings of the word 

in various Semitic languages. The key to the abbreviations is at 

the front of BDB. Even if you do not know the alphabets of the 

other Semitic languages, you can use this section because BDB 

gives the translation. 

After the parentheses in BDB is a dash (—) and the various 

forms of the verb. Do not worry about these now. The numbered 

sections that follow give various meanings of the verb and where 

BDB thinks those meanings occur. (This particular entry continues 

for two pages.) BDB lists various biblical occurrences under each 
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meaning and you may find the passage you are studying. If there is 

a sword (†) to the left of a word, this means the entry lists all 

occurrences of the word. Check other lexicons for different 

meanings. Various lexicons and translations may choose different 

meanings. Examine this range of meanings to see what best fits the 

context of your passage. 

If there is a large Roman numeral to the left of the root, then 

the root has other unrelated meanings. This is important. A 

different meaning may fit the context you are studying as well or 

better. 

Note: Be careful with etymologies. Etymology is the study 

of the origin and derivation of words. BDB’s etymologies are 

sometimes fanciful. In The Semantics of Biblical Language, James 

Barr criticized the use of etymologies in biblical studies. He 

pointed out that context and usage determine the meaning of a 

word, not etymology. For example, the word “nice” originally 

meant “stupid” in English. Someone hearing the word “nice” used 

today would know from the context that it no longer means 

“stupid.” 

Barr noted another danger. The lexicons of Semitic 

languages, particularly Arabic, contain so many meanings for a 

root that an interpreter can choose any meaning that suits her or his 

purposes. 

When a word is rare and occurs in contexts where its 

meaning is obscure, however, consulting the uses of the root in 

other Semitic languages may be necessary and provide important 

interpretive clues. For example, the Hebrew word &s;m]mi occurs 

only in Isaiah 65:11 and Proverbs 23:30. Neither context makes 

clear the meaning of the word. Since the meaning of the root ^sm 

is “to mix,” the traditional translation in Proverbs, represented by 

the RSV, is “those who tarry long over wine, those who go to try 

mixed wine.” But a Ugaritic text has a list of vessels which 

includes mmsk listed after spl (bowl). Since the &s;m]mi is being 

filled, a cup or mixing bowl makes sense in the context. Thus, the 

New Jewish Publication Society Bible (NJPS) translates Proverbs 

23:30 as: “Those whom wine keeps till the small hours. Those who 

gather to drain the cups.” 
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Recently people who study the meaning of words have been 

realizing that the study of synonyms and antonyms may be as 

important or more important than the meanings a lexicon lists. 

Synonyms are words with the same or similar meanings. 

Antonyms are words with a contrary meaning. You should 

develop an understanding of how the word is and is not like its 

synonyms in various contexts. DCH is particularly helpful in 

studying synonyms and antonyms. 

Concordances 

Lexicons are created by collecting all the occurrences of a 

word and grouping them according to meaning. You can do this 

yourself by using a concordance. A concordance lists the verse 

and a selection from the verse where a word occurs. In some cases 

you may want to group words yourself before studying lexicons in 

order to make your own discoveries without being biased by them. 

Three major Hebrew concordances are: Evan-Shoshan, A New 

Concordance of the Old Testament; Lisowsky, Konkordanz zum 

Hebräischen Alten Testament; and Mandelkern, Veteris Testamenti 

Concordantiae Hebraicae atque Chaldaicae (2 vols.). Each has its 

advantages and disadvantages, but the last is the most comprehen-

sive. 

If you find reading the Hebrew verses difficult, The 

Englishman’s Hebrew and Chaldee Concordance of the Old 

Testament lists the verses in English under the Hebrew forms. 

A number of computer programs are now the best 

concordances because of the speed with which they can compile 

customized lists of words, phrases, or grammatical forms. 

As you study the occurrences of the word, you should group 

them according to book, genre, and historical period to understand 

the differences in meaning between different authors, genres of 

literature, and historical periods. You should also note the nearby 

words such as prepositions that may be indicators of a particular 

meaning. Compare the synonyms and antonyms of the word. If the 

word study is too large, you may want to limit it by studying only 

one form, grammatical construction, book, genre, or historical 

period. 
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Versions 

Versions are translations of the Bible into other languages. 

Early versions may have had insights into the meaning of words. 

The Septuagint is a collection of translations of biblical books into 

Greek from the second and third centuries B.C.E. The Septuagint is 

sometimes abbreviated by the roman numeral LXX, because of the 

ancient tradition that seventy-two scholars translated the Septuatint 

in seventy days. If you know Greek, you could look to see how the 

Septuagint has translated the word. If the meaning is very different, 

however, the Septuagint may have been using a Hebrew 

manuscript with a different word. The best one-volume work for 

purchase is Rahlfs’ Septuaginta. Two multi-volume, critical 

editions of the Septuagint are also available. 

Theological Dictionaries 

There are extensive and detailed discussions of words with a 

view to their theological meaning in Theological Dictionary of the 

New Testament (TDNT) and Theological Dictionary of the Old 

Testament (TDOT). TDNT includes long discussions of the Hebrew 

words that lie behind the NT Greek. There is a serious danger of 

becoming overawed by the extent and detail of information in 

these two works and not forming your own opinions. James Barr 

wrote the work mentioned earlier as a critique of the methods and 

conclusions of these dictionaries. In addition to criticizing the 

emphasis on etymology rather than context and usage, he 

questioned the idea that a word carries all its meanings into every 

context. This makes for interesting theologizing, but is not how 

language works. Words may bring some associations with them, 

but context may exclude other associations for the native speaker. 

Again, the way the word is used and the specific context in which 

it is used determine its meaning.  

Less extensive but useful is Westermann and Jenni’s 

Theological Lexicon of the Old Testament. Articles by forty 

international scholars discuss the meanings of words in their 

historical and religious contexts.  
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Exercises 

1. In Psalm 1:2, the New Revised Standard Version (NRSV) 

translates hr"AT as “law.” The New Jewish Publication Society 

(NJPS) or Tanakh translates it as “teaching.” Do a word study to 

find out which is the better translation. hr"AT is on page 435 in 

BDB. The root is on the previous page. You may want to focus on 

the use of the word in Psalms to make the study more manageable. 

Some standard questions that you can ask when doing a word 

study are: 

   

a. What is the meaning in other languages? (Use BDB) 

b. What are the meanings that BDB lists? 

c. What are the meanings that HALOT lists?  

d. What are its synonyms and antonyms listed in DCH and 

how is it like or unlike them? 

e. What meanings do you find by doing your own 

investigation with a concordance?  

f. What is the meaning in the particular Bible passage(s)? 

Commentaries may be helpful to understand the use in 

particular passages. 

 

Some have suggested that Psalm 1 is placed at the beginning of 

the book of Psalms as an introduction. If Psalm 1 is an 

introduction, how would the translation and interpretation of hr"AT 

influence our understanding of the book of Psalms? 

 

2. The meanings of biblical names often have religious or 

literary significance. For example, ~d"a' “Adam” means “human 

being.” The name  !t'n"Ahy> “Jonathan” means “the LORD (Ahy> ) has 

given (!t'n").” In BDB, look up the etymology (the information in 

parentheses about the origin of the word) for the following names 

you learned in Chapter 2. 

 

@seAy bqo[]y: dwID" !miy"n>Bi 
laeWmv. laer"f.yI ~÷Il;v'Wry> qx'c.yI 

 



  

Chapter 5 

Pronouns and Demonstratives 

 

Pronouns are words that substitute for nouns (this, that, he, 

she, they, and the like). In Hebrew, pronouns may be either 

independent or suffixed.  

Independent Personal Pronouns 

Independent pronouns are independent because they are 

separate words. Personal pronouns have person (first, second, or 

third), gender (masculine, feminine, or common), and number 

(singular or plural). The first person is “I” or “we” in English. The 

second person is “you.” The third person is “he,” “she,” and 

“they.” Person, gender, and number are abbreviated PGN in the 

table below and elsewhere in this book. In Hebrew the 

independent personal pronouns are: 

 

PGN Pronoun Trans. PGN Pronoun Trans. 

 3ms 

 

aWh he  3mp hM;heÚ 
!he 

they 

 3fs ayhi she  3fp hN:heÚÚ they 

 2ms hT;a' 
T;a' 

you  2mp !T,a' you 

 2fs T]a' you  2fp @T,a' 
hN:TeÚa' 

you 

 1cs ynIa} 
ykinOa; 

I  1cp Wnj]n"Úa} we 
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As the table indicates, several independent pronouns have alternate 

forms. Note also where the accents are when you learn to 

pronounce them. 

Suffixed Pronouns  

Pronouns may also be added as suffixes to prepositions, 

verbs, nouns, and particles. As in the example below, the vowels of 

the form to which the suffixed pronoun is attached may change: 

 

^c, Úr>a;  your land 

 

The following table shows suffixed pronouns attached to the 

preposition lamed, –l] “to.” 

 

PGN Suff. pron. Trans. PGN Suff. pron. Trans. 

 3ms /l to him  3mp !h,l; to them 

 3fs Hl; to her  3fp @h,l; to them 

 2ms *l] to you  2mp !k,l; to you 

 2fs &l; to you  2fp @k,l; to you 

 1cs yli to me  1cp Wnl;Ú to us 

 

The dot in the 3fs suffix, a mappiq, indicates that this is a 

consonant, not a vowel letter. Taking note of this will be 

particularly important when distinguishing a suffixed pronoun 

from something else, such as a fs ending on a noun. 

There are other forms of suffixed pronouns attached to other 

prepositions and other words. The main concern of this chapter is 

pronouns suffixed to prepositions. Nouns, verbs and particles, 

however, take the same pronoun suffixes.  

The table below summarizes the different forms of suffixed 

pronouns. For beginning students, it is probably enough to 

memorize the pronouns on lamed in the table above and merely be 

familiar with the following table for future reference. The suffixed 

pronouns are often used as objects so that is the translation given in 
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both tables. They may also be possessive (his, her, your . . .). The 

similarities between the independent and suffixed pronouns may 

help you remember and recognize both. 

 

PGN Suff. pron. Trans. PGN Suff. pron. Trans. 

 3ms 

 

 /– Wh– w–
 WN– W– 

him  3mp !–   !h²– 

!he– /m– 

them 

 3fs 

 

H– ; h;–  
  hn:–  

her  3fp @– ; @– hn:– 

@h,– @he– hN:heÚ– 

them 

 2ms hk;– *–  you  2mp !k,– you 

 2fs &–  you  2fp @k,– you 

 1cs y– i ydI–  
ynI– y– ' 

me  1cp Wn– us 

 

Vowels and consonants may arise between the suffix and the 

form to which it is attached. Common is the addition of a vowel to 

the final letter of the word and a yod before the suffix. Compare:  

  

ba;  father 

and 

wybia;  his father. 

 

Compare: 

 

l[;  on  

and 

~h,yle[]  on them. 

 

Some words such as the preposition –K] (like) add consonants 

in addition to vowels before the suffixed pronouns. For example: 

 

Wh/mÚK;  like him 

Wn/mÚK;  like us 
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But they may not do this for all pronouns. 

 

!h,K;  like them 

Demonstratives 

In grammar, a demonstrative is a word that points to 

something. A demonstrative can be a near demonstrative, when it 

points to something close (this), or a far demonstrative, when it 

points to something far away (that). 

 

GN Near Far 

 ms  hz< this aWh that 

 fs tazO this ayhi that 

 mp 
1hL,aeÚ these !he those 

 fp hL,aeÚ these hN:heÚ those 

 

Notice that the far demonstratives have the same form and usage as 

the third person independent pronouns. English makes a distinction 

between personal pronouns and far demonstratives that Hebrew 

does not. Pronouns have a pointing quality and in some instances 

this demonstrative meaning warrants the use of English 

demonstrative adjectives in translation. 

Demonstratives may be predicate or attributive. A predicate 

is a verb and its modifiers. In English translation of a predicate 

demonstrative, a form of the verb “to be” is necessary. The 

predicate demonstrative agrees with the noun it modifies in 

gender and number. It never takes an article and usually comes 

before the noun. 

 

$r<a;Úh; tazO  This is the land (Deut 34:4) 

hw:hyl' r['VÚ'h'Ahz<  This is the gate of the LORD  

(Ps 118:20) 

 

                                                 
1
 Sometimes lae. 
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When demonstratives are attributive, they come after the 

word they modify and agree in gender, number, and definiteness. 

Study the way in which the two following examples are translated 

into English: 

taZOh; hV'aih'  this woman 

aWhh; ~AYh;  that day 

Vocabulary 

ba;  father 

hL,aeÚ  these 

Wnj]n"Ûa}  we  

  ykinOa; 
ynIa} 

 I (long form) 

I 

hT;a'  you (ms) (T]a' “you” [fs]) 

!T,a'  you (mp) (@T,a' “you” [fp]) 

@Be 
!ynIB; 

 son 

sons (irregular plural) 

tyIB'Ú 
!yTiB;‰ 

 house 

houses (irregular plural) 

rb;D:  word, thing, matter 

aWh  he, that 

ayhi  she, that 

!he  hM;heÚ  they (m) (hN:hÚe “they” [f]) 

hz<  this (m) 

tazo  this (f) 

!wOy 
!ymiy: 

 day 

days (irregular plural) 
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Exercises 

1. Read aloud and translate the following:  

 

~AYh;-hz< (Ps 118:24) 

 

hZ<h; tyIB;ÚB; 2^m.vi yKi ^yn Ú<p'l.W hZ<h; tyIBÚ;h; ynEp.li (2 Chr 20:9) 
 

laer"f.yIB. %l,mÚ, 3!yae ~heh' ~ymiY"B; (Judg 17:6) 

        

laer"f.yI-l[; %l,m,l. 4 )̂yTix.v;m. ykinOa' . . . vyaih' hT'a; (2 Sam 12:7) 
 

hL,aeÚh' ~ymiY"B; 5yTim.m;z" (Zech 8:15) 

~Il;Úv'Wry>-ta, 6byjiyhel. 
 

                                                 
2
 “your name” 

3
 “no” 

4
 “I anointed you” 

5
 “I have purposed” 

6
 “to do good” 
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2. Read aloud and translate the following. You will need to 

look up a couple of words in a lexicon. 

 

#r<aÚ'h' tazO wyl'ae hw"hy> 7rm,aYOÚw: (Deut 34:4) 

bqo[]y:l.W qx'c.yIl. ~h'r"b.a;l. 8yTi[.B'v.nI rv,a] 
 

~heh' ~ymiY"B; #r<a'b' 9Wyh' ~ylipiN>h; (Gen 6:4) 

 

hw"hy> 10rB,DI rv,a] ~yrIb'D>h; hL,aeÚw> (Jer 30:4) 

 hd"Why>-la,w> laer"f.yI-la, 
 

                                                 
7
 “said” 

8
 “I promised” 

9
 “were” 

10
 “spoke” 



  

Chapter 6 

Qal Imperfect, Part I 

 

Verbs are words that express action, existence, or occur-

rence. In many languages, a verb expresses many things in a single 

sentence. A verb in a Hebrew sentence has more functions than in 

a sentence in English. Just one example is that the verb includes 

the subject. A separate subject is often unnecessary in Hebrew. The 

Hebrew verb also expresses ideas that are difficult to express in 

English. Because it is so important for the meaning of a Hebrew 

sentence, we begin early introducing the verb. 

Qal Stem  

The Qal is the verbal stem (in Hebrew binyan “building”) 

with the simplest construction and meaning. Qal means light. 

Other names for the Qal stem are G (German: Grundstamm, “Basic 

stem”) or B (Basic stem). The modification of the Qal by the 

addition of consonants and vowels creates the various other stems 

with more complex meanings. This will become clearer when you 

study the other stems in future chapters. 

Imperfect Conjugation 

For each stem, there are also two major conjugations in 

Hebrew. A conjugation is a list of the forms of a verb according to 

person (first, second, or third), gender (masculine, feminine, or 

common), and number (singular or plural). Person, gender, and 

number are abbreviated PGN in the table below and elsewhere in 

this book. Other names for a conjugation are an inflection and a 

paradigm. 

The most common conjugation in Hebrew is the imperfect. 

Hebrew adds prefixes and some suffixes to the root to form the 

imperfect. A prefix is a consonant and a vowel (Cv) added to the 
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beginning of a word. A suffix is a vowel (v) or a cluster of vowels 

and consonants (Cv or CvC) added to the end of the word. The root 

rmv (to keep, guard, or watch) will be used in this text to 

demonstrate the stems and conjugations for verbs. The imperfect 

conjugation is as follows: 

 

PGN Form PGN Form 

 3ms 

 3fs 

 2ms 

 2fs 

 1cs 

rmov]yI 

rmov]Ti 

rmov]Ti 

yrIm]v]Ti 

rmov]a, 

 3mp 

 3fp 

 2mp 

 2fp 

 1cp 

Wrm]v]yI 

hn:rÒmoÚv]Ti 

Wrm]v]Ti 

hn:rÒmoÚv]Ti 

rmov]nI 

 

When you are reading, these prefixes and suffixes are 

indicators that you have an imperfect. The indicators are those 

features that occur on most forms and are therefore the most 

reliable indicators that you are looking at a particular form. I would 

recommend that you memorize the basic conjugation in the above 

chart, noting especially the prefixes and suffixes. In future 

chapters, however, the indicators should free you from having to 

memorize all the consonants and vowels on conjugations.  

The 3mp and 2mp forms frequently have a nun on the end: 

 

@Wrm]v]yI     @Wrm]v]Ti 
 

When a maqqeph (a dash) joins the imperfect to another 

word, the Holem may reduce to a qamets Hatuph. 

 

rmov]yI  becomes Arm;v]yI 
 

Some verbs take an a-class or i-class vowel instead of a 

Holem.  

dB'k]yI     he honored 
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These verbs are usually either from a root with a III-guttural 

(a h j [), because gutturals prefer a-class vowels underneath and 

before them, or from roots that have a stative meaning. (For the 

definition of stative, see Chapter 7). 

Use for Past Narration 

The imperfect is most commonly used with a prefixed vav 

(waw) to narrate past events.  

 

jl'v]YIw"  he sent (Gen 41:8) 

 

The prefixed vav is commonly called a vav conversive or vav 

consecutive. The reasons for these names will be explained in the 

next chapter. This book will use the term vav consecutive. 

 Some scholars think of the imperfect with prefixed vav as a 

conjugation separate from the imperfect because it has a different 

usage and sometimes a different form than the imperfect without 

the vav. They may therefore refer to this as the vayyiqt Iol or 

wayyiqt Iol. The name comes from the 3ms form (ljoq.YIw:) of the root 

ljq. This book uses the traditional term, imperfect, because it is 

more widely used. 

The pointing of the vav consecutive (-w") is different than the 

vav conjunction (-wÒ). The vav with pataH and doubling in the prefix 

(- YIw") is an indicator of the imperfect. When you see vav with 

pataH and doubling of an imperfect prefix, you know you have an 

imperfect verb. Because ´aleph does not accept doubling and 

lengthens the preceding vowel instead, the form of the vav 

consecutive with the 1cs imperfect is: 

 

[m'v]a,w:  I heard . . . (Isa 6:8) 

 

Many versions translate the vav consecutive as “and.” This 

sounds childish to an English speaker, because there are so many 

in past narration. Moreover, the pointing on the vav consecutive is 

different than on the vav conjunction. Therefore, another word 

such as “then” or, if it begins a sentence or clause, a punctuation 
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mark such as a period (.), semicolon (;), or a comma (,) at the end 

of the preceding clause, are often better translations of the vav. 

Word Order 

The subject is the person, place, or thing that does the action 

of the verb. Independent personal pronouns are unnecessary and 

not usually used with finite verbs in Hebrew, as in the two 

examples in the previous section. When independent pronouns are 

used with finite verbs, it is usually for emphasis. When the subject 

is expressed as a separate word, it normally follows the verb rather 

than precedes it as in English. 

 

~r"b.a; [m;v.YIw:        Abram heard (Gen 14:14) 

Sign of the Definite Direct Object (tae or Ata,) 

The direct object is the object on which a subject and verb act 

directly. When the direct object of a verb is definite, Hebrew often 

(not always) marks it with the sign of the definite direct object 

(tae or Ata,). This may help you distinguish the subject and object 

when they both follow a verb. When a maqqeph joins the sign of 

the definite direct object to a following word, the resulting shift in 

accent causes the tsere under the ´aleph to change to a segol. The 

sign of the definite direct object is not translated in English.   

 

~d"a'h'-ta, ~yhil{a/ ar"b.YIw:  God created the human 

(Gen 1:27) 

Missing and Weak Letters 

In order to recognize a word and look it up in BDB, you need 

to know the three-letter root. Sometimes, after removing the prefix 

and suffix of a verb, only two letters are left. One letter is missing. 

It requires some detective work to find the missing letter in order 

to identify the root and the meaning of the word. These missing 

letters are often called weak letters. The types of roots with weak 

letters are often named by the position the weak letter appears in 

the roots. When a verb is formed, for example, from a root with a  
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third letter that is a h, we call it a third he’ verb (written III-he´ or 

III-h). Letters are often missing in the Qal imperfect when the verb 

root is I-nun, I-vav, II-vav or yod (also called “hollow”), or III-he´. 
Some people use the name hn"Ay “Jonah” to help remember the 

missing letters.  

The nun usually assimilates into the second letter of the root 

with I-nun verbs. For example, the Qal imperfect (3ms) of @tn is:  

 

!TeYIw:  he put (Gen 1:17) 

 

The nun is assimilated into the tav. This happens in English when 

the prefix in- (not) is added to rational and becomes not inrational 

but irrational. In Hebrew the doubling of the tav is expressed by a 

strong dagesh. When there are only two root letters, doubling is the 

indicator of a I-nun.  

The frequently occurring verb jql masquerades as a I-nun. 

 

 ~yhil{a/ hw"hy> xQ;YIw:  The LORD God took (Gen 2:15) 

 

With III-he´ verbs, the he´ may be present, replaced by a yod 

or absent. 

hy<h]a,w:  I was (2 Sam 7:6) 

Wyh.Yiw:  they were (Gen 2:25) 

hn"yy<Ûh.Tiw:  they were (Num 36:11) 

   

When the vav consecutive is added, the stress moves toward the 

vav and the final he´ is lost. 

 

yhiyÒw"  he was (Gen 21:20) 

 

Notice that there is no doubling in the first letter. A strong dagesh 

disappears when some consonants have a sheva under them. 
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I-vav verbs are verbs that in the history of the language used 

to begin with a vav. Most forms came to look like I-yod verbs. I-

vav verbs lose the first root letter. Thus the imperfect of bvy is: 

 

bv,YÛEw:  he lived (Gen 4:16) 

 

The tsere under the yod is the indicator of a I-vav imperfect. 

The verb &lh masquerades as a I-vav in the imperfect. 

 

%l,YEÛw:  he went (Gen 12:4) 

 

This verb occurs frequently so remember it whenever you see  &l–. 

 
Most I-yod verbs retain the yod. 

 

 bj;yYIw:  its was good (Gen 41:37) 

 

 Though lky (to be able) has lk'Wy, lk'WT, etc. 

 

II-vav and II-yod verbs are also called hollow verbs, 

because they lose the vav or yod in some forms. Without the vav 

consecutive, the middle root letter is visible in most forms of the 

imperfect of the II-vav or II-yod (hollow) verbs: 

 

!Wqy:  !yciy:  a/by:  
 

But hollow verbs occur more often after the vav consecutive and 

then the middle letter is missing: 

 

!q;Y:Úw"  he arose    !c,Y:Úw"  he put     aboYÚ:w"  he came 

 

When there is a qamets under the prefix of the imperfect and two 

root letters, this is the indicator that the middle root letter is w or y. 
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I-guttural verbs have different vowels because they prefer a-

class
1
 vowels and composite shevas. The guttural is not a missing 

letter and the prefixes, suffixes and, when it is present, the vav 

consecutive with doubling identify the imperfect. 

 

 …!yhil¿a> hw:hyÒ c['YÛ"w"  The LORD God made… (Gen 3:21) 

 

Some roots are doubly weak. The previous example—from 

hf[—is doubly weak. It is both a I-guttural and a III-he´. 
The vowel pointing on frequently occurring I-’aleph 

imperfects is peculiar: 

 

rm,aYÛOw"  he said (Gen 1:3, etc.) 

lk;aTow:  she ate (Gen 3:6) 

 

When the 1cs prefix is added, you would expect to see two ´alephs, 

but one of the ´alephs is lost: 

 

 rm;aow"  I said (Gen 20:13) 

Charting Verbs 

A convenient way of presenting the information about a verb 

form is to chart it. For example, rm,aYOÚw " would be charted as: 

 

Root Stem Conjugation PGN Special Features 

rma Qal Imperfect 3ms vav consecutive 

Interrogative Particle (–h}) 

Be careful not to confuse the interrogative particle (–h}) with 

the definite article. Note the different vowel pointing. Hebrew uses 

the interrogative particle prefixed to a word at the beginning of a 

question.  

hw"hy> ykinOa' al{h]  Am I not the LORD? (Exod 4:11) 

                                                 
1
 See the discussion of classes of vowels and chart of vowels in 

Chapter 2. 
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Some questions are marked by other question words. And some 

questions are not marked—the context tells us they are questions. 

Vocabulary 

You may be familiar with many of the verbs in this 

vocabulary, because you looked up their root meaning in Chapter 

1. The vowel points on the root are from the 3ms form of the 

perfect conjugation that you will learn in Chapter 10. Lexicons 

normally use it because it has no consonants added to the root. 

 

lk'a;  eat, devour 

rm'a;  say 

tae or Ata,  (The sign of the definite direct object. Not 

translated.) 

a/B  come in, enter, come, go, go in 

-h}  (prefixed, interrogative particle) 

hy:h;  be, become, happen 

&l'h;  go, walk 

[d'y:  know 

ax;y:  go out, come out 

bv'y:  sit, remain, dwell, inhabit 

jq'l;  take 

tWm  die 

@t'n:  give 

hc;[;  do, make 

ha;r:  see 

bWv  turn, return 

[m'v;  hear, obey 
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Exercises 

1. Read aloud and translate the following. Make several 

copies of the verb chart worksheets from Appendix A. In this and 

all future exercises, chart the verbs.   

 

ha,r>a,w" aAba'w" (Ezek 8:10) 

 

~d"a'h'-ta, ~yhil{a/ hw"hy> xQ;YIw: (Gen 2:15) 

 

^yn<Úp'l. #r<a'Úh'-lk' al{h] (Gen 13:9) 

 

. . . hV'aih' rm,aToÚw: . . . hV'ail' ~yhil{a/ hw"hy> rm,aYOÛw: (Gen 3:13) 

 
%l,MÚ,h;-la, 2[b,vø,-tb; aboT'w: (1 Kgs 1:15) 

 

WaboÚY"w: aWhh; ~AYB; yhiy>w: (Gen 26:32) 

 

 3rt,y<Ú-la, bv'YÚ"w: hv,mo %l,YEÛw: (Exod 4:18) 

 

                                                 
2
 “Bathsheba” 

3
 “Jethro” 
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2. Read aloud and translate the following and chart the verbs. 

You will need to use a lexicon to translate a few of the words. 

  
tAnt.K' 4ATv.ail.W ~d"a'l. ~yhil{a/ hw"hy> f[;Y:w: (Gen 3:21) 

 
lk;aYOw: HM'[i Hv'yail.-~G: !TeTiw: lk;aTow: (Gen 3:6) 

 
5~d"y"B. yZIrIP.h;w> ynI[]n:K.h;-ta, hw"hy> !TeYIw: hd"Why> l[;Y:Ûw: (Judg 1:4) 

 

                                                 
4
 “and for his wife” 

5
 To recognize this word, you may need to identify the prefix and 

suffix and remove them. 



  

Chapter 7 

Qal Imperfect, Part II 

Meaning of the Qal 

The Qal stem may have either a dynamic or a stative 

meaning. A stative verb is a verb that describes a state or 

circumstance, one that is either external and physical, or internal 

and psychological (or perceptual).   

 She was old (external stative). 

 He was afraid (internal stative). 

English tends to express them with adjectives and a form of the 

verb “to be.” They also tend to be intransitive. An intransitive 

verb is one whose action does not pass over from the subject to an 

object. 

Qal verbs that have a stative meaning tend to have a tsere or a 

pataH under the second root letter instead of a Holem. (See the 

chart in the previous chapter.) 

 

[d"y"Ahy> !q:z>YIw:
 
  Jehoida was old (2 Chr 24:15)  

 

Dynamic
1
 verbs describe a state of activity. The subject puts 

energy into the action of the verb and the activity may have 

different phases. Dynamic verbs tend to be transitive. Transitive 

verbs transfer the effects of the verb from a subject to an object. 

 

~x,l, AM[i Wlk.aYOw:  They ate bread with him 

(Job 42:11) 

 

                                                 
1
 Other names for dynamic verbs are: fientive (Waltke & O’Connor), 

voluntaria, freiwillig (Haupt) and active (Brockelmann). 
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Some verbs in Hebrew have both dynamic and stative forms 

and meanings. Some verbs, such as those expressing emotion or a 

mental state, have meanings that are partially stative and partially 

dynamic. 

 “I was afraid” (ary Gen 3:10): stative 

 “Do not fear the people of the land” (ary Num 14:9): 

        partially stative, partially dynamic 

Meaning of the Imperfect 

In the last chapter, we saw that the imperfect was often used 

with a prefixed vav to narrate the past. Scholars debate the 

meaning of the imperfect. Older Jewish grammarians and some 

modern scholars understand the imperfect as a present and future 

tense. In this understanding, the prefixed vav is called a vav 

conversive because it is thought of as converting the imperfect 

from a present-future to a past tense.  

This understanding seems inadequate for at least two reasons. 

First, it seems unlikely that a tense could be converted in this way. 

Second, a number of the ways the imperfect is used do not fit into 

a simple tense system. 

Therefore, beginning in the nineteenth-century the view was 

advanced and eventually came to predominate among scholars that 

the Hebrew conjugations represented not tense but aspect. In 

grammar, aspect refers to the duration and completion of an 

action. The imperfect, they suggested, described an incomplete 

action. The context determined whether the action occurred in the 

past, present or future. The name imperfect comes from this 

understanding of the conjugation. 

According to this theory, the use of the imperfect to narrate 

the past with a prefixed vav is not because the imperfect is 

converted, but because it is in a narrative sequence. The imperfect 

with a prefixed vav continued a narrative sequence that began with 

a perfect (perfect . . . vav+imperfect . . . vav+imperfect . . .). Since 

many sequences do not actually begin with a perfect, the perfect 

verb could be implied. In this understanding, the prefixed vav was 

called a vav consecutive because the vav indicates that the 

imperfect is consecutive to or depends on the preceding perfect. 
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Some modern scholars also make use of comparative 

material from other Semitic languages to explain the historical 

development of the imperfect. Akkadian and Arabic have a longer, 

prefix conjugation with a range of meanings similar to the Hebrew 

imperfect and a shorter, prefix conjugation with a past tense or 

preterite meaning. With some weak verbs and the Hiphil stem (see 

Chapter 17), Hebrew uses a shorter form of the imperfect when it 

is prefixed by a vav in a narrative sequence and a longer form 

when the imperfect stands alone. Many scholars, therefore, think 

that Hebrew originally had two prefix conjugations—a longer one 

(yaqt Iulu) and a shorter one (yaqt Iul). When the language lost its 

final short vowels around 1100 B.C.E., the two conjugations 

became almost identical. The earlier conjugation and its preterite 

meaning are present in Biblical Hebrew as the imperfect with 

prefixed vav in narrative sequences, and rarely without prefixed 

vav.  

Many Hebrew scholars today hold some combination of the 

aspect and historical-comparative theories. Hebrew conjugations 

may communicate a complex interaction of tense, aspect, and other 

factors such as mood. As it refers to verbs, mood has to do with 

marking whether the speaker thinks that a state or an action is real 

(factual) or unreal (commands, wishes, possibilities, and the like). 

English expresses unreal moods by adding words like should and 

might. 

Waltke and O’Connor, in Biblical Hebrew Syntax, are typical 

of contemporary scholars who attempt to synthesize various 

theories. They suggest the imperfect represents an incomplete, 

progressive, repeated, or dependent situation. 

Progressive or repeated situations may be habitual, 

customary, or proverbial and may best be translated into English 

with the present tense or phrases such as “used to.”  

 

~yliv.Moh; Wrm.ayO  The poets used to say (Num 21:27) 

 

Dependent uses often require a modal translation in English 

(would, should, could, might).  
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rv,a] hw"hy> ymi 
AlqoB. [m;v.a, 

 Who is the LORD that  

I should listen to his voice (Exod 5:2) 

 

Certain dependent situations may require “let” or “may” in 

English. 

#r<aÚ'b' Wbv.yEw>  Let them live in the land  

(Gen 34:21) 

 

 The form and meaning of these modal and dependent uses of 

the imperfect overlap with the form and meaning of the jussive and 

cohortative, which will be discussed in Chapters 22 and 23. 

The exercises in this and subsequent chapters include a 

variety of uses of the imperfect so that you will avoid being lulled 

into a false sense that the imperfect is an English tense and will 

become sensitive to a range of uses. Questions remain and the 

above theories need to be tested against the evidence. Each of us 

may want to test them ourselves by asking what the imperfect 

means each time we translate it. On the one hand, with a prefixed 

vav, the imperfect may be translated as a simple past. Even with a 

prefixed vav, however, be alert that in a few cases the imperfect 

may refer to an incomplete, progressive, repeated, or dependent 

situation. On the other hand, when the imperfect stands alone, 

without a prefixed vav, it probably communicates an incomplete, 

progressive, repeated, or dependent situation and the tense will 

need to be determined by the context. Without a prefixed vav, 

however, be alert that occasionally it may be a remnant of the 

older, shorter, prefix conjugation and communicate a past tense or 

preterite meaning. 

Negation 

The imperfect is negated with al{. 
 

lk;ao al{  I will not eat (Gen 24:33) 
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The second person imperfect with al{ may express a 

commandment, legislation, or prohibition (“Do not [ever] . . .” or 

“You shall not . . .”). 

 

WNMÚ,mi lk;ato al{  you shall not eat from it (Gen 3:17) 

 

The second person jussive, which will be discussed in more 

detail in Chapters 22 and 23, often has the same form as the 

imperfect. The jussive with la' expresses urgency (“Stop . . .” or 

“Don’t . . .”). 

 

~r"b.a; ar"yTi-la;  Do not be afraid, Abram  

(Gen 15:1) 

The Preposition @mi 
The preposition !mi (from, than) has both independent and 

prefixed forms. The independent form is linked to a following 

word with a maqqeph. 

 

ry[ih'-!mi  from the city 

 

With the prefixed form, the nun assimilates into the first 

letter of the word. Thus the form is –mi with a dagesh in the first 

letter. 

%l,MÚ,mi  from a king 

 

Since the gutturals (a h j [) and resh (r) do not take doubling, 

the preposition is – me or – mi without a dagesh in the first letter. 

 

ry[ime  from a city 

$Wjmi  from outside 

 

Unlike other prefixed prepositions, the definite article does 

not disappear.  

ry[ih'me  from the city 
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The prefixed form is doubled before some suffixed pronouns. 

 

^M.mi  from you 

yNIM,Úmi  from me 

 

Note that the forms with the 3ms suffix and 1cp suffix are 

identical. 

WNMÚ,mi  from him 

WNMÚ,mi  from us 

 

This is because the 3ms pronoun suffix has assimilated into the 

nun making it look like the 1cp suffix: 

 

Wh + @mi + @mi became WhnM,Mï  became WNM,Mi 

Suffixed Pronouns 

Both the Qal imperfect and the sign of the definite direct 

object can take the suffixed pronouns introduced in Chapter 5. 

 

h'WlÚk.aYOw:  they ate it 

 

The imperfect may undergo vowel changes with the addition 

of the suffix. They do not change the indicators you have learned 

so they should not affect your ability to recognize and chart the 

verbs. However, you may want to be aware of the ways in which 

the vowels can change. 

When the vowel between the second and third root letter is a 

Holem (rmov.yI) or a tsere (!TeyI), it may be reduced to a sheva: 

 

ynIrEøm.v.yI  he was watching over me  

(Job 29:2) 

ynInE÷T.yI  [if] it gives me (Isa 27:4) 
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Before 2ms and 2mp suffixes, however, the Holem may be 

shortened to qamets Hatuph, and the tsere to segol. 

 

^l.a'v.yI  he asks you (Exod 13:14) 

^n>T,yI
  

 he will give you (Deut 28:25) 

 

When the vowel between the second and third root letters is a 

PaTaH, however, it lengthens to a qamets.   

 

h'x,QÚ'YIw:  he took it (Gen 33:11) 

 

Note that when the form of the imperfect ends in a consonant, a 

helping vowel, either tsere or segol may be added. In the above 

example, a segol has been added.  

A greater challenge for recognizing the suffixed pronouns is 

that nuns may also be added. 

 

WNm,øyfia]  I will make him (Gen 21:13) 

 

The sign of the definite direct object has the form –taoo, –t/a 

or –ta, before suffixed pronouns. 

 

~yhil{a/ ~t'ao !TeYIw:
  

 God set them (Gen 1:17) 

~k,t.a, ~yhil{a/ dqop.yI  God will visit you (Exod 13:19) 

!A[d>gI AtAa f[;Y Ú:w:  Gideon made it (Jdg 8:27) 

 

The suffixed pronouns on either the imperfect or the sign of 

the definite direct object function as objects of the verb. There is 

apparently no difference in meaning. Compare the previous 

example to this one.   

 

Whf Ú'[]Y:w:  He made it (Exod 32:4) 
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Vocabulary 

@yae  @yIa'Ú  there is, there are not 

la'  no, not 

!ai  if, then 

rv,a}  that, which, who 

!G"  also, indeed 

hNEhi  behold! lo! look! 

dy:  hand 

@heKo  priest 

al{  no, not 

@mi  from, out of, part of, because of; than 

d['  to, unto, as far as (of space);  

until, while (of time) 

ry[i 
~yrI[' 

 city 

cities (irregular plural) 

     !['  people 

!ynIP;  face (You have already had this word in the 

vocabulary for Chapter 3 as part of the 

preposition, ynEp.li “before.” It does not occur 

in the singular—hnp.) 

Exercises 

1. Read aloud and translate the following and chart the verbs: 

 
2WnmÚel.c;B. ~d"a' hf,[]n: ~yhil{a/ rm,aYO Úw: (Gen 1:26) 

 

lk;aYOw: HM'[I Hv'yail.-~G: !TeTiw: lk;aTow: 3Ayr>Pimi xQ;Tiw: (Gen 3:6) 

                                                 
2
 You will need to look up this word in a lexicon. Beware that there is 

a prefix and a suffix you will need to remove before you can look up the 

word. 
3
 “some of its fruit” 
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~ IlÚ;iv'Wry> hn"yaÚ,r>ti 4^yn Ú<y[e (Isa 33: 20) 

 

AB 5W[G>ti al{w> WNMÚ,mi Wlk.ato al{ (Gen 3:3) 

6!WtmuT.-!P,  
 

 [m'v.nIw> hf,[]n: hw"hy> 7rB,DI-rv,a] lKo Wrm.aYOw: (Exod 24:7) 

 
                      Wac ÚeyE ^M.mi ~ykil'm.W (Gen 17:6) 

 

2. Read aloud and translate the following. You will need to 

use a lexicon to translate some of the words. Chart the verbs. 

 

~d"a'h'-ta, ~v' ~f,Y"÷w: (Gen 2:8) 

 
dA[ ha,r>yI-al{ taZOh; #r<a'Úh'-ta,w> (Jer 22:12) 

 
%lEae yKi ykinOÛa' ymi ~yhil{a/h'-la, hv,mo rm,aYO÷w: (Exod 3:11) 

h[or>P;-la, 
 

jr<xÚ,B; Atao 8rc;YÚ"w: ~d"Y"mi xQ;YIw: (Exod 32:4) 

   laer"f.yI ^yhÚ,l{a/ hL,aÚe Wrm.aYOw: 9hk'Sem; lg<[eø Whfe[]Y:w: 

                                                 
4
 “your eyes” 

5
 Try to figure out the root. One letter is missing. Then look up the 

meaning in a lexicon. 
6
 Look up @P, in a lexicon. !WtmuT. is an exception to the indicator for 

the imperfect of hollow verbs. The expected qamets under the prefix 

sometimes reduces to a sheva when a suffix is added. In this case, the suffix 

is the long form of the imperfect suffix with a nun added. The qamets 

sometimes reduces with the 2fp or 3fp suffix of the imperfect, although not 

always. 
7
 “has spoken” (This is a verb form that you have not yet had.) 

8
 One letter is missing, but if you use the indicators, you should be 

able to find this verb in a lexicon. 
9
 “molten metal” or “image” 
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       ~t'Aa lk;aT Úow: hw"hy> ynEp.Limi vae aceTÚew: (Lev 10:2)          

Ôhw"hy> ynEp.li WtmÚuY"w: 



  

Chapter 8 

Opening the Hebrew Bible 

 

The best Hebrew Bible for most purposes is Biblia Hebraica 

Stuttgartensia, abbreviated BHS in biblical studies. When you open 

this Bible, you will see many marks on the letters, and notes in the 

margins. Some of the footnotes are from the contemporary scholars 

who edited BHS, but the majority of marks and notes are from 

Jewish scholars, called Masoretes, who worked from the third to 

the eleventh centuries C.E. There were Western Masoretes centered 

in Tiberias and Eastern Masoretes centered in Babylonia. The 

Masoretes developed the vowel points and accents to indicate the 

traditional pronunciation.  

The text of the Hebrew Bible is called the Masoretic Text 

(MT) because it goes back to a family of texts produced by the 

Masoretes. 

The Western Masoretes eventually became dominant. The 

text of BHS is a copy of the Leningrad Codex copied in 1008 C.E. 

It is one of the best representatives of the Western, Tiberian 

tradition. A codex is an ancient book. This one was in the Russian 

Public Library in Leningrad (now St. Petersburg). 

Divisions 

There are markers of various divisions in the Hebrew Bible 

that probably go back before the time of the Masoretes. 

 

Soph Pa-suq. This looks like a large colon made of diamond 

shapes ( . ) and indicates the end of a verse. Verses often do not 

correspond to English sentences. 

 

Open and Closed Paragraphs. Originally, an open paragraph was 

a paragraph that began on a new line after an incomplete or empty 
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line. A closed paragraph began on the same line after a space. By 

the time of the Leningrad Codex, the Masoretes no longer 

maintained this distinction. But a p for open and s for closed 

appears in spaces between verses. In BHS, the editors have laid out 

the paragraphs on the pages in ways that represent their 

interpretive understanding of the divisions in the text. Their 

paragraph divisions may or may not agree with the Masoretes. 

 

Seder and Parashah. These two symbols appear on the inside 

margin and are the divisions between liturgical readings or lessons. 

The seder (sû) is from the Palestinian tradition and divides the 

Pentateuch, the first five books of the Bible, into three years of 

weekly readings. The parashah (vrp) is from the Babylonian 

tradition and divides the Pentateuch into readings for one year. 

You can see open and closed paragraph markers and a seder on 

page five of BHS. 

Accents 

The Masoretic accents serve three functions. First, they show 

the accented or stressed syllable in a word. Second, they indicate 

the grouping of words. Third, they are musical. Although their 

primary function is the third, the first two are the main concern for 

reading and interpretation.  

For reading, it is only necessary to note their location and 

stress the appropriate vowel in pronunciation. Most accents appear 

above or below the stressed vowel. For interpretation, the meaning 

of the accents and what the Masoretes are saying about how to join 

the words together may be significant. For this reason a list follows 

of the most frequently occurring and important accents and their 

meanings. 

There are two different systems of accents in the Hebrew 

Bible—the accents of the twenty-one books and the accents of 

the three books. The three books are Psalms, Job, and Proverbs. 

Their system of accents is slightly different from the rest of the 

Hebrew Bible, the twenty-one books. 

The accents are either conjunctive (joining) or disjunctive 

(dividing). The disjunctive accents occur on the last word of a 
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group of related words. For the beginning student it is enough to 

learn to recognize some of the disjunctive and conjunctive accents. 

The placement of the accents is illustrated on the letter m in the 

following lists.  

 

A Few Major Disjunctive Accents 

 
m( 

 

silluq 

 

On the stressed syllable immediately preceding 

soph pasuq ( ` ). 
 
mï 

 
`oleh 

veyored 

 

Note that this accent has two parts, one on the 

syllable before the stressed syllable. It divides 

verses in two in the three books but is not used 

in the twenty-one books. 
 
m+ 

 
’atnaH    

 

Divides verses in two in the twenty-one books. 

In a short verse tiphHah or zaqeph may play 

this role. In the three books it divides the 

second half of the verse or may divide short 

verses in two. 
 
m© 

 

revia` 

 

In the three books it may divide in half a short 

verse without an ´atnaH. It may also divide the 

first half of a verse with ´atnaH or be the accent 

immediately before `oleh veyored. In the 

twenty-one books it is a less important accent. 
 
mê 

 

zaqeph  

qaton    

 

In the twenty-one books it divides the verse into 

quarters. Or, in other words, it is the next major 

division before or after ´atnaH. Not used in the 

three books. 
 
m§    

 

zaqeph  

gadol    

 

While the musical value is different than the 

previous accent, the use for dividing the verse 

is the same. 
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mß tiphHah    In the twenty-one books, it takes over the 

function of zaqeph in dividing the verse into 

quarters when the division comes on the word 

before ´atnaH or silluq. Looks the same as a 

conjunctive accent in both the twenty-one and 

the three books. 
 
è m 

 

segolta 

 

May replace zaqeph in first half of a verse. 

Located on the syllable after the stressed 

syllable (postpositive). 
 
«m    

 

tsinnor 

 

In the three books the next major disjunctive 

accent after `oleh veyored. Thus, it divides a 

verse into quarters. Postpositive. In the twenty-

one books the disjunctive accent zarqa’ has the 

same appearance. 

  

A Few Major Conjunctive Accents 

 
må 

 

munaH 

 

 
mÜ    

 

mehuppach 

 

Not a conjunctive accent in the three books. 
 
mï 

 

mereka’ 

 

 
mô 

 

darga’ 
 

Only in the twenty-one books. 
 
m’   

 
’azla’ 

 

 
mì 

 
`illuy 

 

Only in the three books. 

 

These are only a few important accents. For in-depth analysis of 

the accents consult Yeivin, §176–374. 

The accents represent the Masoretic understanding of which 

words belonged together and thus the interpretation of a verse. 

Commentators sometimes disagree. When you are doing a close 

reading of a passage, you may want to consider the possibility that 

different arrangements might make better sense. For example, look 
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at the last verse of the exercises in the previous chapter (Exod 

32:4) and you will see the way accents divide the verse into sense 

units. You can also practice reading the verse using the accents. 

Pause 

When a word occurs with a major disjunctive accent such as 

silluq or ’atnaH, it is in pause, because it comes at a break or pause 

in the verse. This pause often causes vowel changes, usually 

lengthening. Some typical examples follow: 
 

Normal In Pause Translation 

&r<D<Ú &r<DÚ: road 

tyIB'Ú tyIBÚ; house 

Maqqeph 

The maqqeph is a horizontal line that indicates a close 

connection between two words.  

 

ax;m;Aal¿  he did not find 

 

This connection may result in the first word losing its accent. The 

loss of the accent often causes a change in the vowel pointing and 

pronunciation of the first word. 

 

Without Maqqeph With Maqqeph Translation 

hw:hyÒ tae hw:hyÒAta, The LORD 

rc;B; lKo rc;B;AlK; all flesh 

Marginal Notes 

The notes printed beside the text in BHS are the Masora. The 

final Masora is at the end of the Bible. The marginal Masora is in 

the four margins of a BHS page.  

The Masora parva (Mp) is the notes in the side margins. 

They contain information that assisted the Masoretes in preserving 

the text unchanged when making copies. A small circle over a 

word in the text indicates there is a note in the margin. Small 
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circles between words indicate a note in the margin about the 

whole phrase. Two circles between two words indicate there are 

two notes, one referring to the whole phrase, and one referring to 

part of the phrase. The notes are mostly abbreviations of Aramaic. 

Dots over the letters indicate they are either abbreviations or 

numbers. The Latin translations of the words and abbreviations in 

the margins are on pages L–LV in BHS. The English translations 

are in Scott, A Simplified Guide to BHS. Most of the information in 

the Mp seems trivial to modern readers. Subsequent sections of 

this chapter discuss some of the more significant notes. 

The Masora magna (Mm) is the notes at the bottom of the 

page in BHS between the end of the Hebrew text and the text-

critical notes. The superscript numbers in the Mp direct you to the 

appropriate note in the Mm. When the Mp gives the number of 

occurrences of a word, the Mm gives a list of these occurrences. In 

early manuscripts, the lists were printed in the upper and lower 

margins. BHS collected these in a separate, multi-volume work and 

put notes at the bottom of the page indicating the relevant list in 

this separate work. Unfortunately, only the first volume of the 

three volumes was ever published. 

“It is Written” and “It is Read” 

Where the Masoretes felt the form preserved in the text was 

unsatisfactory, they placed under the word in the text the vowel 

points for a more satisfactory reading. The consonants for these 

vowels were placed in the margin. These may indicate that the 

Masoretes had other manuscripts whose reading they considered 

preferable. The form in the consonantal text is called the Kethiv, 

“it is written.” The form preferred by the Masoretes is in the 

margin and is called the Qere, “it is read.” The note is distinctive 

because it appears over top of a qoph with a dot (q—). For examples, 

see pages 12 and 13 of BHS. 

There are some words that are to be read differently 

throughout the Hebrew Bible so there is no note in the margin. 

These are called perpetual Qere. In your vocabulary and 

exercises, you have already seen two of the most common 

examples. The name for God that regularly appears with the vowel 
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points for the Hebrew word for lord is one example. Another 

perpetual Qere that occurs frequently in the Pentateuch is awhi. The 

consonantal text has aWh but ayhi would be a preferable reading. 

Although the exercises continue to print selections from BHS, 

from this point forward it would be good to look up the verses in 

BHS and practice using what you have learned in this chapter. 

Exercises 

1. Translate the following verse and note the perpetual Qere. 

You will need to look up #[e in a lexicon. 

 

ydIM'[i 1hT'tÚ;n" rv,a] hV'aih' ~d"a'h' rm,aYÚOw: (Gen 3:12) 

 Ôlkeaow" #[eh'-!mi yLi-2hn"t.n") awhi 
  

2. In the following passage, each word has two accents. 

There were two different traditions about how to divide the 

commandments. The Masoretes included the accents from both 

traditions. Christian denominations also differ on how they count 

the Ten Commandments. Use a lexicon to translate this passage. 

Look up the names and uses of the accents that are in this chapter’s 

tables of conjunctive and disjunctive accents. What is the 

difference in interpretation represented by the two sets of accents? 
 

 `y;n")©P'-l[; ~yrIøßxea] ~yhi’îl{a/ û ±̂l.-hy<ïh.yI al{å (Deut 5:7–8)  

 Ÿ‘ls,p,’ä ï̂äl.-hf,î[]t;-al{¥å
 
 
 

 

                                                 
1
 “you put” 

2
 “she gave” 



 

Chapter 9 

Nouns in Construct 

 

Hebrew does not have a word that corresponds to the English 

word “of” and, by the biblical period, it no longer had a genitive 

case ending like Greek. Hebrew uses the construct state to express 

such relationships between nouns. 

The Construct State 
 

~x,l,ä #r,a,ó  a land of bread (2 Kgs 18:32) 

‘dwID" tyBeeÛ  the house of David (1 Sam 19:11) 

 

The word that is in the last position—“bread” and “David” in 

the above examples—is called the absolute. It is the absolute 

because the word in this position does not change its form. It has 

the dictionary or absolute form. The word (or words) before the 

last position—“land” and “house” in the above examples—is 

called the construct. The construct may change its form, as is the 

case with “house” in the second example. Lexicons usually list 

construct forms. 

More than one noun may be in construct. 

 

~yhil{a/h' tyBe !K;v.mi  tabernacle of the house of God 

(1 Chr 6:33) 

Definiteness and Indefiniteness 

The absolute determines the definiteness or indefiniteness of 

the whole phrase. The phrase is indefinite if the absolute is 

indefinite as in the first example above. “A” is the article in 

English that indicates a noun is indefinite. 
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The whole phrase is definite if the absolute is definite. (You 

may want to review the definition of the definite article on page 

27.) The absolute is definite if it has a definite article (the first 

example below), is a name (the second example), or is joined to a 

pronoun such as “our” or “his” (the third example). 

 

~yhi(l{a/h' db,[,î  the servant of the God (1 Chr 6:34 ET 49) 

laeêr"f.yI %l,m,ä  the king of Israel (1 Sam 24:15 ET 14 ) 

wybiªa'-dy:  the hand of his father (Gen 48:17) 

 

The construct cannot be definite if the absolute is indefinite 

or vice versa. Such a relationship between two nouns would not be 

expressed with the construct state in Hebrew but with the 

preposition lamed. 

 

dwI+d"l. rAmðz>mi  a psalm of David (Ps 3:1) 

 

This then is another way of saying “of” when the absolute and 

construct are not either both definite or both indefinite.  

Prefixes and the conjunction –wÒ may be prefixed to the 

construct: 

 

![;n"+K.-#r<a,(B.  in the land of Canaan (Gen 13:12) 

![;n:ëK. #r,a,äw>  and the land of Canaan (Gen 47:13) 

Indicators of the Construct 

Sometimes only context indicates that a word is in construct. 

Often, however, the Masoretes indicate that a word is in construct 

in one or more ways. 

A maqqeph, the horizontal line in some of the above 

examples, may join the construct to the following word or words. 

The word may have a special construct ending if it is 

feminine singular or masculine plural. 

 

!y"+d>mi ykeäl.m;  the kings of Midian (Num 31:8) 
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Study the endings in the following table carefully: 

 

GN Absolute Construct 

 ms &l,m,Ú king &l,m,Ú king of 

 fs hK;l]m' queen tK'l]m' queen of 

 mp !ykil;m] kings ykel]m' kings of 

 fp twOkl;m] queens twOkl;m] queens of 

 

For many common nouns, the vowels in the construct differ 

from the vowels in the absolute form of the noun. tyBe, for 

example, is the construct of tyIB'Ú. The root is usually still 

recognizable. 

The word in construct may have a conjunctive Masoretic 

accent. The conjunctive accents indicate a close relationship with 

the following word. They may indicate a construct or some other 

joining of words. 

The Meaning of the Construct 

The meaning of the construct is ambiguous in Hebrew. 

English phrases with “of” are similarly ambiguous. An example is 

the phrase “love of God.” This may mean “someone’s love of 

God,” or “God’s love for someone,” or “divine love.” The word 

God in the absolute state may be a subject, an object, or an 

adjective. The interpreter of Biblical Hebrew who is aware of these 

possible meanings can look for indications in the context of the 

specific meaning or meanings. 

English uses “of” constructions less often than Hebrew uses 

the construct, so translating every construct relationship with “of” 

would sound peculiar to an English speaker. It may be helpful to 

note that, in translating into English, reading the words in reverse 

order to the Hebrew often produces a translation that sounds more 

English—“God’s house” rather than “the house of God.” 
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Suffixed Pronouns 

Nouns can take suffixed pronouns. They are the ones you 

have already learned with prepositions. Suffixed pronouns usually 

express possession in Hebrew: “my house.” The suffixes are 

usually attached to the construct form of the noun. 

 

~k,ydEy>  your hands 

 

In addition, the noun may add a helping vowel before the suffixed 

pronoun. 

h;ytÚ,/nB]  her daughters 

Finding Nouns in BDB 

In order to recognize a word and look it up in BDB, you need 

to know the three-letter root. To do this, remove markers for 

gender and number, prepositions, and suffixed pronouns. You may 

still have more than three letters, because vowel letters, prefixes, or 

suffixes have been added to create the noun. 

Often nouns are created by adding vowels to the root. 

Sometimes the vowel letters w and y are inserted. 

 

Noun Root 

%l,m,ø king $lm 
aybin" prophet abn 

byEAa enemy bya 

 

Frequently m, sometimes t, and rarely a, h, and y are 

prefixed to roots to form nouns. 

 

Noun Root 

x;Beøz>mi altar xbz 

hr"AT law hry 

[B;c.a, finger [bc 
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These may be tricky for beginners because the prefixes are similar 

to common verb prefixes. 

In addition, nouns may add endings to a root. 

 

Noun Root 

yrIc.mi Egyptian rcm 

!ArK'zI memorial rkz 

tWkl.m; reign $lm 
 

The observant reader may notice that certain vowel patterns 

and endings are characteristic of certain types of nouns. The 

ending y– i in the first example is used for the name of a people or 

land similar to “-ian” or “-ite” in English. The ending tW– in the 

second example is used to form abstract nouns. The ending !A– (or 

!– ') is used for abstract nouns, as in the third example, and for 

diminutive nouns, !Avm.vi “Samson” = “Little Sun,” and adjectives, 

!AvarI “first.” 

Several suffixes may originally have come from feminine 

endings but came to be used for abstract nouns. These include tW–, 

ty– i and rarely twO–. 

 

Noun Root 

tWkl.m; reign $lm 

tyviarE beginning var 

 

There are, of course, other ways letters may be added to form 

nouns, but these are the most common. 
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The opposite problem in finding a root is having too few 

letters. After you have removed all the vowels, markers, prefixes, 

and suffixes from a noun, you may be left with only two letters. 

BDB may list these in alphabetical order when a three-letter root is 

uncertain or unknown in Hebrew. Some examples are in the 

following table. 

 

Noun Root 

!Be son !b 
dy" hand dy 

 

In other cases, the noun may have a missing letter. These are 

often the same letters that are missing in verbs. For example, with 

a III-he´ noun the he´ may be present, replaced by a yod or absent: 

 

Noun Root 

hn"v' year hnv 

ba' father hba 

yAG people hwG 
 

Many commonly occurring two-letter nouns are listed by 

BDB under geminate roots. The name geminate is related to the 

word Gemini, “twins.” Geminate roots have the same last two root 

letters. While nouns from these roots are common, verbs are rare 

and therefore are not treated until Chapter 34. 

 

Noun Root 

ble heart bbl 
rh; hill rrh 
[r: evil [[r 

 

In some cases, vowel letters may represent root letters and 

therefore are not removed to find the root. Nouns from hollow 
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roots are frequent. In these nouns, the vowel letter is not removed 

to find the root. 

 

Noun Root 

bAj good bwj 
lAq voice lwq 

 

A few two-letter nouns are from II-nun roots. 

  

Noun Root 

@a; anger @na 
hV'ai woman vna 

 

Nuns sometimes assimilate in verbs, but not usually in the second 

position. 

Nouns that come from roots listed as I-yod (including 

original I-vav) may have a vowel letter after one of the noun 

prefixes. 

 

Noun Root 

hr"AT law hry 

d[eAm appointed time d[y 

tAdleAT generations dly 

vAryTi new wine vry 
 

Finally, a noun may, as in the above examples, have more 

than one of the above vowel letters, prefixes, suffixes, or missing 

letters. 

When a missing letter might make it difficult to locate a 

noun, BDB often provides a cross reference, as mentioned before. 

The note on page one of BDB is an example: 

 

ba' v. II. hba 
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This means for the word ba' “father” look under the second root 

hba. 

Only a few of the most common nouns in the vocabularies 

and exercises are formed by adding prefixes or suffixes or have 

missing letters. When you have difficulty finding the root of a 

noun, you may want to review this summary. 

Vocabulary 

@/da;  lord, master 

ja;  brother 

yrEj}a'  rj'a'  behind, after 

    tB' 
t/nB; 

 daughter 

daughters (irregular plural) 

bb;le  ble  heart (short and long form) 

hm' hm, hm;  what? how? 

vp,nÛ<  (f) life, self, being; throat 

db,[Ú,  servant, slave 

@yI['Ú  (f) eye; spring, well 

hl;[;  go up 

ar:q;  call 

jl'v;  stretch out, let go, send 

!v;  there 

!ve  name 

hn:v;  year 

Exercises 

1. Read aloud and translate the following. Chart the verbs. 

 

yl;äae ‘hw"hy>-rb;d> yhiÛy>w: (Jer 1:11) 

 

laeêr"f.yI ynEåB. ‘tAmv. hL,aeªw> (Exod 1:1) 
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`ykinO*a' ~h'Þr"b.a; db,[,î rm:+aYOw: (Gen 24:34) 
 

`~yhi(l{a/ ynEåP. 1ha,ªr"aew>÷ aAb+a' (Ps 42:3 ET 2) 

 
 ^yl,_[' laeÞr"f.yI-lk' ynEïy[e %l,M,êh; ynIådoa] ‘hT'a;w> (1 Kgs 1:20) 

 

ba'²h' vp,n<ôK. hN"heê yliä ‘tAvp'N>h;-lK' (Ezek 18:4) 

 hN"hE+-yli !BEßh; vp,n<ïk.W 
  

2. Read aloud and translate the following. You will need to 

use a lexicon to translate some of the words. Chart the verbs. 

 
~yhiÞl{a/h' rh:ï-la, abo±Y"w: (Exod 3:1) 

 

#r<a'(l' hy<ïh.yI !AtßB'v; tn:ïv. (Lev 25:5) 

 

hw"±hy>-~Ay lAdôg"-yKi(  (Joel 2:11) 

 

~d"²a'h'( Alô-ar"q.yI rv,’a] ûlkow> Al=-ar"q.YI-hm; (Gen 2:19) 

 `Am*v. aWhï hY"ßx; vp,n<ï 
 

dwI±D"-ta, ~v'ó-Wxv.m.YIw: hd"êWhy> yveän>a; ‘Wabo’Y"w: (2 Sam 2:4) 

hd"+Why> tyBeä-l[; %l,m,Þl. 
 

                                                 
1
 The vowel points are for a stem which you have not studied yet, but 

you should be able to recognize the root and translate it adequately. 



 

Chapter 10 

Qal Perfect, Part I 

 

The second major conjugation in Hebrew is the perfect. 

Perfect Conjugation 

The perfect conjugation adds suffixes to the end of the stem. 

The suffixes to the stem indicate the person, gender and number 

(PGN) of the subject. (Some introductory grammars refer to them 

as affixes or afformatives to distinguish them from the suffixed 

pronouns.) The subject is the person, place or thing that does the 

action of the verb. As mentioned above, a separate subject, as is 

customary in English, is the exception in Hebrew. 

The conjugation of the Qal perfect is as follows: 

 

PGN Form PGN Form 

3ms 

3fs 

2ms 

2fs 

1cs 

rm;v'         
hr"m.v('         

T ;r>m;Úv'         
T.r>m;v'         
yTir>m;Úv' 

 3cp 

 

 2mp 

 2fp 

 1cp 

Wrm.v(' 
 

~T,r>m;v.   
!T,r>m;v.  
Wnr>m;Úv' 

 

Note: the qamets (  : ) under the first root letter occurs in most 

forms and so is a good indicator when you see it in reading that 

you have a Qal perfect. 

In the lexicon the vowels of the 3ms form are put on the root. 

If this form does not have all the letters of the root, then the vowels 

of the infinitive are used. (The infinitive will be introduced later.)  
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A number of roots take an i-class or u-class vowel under the 

middle root letter. Many of these are statives. 

English does not distinguish gender (masculine or feminine) 

in the second person as Hebrew does, so the translation is always 

“you.” English also does not distinguish number in the second 

person. The translation is “you” whether the number in Hebrew is 

singular or plural. 

In the 3fs and 3cp forms, the sheva could be either silent or 

vocal and either close the previous syllable or open a new one. 

Thus the qamets could be translated either as a long a or a short o. 

The meteg, the small vertical line beside the qamets (  �), is to 

indicate that it is a long a.  

The suffixes of the perfect are the same in all stems. Except 

for a few minor alterations, they remain unchanged on all verbal 

roots in all stems. They are, therefore, reliable indicators when 

you are reading that the form you are looking at is a perfect. While 

the system of indicators reduces the need to memorize future 

conjugations, you should memorize the Qal perfect on the root 

rmv in the previous table, taking note of the suffixes in the 

following table which will function as indicators of the perfect in 

future conjugations: 

 

PGN Suffix PGN Suffix 

 3ms 

 3fs 

 2ms 

 2fs 

 1cs 

(none) 

  h– ; 
T;;– (or hT;) 
   T]– 

  yTi– 

 3cp 

 

 2mp 

 2fp 

 1cp 

 W– 

 
  !T,– 

   @T,– 

   Wn– 

III-he’ verbs 

When perfect verbs are formed with III-he’ roots, the he’ can 

be missing or be represented by a hiireq yod. In the development of 

the Hebrew language III-yod roots became III-he’ roots. The yod 

reappears or more correctly is retained in first and second person 

forms of the perfect. Because the root ends with a he’, the 3ms 
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form looks like a 3fs form. This may be why the 3fs form 

distinguishes itself by adding another feminine marker, the tav. 

The he’ is missing altogether in the 3cp. With the exception of  the 

3fs form, therefore, the indicators of a III-he’ verb are the same in 

the perfect as in the imperfect. 

 

 3ms       hc;[;  3cp        Wc[; 
 3fs      ht;c;[;   
 2ms     1t;ycÚi[;  2mp      !t,yci[}2 
 2fs      tycÚi[;  2fp      @t,yci[} 
 1cs     ytiycÚi[;  1cp      WnycÚi[; 

 

Vav Consecutive 

In Chapter 6 we saw that the normal way to indicate past 

action was the vav consecutive prefixed to the imperfect (!q;Y:Úw" “he 

arose”). Similarly, the normal way to indicate that an action takes 

place in the future in Hebrew is by prefixing wÒ to the perfect. (An 

alternate form is W.) Note, however, that the vowel pointing is the 

same as for the conjunction –wÒ “and.” With the perfect it may be 

translated “and.” Often, though, some other word (“so,” “then,” 

etc.), or a comma (,), semicolon (;), or capitalization is a better 

translation in English. 

 

T'b.v;w>           You will return (Deut 4:30) 
 

                                                 
1
 The weak dagesh that was present in the tav in the previous tables is 

no longer present, because the tav now comes after a vowel and a weak 

dagesh will not follow a vowel. 
2
 The previous tables had a sheva here. Gutturals do not take a vocal 

sheva. They take a h Iateph-patah I or in few cases a h Iateph-segol instead. 

Despite minor changes such as that mentioned in this and in the previous 

footnote, the perfect is easily recognizable from the suffixes. 
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Vocabulary 

lwOdG:  great 

ywOG  people, nation 

&r<D<Ú  way, road, journey, custom 

rh'  mountain 

bwOf  good (adj); be good (verb); goodness (noun) 

rv,a}K'  as 

hKo  thus, so 

@Ke  right, upright; thus, so 

!yIm'Ú  water 

!yIr"Úx]mi  Egypt (yrIx]mi “Egyptian”) 

ac;n:  lift up, bear, carry 

rb'[;  pass over, transgress 

dm'[;  stand 

!Wq  rise, stand 

vaOr  head 

Exercises 

1. Read aloud and translate the following and chart the verbs.  

 

#r<a"ßh'-l[; ~T,îb.v;ywI) ~t'_ao ~t,äyfi[]w: (Lev 25:18) 

 

wyr"Þ['-lk'w> hd"îWhy> Hb'² Wbv.y"ïw> (Jer 31:24) 

 

~yIr"+c.miB. h[oßr>p;l. WnyyIïh' ~ydI²b'[] ê̂n>bil. T'är>m;a'w> (Deut 6:21) 

 

~yIr"+c.mil. ytiyfiÞ[' rv<ïa] ~t,êyair> ~T,äa; (Exod 19:4) 
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l[;… ‘^a]F'yI) Ÿhw"Ühy> 3x "Wr’w> %T'ªaime %lEåae ŸynIåa] hy"ùh'w> (1 Kings 18:12) 

[d"êae-al{) rv<åa]  

 

hV'Þai T'îx.q;l'w> %lE+Te 4yTiÞd>l;Am-la,w> yci²r>a;-la, yKió (Gen 24:4) 

`qx'(c.yIl. ynIïb.li   

 

2. Read aloud and translate the following. In order to 

translate, you will need to look up some words in a lexicon. Chart 

the verbs. 

 

rv<åa] ‘hd<F'B; ybiªa'-dy:l. yTiäd>m;['w> aceøae ynI“a]w: (1 Sam 19:3) 

hm'Þ ytiyaiîr"w> ybi_a'-la, ß̂B. 5rBEïd:a] ynÏa]w: ~v'ê hT'äa; 
`%l") 6yTid>G:ïhiw>  

 

~yvi²n"a]h' hYEôa; Alê Wrm.aYOæw: ‘jAl-la, WaÜr>q.YIw: (Gen 19:5) 

^yl,Þae WaB'î-rv,a] 
 

wypi_B. ~yrIßb'D>h;-ta, T'îm.f;w> wyl'êae 7T'är>B;dIw> (Exod 4:15) 

 

`[r"(w" bAjï 8y[eÞd>yO ~yhiêl{aKe( ‘~t,yyIh.wI (Gen 3:5) 
 

                                                 
3
 “the spirit of” 

4
 “my kindred” 

5
 “I will speak” 

6
 “I will tell” (Perfect of a stem you will learn later.) 

7
 “you will speak” 

8
 “knowing” (A conjugation you will learn later.) 



 

Chapter 11 

Qal Perfect, Part II 

Meaning of the Perfect 

The name of the perfect, like the name of the imperfect, is 

misleading because the English perfect has a much narrower range 

of meanings than does the Hebrew perfect. For this reason some 

grammars prefer to use terms that refer to form, such as affix 

conjugation, or to a more adequate definition of meaning, for 

example, perfective conjugation.  

In the Hebrew verb system, the perfect contrasts with the 

imperfect. But, as we saw with the imperfect, scholars debate its 

meaning when it stands alone without a vav. Older Jewish 

grammarians and some contemporary scholars, who understand the 

imperfect as a present and future tense, understand the perfect as a 

past tense. But the perfect may need to be translated with a present 

or future tense depending on the context.  

Other Hebrew grammarians, who instead understand the 

imperfect as describing an incomplete action, understand the 

perfect as describing a complete action. The tense is determined by 

the context. The name perfect and the description of the perfect in 

some grammars as a completed action is misleading. This is true in 

English grammar, but in Hebrew, the action of the verb may still 

be incomplete from the perspective of the timeframe of the 

narrative. The name perfective would be grammatically more 

accurate, but this book retains the name perfect because that is the 

name most commonly used in lexicons and reference works. The 

Hebrew perfect, however, describes not a completed action but 

instead an action viewed as a complete, whole situation, or event. 

Used with a dynamic verb it describes an event, either long or 

short. In an individual use the emphasis may be on the beginning, 

middle, entirety, or end of a complete event. Whereas the 
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imperfect represents a progressive, repeated, or dependant 

situation, the perfect is used when viewing a situation as a whole.  

Hollow Verbs 

The vowel pointing of the perfect is the same for both II-vav 

and II-yod. Generally there is much overlap and perhaps confusion 

between the two types of roots.   

Some hollow verbs, such as bWv (turn, return) and !yci (set, 

place) have a-class vowels under the first letter: 

 

 3ms  bv;  3cp Wbv;Ú 
 3fs hb;v;Ú   

 2ms T;b]v'Ú  2mp !T,b]v' 
 2fs T]b]v'  2fp @T,b]v' 
 1cs yTib]v'Ú  1cp Wnb]v'Ú 

 

Notice that the stress is on the second-to-last vowel in many of the 

forms. This is an indicator of a hollow verb. 

Some other verbs, such as tWm (die) or vwOB (be ashamed) take 

i-class or u-class vowels in several perfect forms. The remaining 

forms have the same a-class vowels as in the table above. These 

are often called statives because they describe states of being, (for 

example, dead or ashamed). A complete table is not necessary, as 

these forms can be identified in reading by the perfect suffixes, by 

having only two letters, and in many cases by having the accent on 

the second-to-last vowel. 

The Root !tn 
This frequently occurring verb is the only III-nun verb that 

shows assimilation of the final nun before suffixes beginning with 

tav T. 

yTin>q;z"  I am old 

yTitÚ;n"  I have given 

~T,t;n>  you (mp) have given 
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Suffixed Pronouns 

The perfect takes the same suffixed pronouns you have seen 

on prepositions, nouns, and the imperfect. The endings and vowels 

of the perfect show some changes with the addition of suffixed 

pronouns. As a reference, the following table summarizes the 

forms of the perfect before pronoun suffixes. 

 

 3ms –rm'v.  3cp –Wrøm'v. 

 3fs –tr"øm'v.   –tr:øm'v.   
 2ms –Tør>m;v.  2mp –WTør>m;v. 

 2fs –yTør>m;v.  2fp –WTør>m;v. 

 1cs –yTiør>m;v.  1cp –Wnør>m;v. 
 

Note that these forms are difficult to identify in reading because 

the qamets, normally an indicator of the perfect, is reduced to a 

sheva and many of the endings of the perfect are changed. 

Moreover, the endings in this table are often written defectively. 

Thus the 2fs suffix –yTi– is frequently written –Ti– and the 2mp 

suffix –WT– is frequently –Tu–. 

The suffixed pronouns function as an object of the verb. As 

we saw with suffixed pronouns on the imperfect, they can be 

suffixed either to the end of the verb or the sign of the definite 

direct object, with no apparent difference in meaning. 

 

HT'r>m;v'  you kept her 

 Ht ;Aa T'r>mÚ;v'  you kept her 

Vocabulary 

#l,a,Ú  thousand; tribe, clan 

br<j,Ú  sword 

dl'y:  bring forth, bear 

j"BeÚzÒmi  altar 

ymi  who 
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ax;m;  find
1
 

fP;v]mi  judgment, custom, justice 

lp'n:  fall 

dA[  yet, still, again 

!l;[o  !l;wO[  long time; forever 

hT;['  now 

hp,  mouth (ypil], ypiK] “according to”) 

ab;x;  service in war; host, army 

[r" 
h[;r: 

 evil (ms noun, adj) 

evil (fs noun) 

!yci  set, place, put 

Exercises 

1. Read aloud and translate the following. Chart the verbs. 

 
`jAl) !hEßB' bv;îy"-rv,a] ~yrIê['h, (Gen 19:29) 

 

`^yr<)b'd>Bi ytiab'Þ-ynIa]w: (Dan 10:12) 

 

A[æd"y> ‘rv,a] hv,_moK. laeÞr"f.yIB. dA[± aybiîn" ~q'’-al{)w> (Deut 34:10) 

`~ynI)P'-la, ~ynIßP' hw"ëhy>  
 

~k,êt.a, 2ytiäyrEAhw> WhyPiê-~[iw> ‘^yPi’-~[i hy<Üh.a, ykiªnOa'w> (Exod 4:15) 

`!Wf)[]T; rv<ïa] taeÞ  
 

~yI+AG-l[; ~yhil{a/â 3%l:åm' (Ps 47:9 ET 8) 

 
                                                 

1
 In the Hiphil stem, which will be discussed later, axm can mean 

“present.” 
2
 “I will teach” 

3
 Although you have not had this verb in the vocabularies, you should 

be able to figure out its meaning from the noun of the same root. 
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bv'Û-rv,a] %l,m,ª wyn"÷p'l. hy"“h'-al{) 4ûWhmok'w>  (2 Kgs 23:25) 

lkoßK. 5Adêaom.-lk'b.W ‘Avp.n:-lk'b.W AbÜb'l.-lk'B. ‘hw"hy>-la, 
 `Whmo)K' ~q"ï-al{) wyr"Þx]a;w> hv,_mo 6tr:äAT 

 
rv<ïa] bqoê[]y:)l. yDIäb.[;l. ‘yTit;’n" rv<Üa] #r<a'ªh'-l[; Wbåv.y"w> (Ezek 37:25) 

‘~h,ynEb. ynEÜb.W ~h,úynEb.W hM'heû h'yl,³[' Wbåv.y"w> ~k,_yteAb)a] Hb'Þ-Wbv.y")  
`~l'(A[l. ~h,Þl' 7ayfiîn" yDIêb.[; dwIåd"w> ~l'êA[-d[;  

 

2. Read aloud and translate the following and chart the verbs. 

You  will need to look up some of the words in a lexicon. 

 

rK'êKih; yråE['B. ‘‘bv;y" jAl©w> ![;n"+K.-#r<a,(B. bv;äy" ~r"Þb.a; (Gen 13:12) 

  
`lae(r"f.yI ynEïB. ynEßp.li hv,êmo ~f'ä-rv,a] hr"_ATh; tazOàw> (Deut 4:44) 

 

lae_r"f.yI ynEåB.-la, rm:ßato hKoï hv,êmo-la, ‘hw"hy> rm,aYOÝw: (Exod 20:22) 

`~k,(M'[i 8yTir>B:ßDI ~yIm;êV'h;-!mi yKi… ~t,êyair> ~T,äa;  
 

lAd+G" rAaæ Waßr" (Isa 9:1 ET 2) 

 

ht'Þy>h") awhiî yKi² hW"+x; ATßv.ai ~veî ~d"²a'h'( ar"óq.YIw: (Gen 3:20) 

`9yx'(-lK' ~aeî  
 

3. Discuss the meaning of the perfect in the above exercises. 

                                                 
4
 “like him” 

5
 “his strength” 

6
 “the law of” 

7
 “a prince” 

8
 Although you have not had this stem, you should be able to 

recognize the root and translate. 
9
 “living” 
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4. What is the meaning of hW"x; in Genesis 3:20 above and 

how does it contribute to the meaning of the passage? 



 

Chapter 12 

Textual Criticism 

 

The Masoretic Text (MT) of 1 Samuel 13:1 literally reads: 

“Saul was one year old when he began to reign; and he reigned two 

years over Israel.” Scribes copied ancient manuscripts, including 

the Bible, by hand. Even though great care was taken in copying, 

errors crept in over time. Various types of errors or differences 

occur even in modern, printed Hebrew Bibles. Textual criticism 

tries to identify and correct these errors. As in the example above, 

establishing the text is often a necessary first step in translation. 

Several qualifications are necessary to the traditional aim of 

textual criticism. First, in practice, the boundary between textual 

criticism and higher criticism is blurred. Textual criticism or lower 

criticism deals with changes during transmission (copying and 

recopying). Higher criticism deals with changes during writing and 

editing. The writer or editors, however, may have made errors or, 

as in the case of Jeremiah, may have written more than one text. 

Considering these qualifications, the aim of textual criticism is to 

establish the original or traditional text. 

The following sections are a step-by-step guide to using the 

footnotes in BHS for textual criticism. The first section, “Reading 

BHS’ Footnotes,” explains how to read the footnotes in BHS 

dealing with textual criticism. The second section, “Causes of 

Textual Corruption,” shows how choosing between the different 

readings or making corrections requires knowledge of the scribes 

and the types of errors they made. The final section, “Choosing 

between Readings,” contains guidelines for choosing the original 

reading.  
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Reading BHS’s Footnotes 

The text-critical apparatus is another name for these 

footnotes. A small raised letter beside a Hebrew word indicates a 

text-critical note. When two of the same raised letters appear in a 

verse, this indicates a note referring to all the words between the 

two raised letters.  

In BHS, the notes are at the bottom of the page below the 

Masora Magna. In the case of 1 Samuel 13:1 there is a small, 

raised a before the first Hebrew word. Appearing at the bottom of 

the page, on the third line of text-critical notes, is Cp 13,1 (in 

boldface type), which is the abbreviation for Chapter 13, verse 1. A 

series of abbreviations follow. A key to the abbreviations, “Sigla et 

Compendia Apparatuum,” appears in the beginning of BHS. An 

English Key translated by H. P. Rüger is available from United 

Bible Societies and is reprinted in A Simplified Guide to BHS* by 

Scott.  

In the footnotes, the editors of BHS list different readings of 

the text in manuscripts or versions that they consider significant. In 

the above example, the text is 1 Samuel. Manuscripts are Hebrew 

copies of 1 Samuel. (The word manuscript may also refer to 

individual copies in Hebrew or other ancient languages.) Versions 

are ancient translations of 1 Samuel into other languages, such as 

Greek and Syriac. The text-critical notes for 1 Samuel 13:1, for 

example, have the abbreviation Ì for the Septuagint, an ancient 

Greek version of the Bible, and Í for the Peshitta, the Syriac 

version. The small raised letters after Ì in the first note (“a”) 

indicate individual copies or manuscripts of the Septuagint.  

An appendix at the back of this book lists BHS’ 

abbreviations, signs, and symbols that appear in the exercises. 

The testimony of versions must be carefully evaluated. 

Retroversion refers to the process of reconstructing the Hebrew 

manuscript that a version translated. Some versions or parts of 

versions are very free translations characterized by many additions. 

Because they so often add interpretations, we cannot safely figure 

out the Hebrew that lies behind their translation. Their witness is of 

little use for textual criticism. Even fairly literal translations may 

be attempting to understand or interpret a difficult passage, rather 
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than witnessing to a different Hebrew text. In 1 Samuel 13, for 

example, the translators of the Septuagint and Peshitta may have 

made additions or changes to create a translation that made sense. 

The translation therefore would not be an authentic witness to a 

Hebrew manuscript different from the MT. 

Causes of Textual Corruption 

In order to work backward from several readings to the 

original it is necessary to understand how errors occur. One 

guideline of textual criticism points out that the shorter reading is 

preferable. Scribes were more likely to add rather than omit 

something. Thus, a shorter reading is more likely to be the original. 

Different types of textual corruption are additions that make 

the text longer, changes that do not alter the length of the text, and 

omissions that make the text shorter. 

 

Additions. A scribe may unintentionally add to a text, for 

example, by inserting words like ta, for correctness or clarity, or 

lko for emphasis. Scribes might also add standard phrases like 

“servant of the LORD” or phrases remembered from other parts of 

the passage they are translating. There may also be mechanical 

reasons for additions.  

Dittography means “writing again.” A scribe accidentally 

writes a letter, several letters, a word, or many words twice. The 

MT of Leviticus 20:10 writes the same group of words twice: 

A man who commits adultery with the wife of a man who 

commits adultery with the wife of his neighbor should be put to 

death . . . 

This sounds rather peculiar. The note in BHS tells us that some 

copies of the Septuagint do not have the italicized words above. It 

suggests deleting these words because they were added by 

dittography. 

Glosses are notes that a scribe may write in the margins or 

between the lines to explain difficult words. Another scribe may 

accidentally copy the gloss into the line. 
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Changes. Several types of changes do not change the length 

of the text. A scribe may confuse one letter for another. You may 

already have had trouble with this in your reading and writing. A 

list of commonly confused letters follows: 

 

b and k 

d and 
1r 

h and j 

h and t 

w and y 
[ and x 

k and n 
 

The square letters BHS uses were taken over for writing 

Hebrew from the closely related language Aramaic. Confusion of 

similar letters may date back before the introduction of Aramaic 

square letters to Old Hebrew scripts. The NJPS translates Ezekiel 

3:12: “Then a spirit carried me away, and behind me I heard a 

great roaring sound: ‘Blessed is the Presence of the LORD, in His 

place,’ with the sound of the wings of the creatures beating against 

one another, and the sound of the wheels beside them—a great 

roaring sound.” (Italics mine.) The meaning and syntax are 

awkward. If an ancient scribe confused the Old Hebrew kaph in 

&WrB; “blessed” with the similar Old Hebrew mem, then the 

original would have been !WrB] “when rose up.” Thus the NJPS 

suggests this emendation in a footnote, and the NRSV translates: 

“Then the spirit lifted me up, and as the glory of the LORD rose 

from its place, I heard behind me the sound of loud rumbling.” 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
1
 See Genesis 22:13, footnote a. 
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Below is a list of letters easily confused in various Old 

Hebrew scripts: 

 

y and h 

a and t 

k and n 
[ and d 

b and r 

 h and j 

m and n 
 

Also common in writing is the transposition of two letters. 

The order of two letters is reversed in writing. The use of 

consonants to indicate vowels in Hebrew also makes it possible for 

a vowel to be confused with a consonant. 

 

Omissions. As with all text-critical principles, “the shorter reading 

is preferable” is only a guideline. The longer reading may be 

original, especially when we understand the reason for leaving 

something out. 

Haplography or “single writing” is one kind of omission 

error. Haplography occurs when two identical or similar letters, 

groups of letters, or words are copied only once by mistake. 

A second type of omission is parablepsis, meaning 

“oversight,” whereby a scribe overlooks or misses a section of the 

manuscript being copied. The most common cause of such an 

oversight is homoioteleuton or “similar ending.” When words in 

close proximity have similar or identical endings, the eye of the 

scribe may pass from one to the other, leaving out the words in 

between. In BHS, the editors printed Joshua 21:36–37 in small 

letters. The footnote at the beginning of the verse tells us that these 

verses are not in many Hebrew manuscripts and versions, 

including the Leningrad Codex, but are present in many other 

Hebrew manuscripts and versions. The error occurred when a 

scribe copied the end of verse 35, found the same words: “with its 
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pasture lands—four towns,” at the end of verse 37, and began 

copying verse 38, thereby leaving out verse 36. 

Homoioarkton, meaning “similar beginning,” is a less 

common type of oversight. Two words or phrases with similar 

beginnings cause an omission.  

Occasionally a scribe might change a text, intentionally or 

unintentionally, for reasons of style or theology. For example, 

scribes might change a rare word for a more common word (see 

Gen 22:12, note a; Gen 22:23, note b) or might modify a passage 

to make it conform to their understanding (see Gen 22:2, note a). 

Harmonizations occur when a scribe changes a passage to 

make it consistent with a similar passage elsewhere in the Bible. 

Choosing between Readings 

External criteria are less reliable than internal criteria for 

choosing the original reading. External criteria are the manuscripts 

and versions that witness to different readings.  

 

External Criteria. In textual criticism, as in a court of law, some 

witnesses are more reliable than others. Judging a witness’ 

reliability is a complex issue that involves extensive knowledge of 

that witness. Although one might think an older manuscript would 

be closer to the original, poor copies can be made at an early date 

and careful copies later. Thus, reliability is more important than 

age. 

For more detailed discussions of witnesses and their 

reliability, consult the bibliography. According to Würthwein, 

however, the relative reliability of the witnesses can be ranked in 

descending order for beginners. Würthwein’s ranking is in the 

table on the next page. Those at the top are generally considered 

more reliable than those at the bottom. In the right column are the 

symbols (or sigla) used in the text-critical apparatus of BHS to 

indicate these manuscripts and versions. 
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Masoretic Text       ÷ 

Samaritan Pentateuch  ˜ 

Septuagint       í 

Aquila    Ë 

Symmachus   § 

Theodotian   ç 
Syriac    ê 

Targums       æ 

Vulgate       × 

Old Latin       ñ 

Sahidic    Sa 

Ethiopic       ó 

Arabic    ½ 

Armenian       Arm 

 

A reading with witnesses from several families and 

geographical areas is preferable. Families are groups of 

manuscripts and versions that have similar additions, deletions, and 

so on. The Masoretic Text, the Samaritan Pentateuch, and the 

Septuagint represent the three types of families. 

Witnesses should be weighed, not counted. One reliable 

witness outweighs three unreliable witnesses. Nevertheless, even 

the most reliable tradition may have erroneous readings and 

unreliable witnesses may preserve an original reading. Internal 

criteria, therefore, are more important for choosing the original 

reading than external criteria. 

 

Internal Criteria. The basic principle of textual criticism is 

“Which is most likely to have changed into the other?” This gives 

rise to the two basic and most important guidelines for choosing a 

reading: (1) the more difficult reading is to be preferred, and (2) 

the shorter reading is to be preferred.  

The beginning student can learn to read the footnotes in BHS 

and use these two principles. A difficult reading here does not 

mean so problematic that it is unintelligible or impossible to 
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understand. The preferable reading is the one that is an unusual, 

poetic use of the language. A scribe would probably change words 

in such a reading to make it more understandable to most readers. 

Likewise, a shorter reading is not preferable when you can show a 

reason like haplography (a very common error) that would make 

the text shorter. 

 Emendation is proposing an original reading that is not 

witnessed to by the manuscripts or versions. When it is evident that 

none of the witnesses has the original reading, emendation may be 

necessary. Textual critics have developed controls for making 

emendations. A person proposing an emendation should be able to 

show how the emendation gave rise to all the other readings 

(through haplography, dittography, or other causes). The 

emendation should also fit the context of the biblical book.   

Although these abstract rules can make textual criticism 

sound like an objective science, the application of these rules is 

subjective and textual criticism is more of an art than a science. 

Exercises 

 In order to practice using the text-critical notes in BHS, read 

the text-critical notes on the passages below. They are all passages 

you have already translated in previous chapters. The text-critical 

notes, which would be at the bottom of the page in BHS, are in 

parentheses after the text. The abbreviations of BHS used in this 

textbook are in Appendix E. 

 

Chapter 3 

 s `hw")hy>-d~[i laeÞWmv. (1 Sam 2:21)  

(
d
 pc Mss ta, Œ ynpl cf ÌÍÊ.)  

 

#r<a"+h'-l[; a~d"ßa'h'-ta,a ~yhi²l{a/ (2 Chr 6:18) 
(

a–a
 > 1 R 8,27) 

 

~yhiªl{a/ #r<aï"h'-lK' a%l,m,Þ yKiÛ (Ps 47:8 ET 7)
  
 

(
a
 mlt Mss + l[;) 
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`c~yIm")v'w> #r<a<ï c ~yhiÞl{a/ hw"ïhy> tAf±[] ~Ay©B. (Gen 2:4) 
(
c–c

 ˜Í #r<a'w" ~yIm;v' ) 
Chapter 5 

byTi[.B;v.nIû2 rv<åa] ‘#r<a'’h' tazOÝ awyl'ªae hw"÷hy> rm,aYO“w: (Deut 34:4)
  
 

‘bqo[]y:l.W* qx'Ûc.yIl. ~h'’r"b.a;l.  
(
a
 Ì pro.õ Mwushn = hv,ml.  {{  b ˜Í + $ytbal) 

 

laeÞr"f.yI-la, hw"±hy> 3rB<ôDI rv,’a] ~yrIªb'D>h; hL,aeäw> (Jer 30:4)
  
 

(
a–a 

add) `ahd"(Why>-la,w>a 

Chapter 6 
art,y<å-la, Ÿbv'Y"åw: hv,ømo %l,YE“w: (Exod 4:18)

  
 

(
a
 Ms ˜ÍÊJ× Art.yI, Ì Ioqor) 

Chapter 7 

HM'Þ[i Hv'²yail.-~G: !TEôTiw: lk;_aTow: 4Ayàr>Pimi xQ:ïTiw: (Gen 3:6) 
`blk;(aYOw: 

(
b
 ˜Ì Wlke-) 

Chapter 9 

`~yhi(l{a/ cynEåP. bha,ªr"aew>÷5 aAb+a' (Ps 42:3 ET 2) 

(
b
 pc Mss ÍÊ ha,r>a,w>  {{  c Í + suff 2 sg) 

 

`6hb're(xo a ~yhiÞl{a/h' rh:ï-la, abo±Y"w: (Exod 3:1) 

(
a
 > Ì®) 

Chapter 10 

#r<a"ßh'-l[; ~T,îb.v;ywI) c~t'_ao ~t,äyfi[]w: (Lev 25:18) 

(
c
 © + hwhy yna) 

 
a~yIr"+c.mil. ytiyfiÞ[' rv<ïa] ~t,êyair> ~T,äa; (Exod 19:4) 

(
a
 mlt Mss ÊMs

 ˜mB.) 
                                                 

2
 “I promised” 

3
 “spoke” 

4
 “some of its fruit” 

5
 The vowel points are for a stem that you have not studied yet, but 

you should be able to recognize the root and translate adequately. 
6
 “Horeb” 
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T'îx.q;l'w> %lE+Te 7yTiÞd>l;Am-la,w> yci²r>a;-la, ayKió (Gen 24:4) 

`qx'(c.yIl. ynIïb.li hV'Þai 
(

a
 © Seb mlt Mss ˜ ~ai-yk) 

Chapter 11 

~yI+AGa-l[; ~yhil{a/â 8%l:åm' (Ps 47:9 ET 8) 

(
a
 2 Mss ÌRAal

 + -lK') 
 

 
 

                                                 
7
 “my kindred” 

8
 Although you have not had this verb in the vocabularies, you should 

be able to figure out its meaning from the noun of the same root. 



 

Chapter 13 

Adjectives 

 

Adjectives are words that modify a noun by limiting, 

defining, or qualifying it. In the phrase “a wise woman,” for 

example, “wise” is the adjective. In English adjectives sometimes 

end with -able, -ous, -er, or -est and are recognized by their 

position in the sentence, whether or not they have these endings. 

An English speaker identifies “wise” as an adjective because it 

comes between the article “a” and the noun “woman.” 

Gender and Number 

Hebrew uses endings, similar to those for nouns, in order to 

denote the gender and number of adjectives. 

 

 ms l/dG:  mp !yli/dGÒ 

 fs hl;/dGÒ  fp twl¿/dGÒ 

 

As with endings added to nouns, the vowels of the adjective may 

change when the endings are added. 

Uses of the Adjective 

The attributive adjective attributes something to a noun. It 

agrees with the noun in gender, number, and definiteness. A noun 

is definite if it has a definite article, is a name, or has a suffixed 

pronoun. An attributive adjective usually follows the noun it 

modifies and is definite if it has a definite article. 

 

lAdêG" yAgæ  a great nation (Gen 12:2) 

lAdßG"h; ~Y"ïh;  the great sea (Num 34:6) 
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hl'êAdG>h; AVåai  his great fire (Deut 4:36) 

~yBi(r: ~ymiîy"  many days (Gen 21:34) 

 

Several adjectives may modify one noun. When demonstra-

tives (Chapter 5) appear in a series of adjectives, they come last in 

the series. 

 

taZO*h; hl'ÞAdG>h; ry[iîl'  to this great city (Jer 22:8) 

 

The predicate adjective functions as a verb. A predicate is a 

verb and its modifiers. In English translation, a form of the verb 

“to be” is necessary. The predicate adjective agrees in gender and 

number with the noun it modifies, but does not have an article. It 

usually comes before the noun. 

 

#r,a'êh' hb'äAj  The land is good (Deut 1:25) 

#r<a"+h' ~[;ä hT'Þ[; ~yBiîr:  the people of the land are 

now many (Exod 5:5) 

 

Often an adjective is the absolute with a noun(s) in construct. 
 

lAdßG" tyBeî 
 

 a great house (2 Kings 25:9) 

Adjectives may also be used as nouns. 

 

[v'(r"h' 
 

 the guilty (Deut 25:1) 

Vocabulary 

lh,aÚo  tent 

wOa  or 

vae  fire 

@yIBÚ'  @yBe  interval (noun); between (prep)  

hn:B;  build 
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&r"B;  bless 

!D:  blood 

vd,qÚo  holy 

l/q  voice, sound 

br"  much, many; captain, chief 

rc'  official, leader, prince 

!yIm'Úv;  heavens, sky 

rm'v;  keep, watch, guard 

&w<T;Ú 
&wOtB] 

 midst, middle  

in the midst, middle; into, among, through 

tj'T'Ú  beneath, under, instead of (prep)  

Exercises 

1. In this and all future exercises, some of the text-critical 

notes from BHS will be included in parentheses. Read these notes 

by looking up the meaning of the abbreviations in Appendix E (or 

in Ruger’s Guide or Scott). Be prepared to discuss what text you 

would translate and why. Begin, as usual, by reading the exercises 

aloud, translating the Hebrew, and charting the verbs. 

 

lAdêG" yAgæl. ‘^f.[,a,(w> (Gen 12:2) 

 

yli_ !Wyæh.Ti vd<qOß-yven>a;w> (Exod 22:30) 

 

`~he( vd<qOï-yKi alk;ÞayO-al{ (Exod 29:33) 

(
a í[×] + avpV auvtw/n “from them” [íB

 &tou/ “it”])   

 

`~yBi(r: ~ymiîy" Why"ßm.r>yI ~v'î-bv,YE)w: (Jer 37:16)¿ 
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~k,êyhel{åa/ ‘hw"hy> ynIÜa] yKiä ~T,ª[.d:ywI) (Joel 4:17 ET 3:17) 

‘~Il;’v'Wry> ht'Ûy>h'w> yvi_d>q'-rh; !AYæciB. 1!kEßvo  
`dA[) Hb'Þ-Wrb.[;y:)-al{ 2~yrIïz"w> vd<qo 

 
 ~yrIßb'D>h;-lK' taeî hZ<ëh; ~['äl' 3‘dyGIt; yKiÛ hy"©h'w> (Jer 16:10) 

‘Wnyle’[' hw"Ühy> 4rB,’dI ûhm,-l[; ^yl,ªae Wråm.a'w> hL,ae_h' 
taZOëh; ‘hl'AdG>h; h['Ûr"h'-lK' tae 

 
~yviÞdoq. ~yIm:ï !hE±Koh; xq:ôl'w> (Num 5:17) 

 

2. Read aloud and translate the following. You will need to 

look up some words in a lexicon. Chart the verbs. 

 

lAdªG"÷ a%l,m,îW hw"+hy> lAdåG" laeä yKiÛ (Ps 95:3) 

(
a 
pc Mss ê ˜m)  `~yhi(l{a/-lK'-l[;  

 

 !p"åv'-al[; ‘lAdG"h; !hEÜKoh; WhY"÷qil.xi rm,aYOw:û (2 Kgs 22:8) 

!Te’YIw: hw"+hy> tybeäB. ytiac'Þm' hr"²ATh; rp,se rpeêSoh;  
(
a  

= la,, sic mlt Mss cf í)  `Whae(r"q.YIw: !p"ßv'-la, rp,Se²h;-ta, hY"ôqil.xi 
 

 

                                                 
1
 An infinitive construct meaning “dwell.” 

2
 “strangers” 

3
 “you will tell” 

4
 “spoke” (Piel perfect) 



 

Chapter 14 

Numbers 

 

There are two main series of numbers in Hebrew: cardinal 

and ordinal. Cardinal numbers express amount (one, two, three, 

and so on). Ordinal numbers express order in a series (first, 

second, third, and so on). 

Cardinal Numbers 

Masculine Feminine  

Absolute Construct Absolute Construct 

one dj;a, dx;a; tj'a' tj'a' 

two !yIn"Úc] ynEv. !yIT'Úv] yTev. 

three vl¿v; vlv. hv;lv] tv,lÚv. 
four [B'rÒa' [B'rÒa' h[;B;rÒa' t[;B;Úr>a; 
five vmej; vmex} hV;mij} tv,meÚx] 
six vve vve hV;vi tv,ve Ú 
seven [b'v,Ú [b;v. h[;b]vi t[;b.vi 

eight hn<mov] hn <mov. hn:mov] tn "mov] 
nine [v'TeÚ [v;T. h[;v]Ti t[;v.Ti 
ten rc,[,Ú rc,[,Ú hr:c;[} tr<f,Ú[] 
teen rc;[;  hrEc][,  

 

The cardinal numbers one and two agree in gender with the 

nouns they modify. When used like an adjective, one usually 

comes after the noun, but two can come either before or after the 
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noun. Both can also be used like nouns, in which case they are 

often in construct, with a following noun in the absolute position. 

 

dx'êa, ~Aqæm'-la,  to one place (Gen 1:9) 

~yvi_n" yTeäv.  two wives (Gen 4:19) 

 

The cardinal numbers three through ten take a form that is 

opposite in gender to the noun they modify. They often do not 

agree in definiteness. They may be in construct before the noun, or 

in the absolute form either before or after the noun. 

 

~ynI+b' hv'äl{v.  three sons (Gen 6:10) 

~ymiÞy" t[;îb.vi  seven days (Gen 8:10) 

 

The teens, eleven through nineteen, have the numeral ten 

with a unit either before or after. Ten agrees in gender, while the 

units follow their own rules of agreement (one, two) or opposition 

(three to ten). The combination usually comes before the noun. 

 

hn"ëv' ‘hrEf.[, ~yTeÛv.  twelve years (Gen 14:4) 

hn")v' hrEßf.[, vmeîx]  fifteen years (2 Kgs 14:17) 

 

The addition of a masculine plural ending to ten forms the 

number twenty. The other tens (30, 40, and so on) add masculine 

plural endings to the masculine numbers from three to nine. 

 

~yrI)f.[,h'¥  the twenty (Gen 18:31) 

hM'Þa; ~yviîlv.W  and thirty cubits (Gen 6:15) 

 

The combination of tens and other numbers may come before 

or after the noun. The tens are always masculine plural and the 

units follow their own rules of agreement or opposition. 

 

hn")v' ~yIT:ßv.W ~yrIïf.[,  twenty-two years (Judg 10:3) 
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Ordinal Numbers 

 Masculine Feminine 

First @/varI hn:/varI 
Second ynIve tynIve 
Third yviyliv] tyviyliv]   hY:viyliv] 
Fourth y[iybirÒ ty[iybirÒ 
Fifth yviymij} tyviymij} 
Sixth yViVi tyVivi 
Seventh y[iybiv] ty[iybiv] 
Eighth ynIymiv] tynIymiv] 
Ninth y[iyviT] ty[iyviT] 
Tenth yrIyci[} tyrIyvi[}   hY:rIyvi[} 

Vocabulary 

The following list includes numbers from one to ten and 

numbers that occur more than one hundred times. 

dj;a, 
tj'a' 

 one (m) 

one (f) 

@/varI  first (ordinal number) 

!yInÛ"v] 
 !yITÚ'v] 

 two (m) 

two (f) 

ynIve  second (ordinal number) 

vlv;  vwOlv; 
hv;lv] 
!yvilv] 
yviyliv] 

 three (m)  

three (f) 

thirty 

third (ordinal number) 

[B'rÒa' 
h[;B;rÒa' 
!y[iB;rÒa' 

 four (m) 

four (f) 

forty 
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vmej; 
hV;mij} 
!yVimij} 

 five (m) 

five (f) 

fifty 

vve 
hV;vi 

 six (m) 

six (f) 

[b'v,Ú 
h[;b]vi 

 seven (m) 
seven (f) 

hn<mov] 
hn:mov] 

 eight (m) 

eight (f) 

[v'TeÚ 
h[;v]Ti 

 nine (m) 

nine (f) 

rc;[;  rc,[,Ú 
hrEc][,  hr:c;[} 

!yrIc][, 

 ten (m) (rc;[; in numbers 11–19) 

ten (f) (hrEc][, in numbers 11–19) 

twenty  

ha;me  hundred 

bh;z:  gold 

yj'  alive, living (adj) 

!yYIj'  life, lifetime (noun) 

!y:  sea 

arEy:  fear, be afraid 

dr"y:  go down 

Exercises 

1. Read aloud and translate the following and chart the verbs. 

 

`dx'(a, Ÿhw"ïhy> WnyheÞl{a/ hw"ïhy> lae_r"f.yI 1[m;Þv. (Deut 6:4) 

 

 

                                                 
1
 “Hear!” or “Listen!” (a Qal imperative). You will study the Qal 

imperative in Chapter 22. 
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Ÿ~ynIåv' b[b;v,( a å̂l. aAbåt'h] Al³ rm,aYOæw: (2 Sam 24:13) 

    ^c,‡r>a;B. Ÿ2b['är" 
(
a
 Ã pc Mss  {{  

b í tri,a “three” ex 1 Chron 21,12) 
 

‘~Ay ~y[iîB'r>a; hw"©hy>-b~[i a~v'ä-yhiy>w:¥ (Exod 34:28) 

(
a
 Ì 

+ Mwush/j “Moses”  {{  
b ˜Ì  ynEp.li) 

 

~yIm:ß tnOðy[e hrE±f.[, ~yTeîv. a~v'ªw> 3hm'liêyae WaboåY"w: (Exod 15:27) 

(
a
 ˜Ì314

 Philo ÊJ
 ~yliyaeb.W) 

 

4~yIt:ßam' vd<Qoêh; ry[iäB. ‘~YIwIl.h;-lK' (Neh 11:18) 

`h['(B'r>a;w> ~ynIïmov.  
 

 %l,m,² dwIïd" hy"“h' ûrv,a] ~ymiêY"h; 5rP:ås.mi ‘yhiy>w:) (2 Sam 2:11) 

`6~yvi(d"x\ hV'îviw> ~ynIßv' [b;v,î hd"_Why> tyBeä-l[; !Arßb.x,B. 
 

2. Read aloud and translate the following. You will need to 

use a lexicon to translate some of the words. Chart the verbs. 

 

dx'Þa, ~AyðB. yViêVih; ‘vd<xo’B; %l,M,êh; vw<¥y"r>d"l. ‘~yIT;’v. tn:Üv.Bi (Hag 1:1) 

‘laeyTil.a;v.-!B, lb,ÛB'rUz>-la, aybiªN"h; yG:åx;-dy:B. hw"÷hy>-rb;d> hy"“h' vd<xo+l;  
lAdßG"h; !hEïKoh; qd"²c'Ahy>-!B, [;vuóAhy>-la,w> hd"êWhy> tx;äP;  

 

h['_v'r>h' AKßr>D:miaW 7A[êv.rImE)a ‘bv'-al{w> (Ezek 3:19) 

(
a–a 

add cf 33,9) 

 

                                                 
2
 “famine” 

3
 ~liyae is a place name (full spelling: ~yliyae). In Chapter 21 you will 

learn the meaning of the h– ' on the end. Its sense here is “to ~liyae.” 
4
 This is the dual form of ha;me: “two hundred.” 

5
 “the number of” 

6
 “months” 

7
 “from his wickedness” 
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~yaiªbin> ha'äme Why"÷d>b;[o xQ;’YIw: (1 Kgs 18:4) 

 

hreÛf.[,-[B;(r>a; ^yTiød>b;[] è^t,ybeB. éhn"v' ~yrIåf.[, yLiù-hz< (Gen 31:41) 

^ n<+acoB. ~ynIßv' vveîw> ^yt,ênOb. yTeäv.Bi ‘hn"v'  
 

 



 

Chapter 15 

Verb Stems 

 

The Qal is the simplest of several verb stems. Hebrew adds 

consonants and vowels to the three-letter root of the verb in order 

to express different meanings. Traditionally, the root l[p is used 

to name the stems other than Qal. The 3 ms perfect form of the 

stem with this root is essentially the name of the stem. The 

following table lists the name in Hebrew and English. The 

indicators of the stem for the perfect and imperfect are placed on 

the root rmv.  

When you are reading Hebrew, if you still cannot make sense 

of a form, remember that lexicons list and identify the forms of a 

verb. (Because l[p is a II-guttural you may notice some 

differences between the stem and indicators columns in the table of 

indicators below.) 

 

Stem Name Indicators Comments 

 Qal 

 

rmv; 
rmvy 

Lack of additions identifies Qal. 

Qamets under first letter identifies the 

perfect. Prefixes indicate the imperfect. 

 l['p]nI 
 

Niphal rmvn 
rmV;y 

Nun indicates Niphal perfect. Dagesh 

in first letter and qamets under it 

indicate Niphal imperfect. 

  l[ePi 
 

Piel  rMvi 
  rMvyÒ 

 

Doubling of middle letter indicates a 

Piel. A Hireq under first letter indicates 

the perfect. Sheva under the prefix 

indicates the imperfect. 
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  l['Pu 
 

Pual 

 

rMvu 
rMvuy 

Qibbuts or another u-class vowel 

under first letter and doubling of 

middle letter indicate Pual.  

ly[ip]hi 
 

Hiphil rymivhi 

rM,vy" 

 

“Dot vowel” under middle letter 

indicates Hiphil.
1
 Prefixed he’ 

indicates the perfect. PataH under 

prefix indicates the imperfect. 

l['p]h; 
 

Hophal rmv]h; 

rmv]y: 

U-class vowel under prefixes indicates 

Hophal. Prefixed he’ indicates the 

perfect. U-class vowel is under prefix 

of the imperfect. 

l[eP't]hi 
 

Hitpael rMvth 

rMvty 

Inserted tav and doubling of middle 

letter indicates stem. Prefixed he’ 
indicates the perfect. Prefix, as usual, 

indicates the imperfect 

Meaning of the Stems
2
 

Central to understanding the different meanings of the 

Hebrew stems are the differences between the top three stems in 

the examples in the table on the next page: Qal, Piel, and Hiphil. 

     1. The Qal is the simple action expressed by the verbal root, 

“walk” in the example. 

     2. The Piel brings about the state expressed by the verbal root, 

“walking” in the example. An object of the verb tends to be a 

“passive” secondary subject. The state tends to be habitual or 

ongoing. 

     3. The Hiphil actively causes the event expressed by the verbal 

root. The object of the verb is caused to take part in the action, to 

be “active” as a secondary subject, and the event tends to be 

occasional or one-time. 

     4. The other stems are the passive or reflexive (or sometimes 

middle) counterparts of these three stems, as the table indicates. 

                                                 
1
 “Dot vowels:” h iireq, tsere, or segol. 

2
 The description and table is adapted from Waltke and O’Connor, 

IBHS, p. 358 § 21.2.2n. 
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Normally a verb would occur only in the stems appropriate to 

its meaning. The use of “walk” as an example for all the stems 

below is for the sake of illustration and thus is somewhat forced 

and unnatural. 

 

 Voice of Secondary Subject 

 None Passive Active 

Qal 

She 

walked 

 

 

Piel 

She was 

walking the 

people 

Hiphil 

She caused the 

people to walk  

 

Niphal 

She was 

walked 

 

 

Pual 

She was 

being walked 

by the people 

Hophal 

She was 

caused by the 

people to walk  

Voice       

  

 

 

 

of             

                

 

 

 

Subject 

Active 

 

 

 

 

Passive 

 

 

 

 

Reflexive Niphal 

She 

walked 

herself 

 

Hitpael 

She made 

herself walk 

Hiphil 

She caused 

herself to walk 

 

These differences are difficult to conceive and express in English. 

As a result, lexicons, grammars, and translations have tended to 

miss these nuances. 

Vocabulary 
3vq'B;*  (Pi) seek (vQeBi) 

rb'D:*  (Pi) speak (rB,DI) 

                                                 
3
 The asterisk indicates a hypothetical form. A Qal form of the root is 

listed, as is customary, but this form never appears in the Hebrew Bible. 

Some people choose to memorize the forms of these roots in the stems in 

which they occur rather than in the hypothetical Qal form. 
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[v'y:̈   (Ni) be saved; (Hi) save  

@WK¨  (Ni) be firm, established; (Hi) prepare 

yliK]  vessel, utensil 

#s,K,Ú  silver 

hm;j;l]mi  war, battle 

&l'm;  reign, be king 

!wOqm;  place 

!aunÒ  utterance, declaration 

dg"n:̈   (Hi) make known, report, tell 

hk;n:̈   (Ni) be hit; (Hi) smite; kill 

lx'n:̈   (Ni) be delivered; (Hi) snatch away 

rWs  turn aside; (Hi) take away, remove 

hw:x;̈   (Pi) command (hW:xi) 

Exercises 

1. Read aloud and translate the following. Identify the new 

verb stems in each of the following using the chart of indicators. 

Be prepared to discuss how the new stems express the activity or 

passivity of primary and secondary subjects (objects), and whether 

a one-time event or ongoing state is in view. Keep in mind the 

rules for missing and weak letters that you learned in Chapter 6. 

 

vyai_ !yaeä yKiä 4ar> Y:w:› (Exod 2:12) 

yrIêc.Mih;-ta, 5‘%Y:w: 

                                                 
4
 Note: III-he’ Qal and  Hiphil verbs sometimes have the same form 

when the he’ is missing. The context then determines the verb stem. 
5
 From a word in the vocabulary. Only the middle root letter appears 

here. 
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rm,aYOæw: ‘WhWE’c;y>w: At=ao %r<b"åy>w: bqOß[]y:-la,( qx'²c.yI ar"îq.YIw: (Gen 28:1) 

`![;n")K. tAnðB.mi hV'Þai xQ:ïti-al{) Alê 
  

 tAm±qoM.h;-lk'l.W¥ !Ar+b.x,B. rv<ßa]l;w> (1 Sam 30:31) 

`wyv'(n"a]w: aWhï dwIßD" ~v'î-%L,h;t.hi-rv<)a] 
 

~yIr:ßc.mi #r<a<ïme 6^yti²aceAh rv<ôa] ^yh,ê_l{a/ hw"åhy> ‘ykiÞnOa'( (Exod 20:2) 

`~ydI+(b'[] tyBEåîmi  
 

vQ E+b;T.-la; tAlßdog> ï̂l.-vQ,b;T. hT'²a;w> (Jer 45:5) 

 

 2. Read aloud and translate the following. You will need to 

use a lexicon to translate some of the words. Chart the verbs. 

 
7‘yTi[.v;’Ahw> yTid> G:Ühi ykiúnOa' (Isa 43:12) 

~T,îa;w> 8rz"+ ~k,ÞB' !yaeîw> yTi[.m;êv.hiw> 
`lae(-ynIa]w:) ahw"ßhy>-~aun> 9yd:²[e  

(
a
 frt huc tr `) 

   

                                                 
6
 Listed in lexicons under acy rather than acw. This will be explained 

in subsequent chapters on Hiphil imperfect and perfect verbs. 
7
 Listed in lexicons under [vy rather than [vw. See the previous 

footnote. 
8
 “strange (god)” 

9
 “my witnesses” 
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%leêTe-rv,a] lkoåB. ‘^yTi’r>m;v.W %M'ª[i ykiønOa' hNE“hiw> (Gen 28:15) 

 rv<åa] d[;… ê̂b.z"[/a,¥ al{å yKi… taZO=h; hm'Þd"a]h'-la, ^ytiêboviäh]w:  
 `%l") yTir>B:ßDI-rv,a] taeî ytiyfiê['-~ai  

 
^yh,êl{a/ hw"åhy>-ta, ‘T'k.r:be(W T'[.b'_f'w> T"ßl.k;a'w> (Deut 8:10) 

`%l")-!t;n") rv<ïa] hb'ÞJoh; #r<a"ïh'-al[;  
(
a
 pc Mss la) 



 

Chapter 16 

Translation 

 

Many people are unaware of the considerable difficulties 

involved in translating the Hebrew Bible. The New Jewish 

Publication Society Translation (NJPS) acknowledges these 

difficulties with such notes as: “Meaning of Hebrew uncertain.” 

These notes may refer to a word, several words, a chapter, such as 

Psalm 68, or many parts of the book of Job.  

Some of these difficulties are treated in other chapters of this 

book. Chapter 12, Textual Criticism, discusses which Hebrew text 

to translate, and how to identify and correct errors that have crept 

in through centuries of copying and recopying. The meaning of 

individual words, especially if they only occur once or twice in the 

Hebrew Bible, is one of the topics in Chapter 4, Word Studies. The 

meaning of grammar and the process of understanding the ancient 

writings of a different culture appear in other chapters (and many 

other books on exegesis). After determining the text and meaning 

in Hebrew, there are many issues involved in how to translate that 

meaning into another language. 

The present chapter discusses different theories of 

translation, supported by examples from the resulting modern 

translations. The two poles on the spectrum are literal translation 

(also called text-oriented translation or formal correspondence) and 

idiomatic translation (dynamic equivalence or audience-oriented 

translation). 

Literal Translation 

Many biblical students think the best translation is the most 

literal one. Each term in Hebrew should be translated word-by-

word with corresponding terms in the translation language. This is 

called text-oriented because the meaning is in the text and it is 
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important to reproduce that text as faithfully as possible in another 

language. This is also called formal correspondence because the 

form in Hebrew (A B C) corresponds to the form in the translation 

language (A B C). 

This type of biblical translation has a long history in the 

West. Jerome is well known for recognizing that translation should 

be “not word-for-word, but sense-for-sense,” but less well-known 

for qualifying this by saying, “except for Holy Scripture where 

even the word order is sacred.” The Septuagint, Jerome’s Vulgate, 

and modern English translations, such as the King James Version 

(KJV), the American Standard Version (ASB), the Revised 

Standard Version (RSV), and the New Jewish Publication Society 

(NJPS) translation are literal translations. The NJPS even holds 

that there should be a one-to-one correspondence between Hebrew 

and English words; one Hebrew word should be translated with 

one English word as often as possible. This tradition of translation, 

especially the KJV, influenced the work of many of the first 

missionary translators in the two-thirds (non-Western) world. 

Literal translation, however, may create peculiar, awkward, 

or even misleading translations. English and Hebrew words have 

different ranges of meaning. Thus, the Hebrew word tyrIB] can be 

between God and a person (NJPS translates “covenant” in Genesis 

15:18), between two persons (NJPS translates “pact” in Genesis 

21:27), and between two rulers (NJPS translates “treaty” in  

1 Kings 5:26 ET 5:12). Word order is different in Hebrew than in 

some other languages, so early on the rabbis decided it was 

acceptable for the Septuagint to reverse the Hebrew word order 

and translate “In the beginning God created” so that careless 

readers would not mistake “in the beginning” for the creator of 

God. The translation of every vav with “and” also makes these 

translations sound childish to English readers. Most of these 

translations recognize the need to be idiomatic sometimes in order 

to avoid misunderstanding. As the chair of the NRSV translation 

committee, Bruce Metzger said, they translate “as literally as 

possible, as idiomatically as necessary.” 
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Idiomatic Translation 

This leads to the second major type of translation—idiomatic 

translation. An idiom is an expression, such as “kick the bucket,” 

or a style that is peculiar to one language. Idioms can be 

meaningless, misleading, or peculiar if translated word for word 

into another language. Idiomatic translations attempt to understand 

the meaning of one language's idioms and express the meaning in 

the idioms that are the special genius of the translation language. 

Idiomatic translations aim to have the same effect on the recipients 

of the translation as on the original recipients. According to 

Eugene Nida, this includes trying to produce the same feelings and 

actions in the audience.
1
 Because of this willingness to change the 

text to produce the same effect on the audience, this type of 

translation is called audience-oriented and described as dynamic 

equivalence. 

Examples of this type of translation are Today’s English 

Version (TEV) and the Common English Version (CEV), 

produced by the American Bible Society, and the New English 

Bible (NEB) and its successor the Revised English Bible (REB). 

Since the TEV focuses on expressing meaning clearly, it influences 

many current translation projects in the third world. 

The medium, however, is the message. The form influences 

the meaning. We expect something different from poetry than from 

a narrative. Many passages in the Hebrew Bible were meant to be 

memorized and sung; therefore, they employ poetic and memo-

rable constructions. As a result, some commend two recent literal 

translations of Genesis (by Mary Phil Korsak and Everett Fox) for 

bringing out the culture and literary structure of the stories. Harvey 

Minkoff jokes that if the trend to accessibility continues, we may 

end up with translations that sound like George Orwell’s parody of 

Ecclesiastes 9:11 in the language of Government bureaucrats: 

 
Objective consideration of contemporary phenomena compels 

the conclusion that success or failure in competitive activities 

exhibits no tendency to be commensurate with innate capacity, 

                                                 
1
 Nida and Taylor, 24. 
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but that a considerable element of the unpredictable must 

invariably be taken into account. 

Audience and Purpose 

The audience and how they will use the Bible are also 

important considerations in translation. Consider the type of 

language. Is it the language of the literate or uneducated? The 

TEV uses “common English,” understood by most speakers of the 

language. Translations, such as the KJV, RSV, and NEB, though 

more literate and less understandable, are often said to have greater 

majesty and beauty.  

Part of the wide appeal of the KJV and RSV is that they 

retain archaic language that is not common, contemporary English 

and seemingly more suitable for Scripture. The NEB retains the 

archaic “thou” and “thy” in addressing God, even though Hebrew 

has no such expression, since the translators felt their audience was 

not ready for “you” in addressing God.  

Related to the type and level of language are the issues of 

slang and vulgar language. Keep in mind that what is vulgar at one 

time period, or in one particular culture, may not be in another time 

or culture. In the KJV of 1 Samuel 25:22, David vows to kill 

anyone from Nabal’s family “that pisseth against the wall” (italics 

added). Since the writing of the KJV, most modern translations 

avoid this type of language, now considered vulgar in English. The 

Hebrew Bible normally uses the root bkv (lie with) for sexual 

intercourse. However, four times (Deut 28:28–30; Isa 13:16; Jer 

3:1–2; Zech 14:2) the Hebrew Bible uses the root for sexual 

intercourse, lgv. Scholars disagree about whether this was vulgar 

in Hebrew, but it is clear that these passages intended to shock the 

readers. Most English translations prefer to reduce the shock. 

Gender 

One aspect of English that is changing is the use of 

references to gender. Many native speakers now recognize that 

“man” and “he” did not include women. They will therefore 

choose more inclusive language such as “humanity” and “she and 

he” or “they.” Israelite culture was also patriarchal and Hebrew 
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therefore uses similar exclusive language. As English usage 

becomes more inclusive, however, translating with exclusive 

language may create meanings that would not have been so strong 

for the original hearers.  

Thus, several recent translations in English make inclusive 

language their goal. The NRSV uses inclusive human language. 

Exactly what “inclusive language” meant varied over the years the 

translation committee met, and varied between committees 

translating different books. The Inclusive Language Lectionary 

uses more extensive inclusive language and imagery for both 

humanity and God. 

Scripture 

Most of the writers of the Bible did not know that what they 

were writing would become scripture. As the Hebrew Bible is the 

scripture of church and synagogue, Jews and Christians through 

the centuries have felt justified in removing vulgar language in 

translation. The function of the Hebrew Bible as scripture is also 

one of the reasons for inclusive translations. 

Many translations are meant to be read in church or 

synagogue. The RSV of Psalm 50:9 reads: “I will accept no bull 

from your house.” Most translations for church reading try to avoid 

such unintentional misunderstandings, associations, and 

vulgarisms. Therefore, the NRSV translates: “I will accept no ox 

from your house.”  

Translators 

The translators and how they are organized also affect the 

translation. Translations by an individual often bear the 

peculiarities of that one translator. For that reason, and due to the 

enormous amount of work involved, committees do many 

contemporary translations. In addition, many translations use 

individuals or committees as stylists, who identify idioms created 

by literal translation that do not sound natural or appropriate to 

native speakers of the language. Some translations done by 

expatriates are unpopular with local people because they sound 

peculiar. More natural sounding translations will start to appear in 
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the third world as native speakers receive the education and 

training to do their own translations. 

The theology and social status of the translators may 

intentionally or unintentionally affect the translation. The slightly 

archaic and more difficult language of translations, such as the 

NEB and NRSV, is produced and used by a literate elite. American 

evangelical scholars produced the NIV. The worst example, The 

Living Bible, is not a translation. It is a compilation from the 

various English versions by one individual who regularly expanded 

the Bible with his own fundamentalist theological bias and anti-

Semitic statements (Matt 12:45; 16:4; Luke 17:25; John 1:17; Gal 

4:3; 5:1). 

Whatever one decides about these and many other translation 

issues, making two translations is a good practice for exegesis. The 

first is a literal translation that brings out the literary structure of 

the Hebrew. (Chapter 28, Hebrew Narrative, discusses this type of 

literal translation.) The second is a more idiomatic translation that 

attempts to communicate the results of the exegesis. 

Exercises 

 1. The NIV translates Psalm 103:1 as “Praise the LORD, O 

my soul.” The NRSV translated it as “Bless the LORD, O my soul.” 

Why is the translation different? 

 

2. In Psalm 1:1 the word yrEv.a; is translated “blessed” by the 

NIV and “happy” by others such as the NRSV, TEV, and NJPS. 

What do you think would be the best translation and why? 

 

3. The description of God as ~yIP:øa; %r<a,ø is common in the 

Hebrew Bible.
2
 What does this idiom say literally? What does it 

mean?                  

                                                 
2
 Exod 34:6; Num 14:18; Neh 9:17; Ps 86:15; 103:8; 145:8; Prov 

14:29; 16:32; Joel 2:13; Jonah 4:2; Nah 1:3. 



 

Chapter 17 

Hiphil Imperfect 

 

The second most common stem in Hebrew is the Hiphil. A 

“dot vowel”—h Iireq (  i), tsere (  e) or segol (  ,)—under the middle 

root letter is a consistent indicator of the Hiphil stem. (Verbs in 

stems other than Hiphil, however, may have a dot vowel under the 

middle root letter.)  

Form of the Hiphil Imperfect 

The indicator of the Hiphil imperfect is a patah I (  ') under the 

imperfect prefix. 

rymiv]y" 
 

With a vav consecutive, the form is shortened. 

 

rmev]Y"w" 
or 

rm,v]Y"w" 
 

With III-gutturals (H j [), because they prefer a-class 

vowels before them, a pataH may replace the dot vowel.  

 

jl'v]Y"w" 
 

III-he’. The he’ may be present, absent, or replaced by a tav 

or yod. When the final he’ disappears, then the dot vowel may be 

under the first root letter or absent altogether. 

lg<YÚ<w" 
WlgÒY"w" 
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Note that in the first example the expected pataH under the yod has 

changed to a segol under the influence of the segol under the 

gimel. The Qal imperfect of this root has a Hireq under the yod. 

 Some forms could be either Qal or Hiphil. For example, 

 

l['YÚ"w"  from  hl[ 
 

The final he’ is lost in both Qal and Hiphil. In the above example, 

the pataH may be a sign of the Hiphil. On the other hand, because 

gutturals prefer a-class vowels underneath and before them, it 

could be a Qal. The reader must use the meaning in context to 

determine the stem. 

 

I-nun assimilates. 

dyGIy" from dgn 
 

I-vav. Although now usually listed in lexicons as I-yod, 

original I-vav remains in the Hiphil. 

 

byvi/y from bvy 
 
&lh behaves like a I-vav. 

&yli/y 
 

II-vav or yod are the same in the Hiphil. A qamets under the 

prefix is an indicator of a II-vav or yod root (as in Qal), and the 

first root letter, rather than the second, has a dot vowel. 

 

!yqiy: from  !wq 

Meaning of the Hiphil 

The differences of meaning between Qal, Piel, and Hiphil are 

important to understanding the Hebrew stems. Older grammars 

called the Piel intensive and the Hiphil causative. But this did not 

bring out the difference between the two stems because many Piels 

also seemed causative. (Moreover, both Piel and Hiphil had similar 

factitive and denominative uses.) According to Ernst Jenni, the 
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difference is that, whereas Piel indicates bringing about a state, 

Hiphil indicates causing an event. In other words, Piel tends to be 

action that is habitual or ongoing; Hiphil tends to be action that 

occurs only once or a few times. Piel tends to have a passive 

object; Hiphil tends to have an object that takes part as a second 

subject in the action. 

Verbs that are intransitive in Qal tend to be transitive in 

Hiphil. Transitive verbs take an object or objects. Intransitive verbs 

do not take an object. When a verb is transitive in Qal, it tends to 

take two objects in the Hiphil. 

Vocabulary 

byEwOa  byEao  enemy 

#a'  nose, nostril; anger 

tyrIB]  covenant 

rc;B;  flesh 

vd<jÚo  new moon, month 

qz"j;  be(come) strong; (Hi) seize, grasp 

taF;j'  sin, sin-offering 

hy:j;  live, be (stay) alive 

tr"K;  cut off, fell, exterminate; make (a covenant) 

aybin:  prophet 

hn:[;  answer 

$[e  tree(s) (often collective) 

j"WrÚ  spirit, wind 

yd"c;  hd<c;  field 

r['v'Ú  gate 

Exercises 

1. Read aloud, translate, and chart the verbs in the following 

verses. Discuss the meaning of the Hiphil verbs. By now you 
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should be able to use a lexicon or be ready to learn to use one. For 

that reason, exercises will no longer be separated. You will need to 

use a lexicon to look up some words in many exercises.  

 

tAnðt.K' AT±v.ail.W a~d"óa'l. ~yhiøl{a/ hw"“hy> ûf[;Y:w: (Gen 3:21) 

(
a
 cf 17

a
)

1
  `~ve(Bil.Y:w: rA[à 

 
~h'²r"b.a; yheól{a/ a^ybiêa' yheäl{a/ ‘ykinOa' rm,aYo©w: (Exod 3:6) 

areêy" yKiä wyn"ëP' ‘hv,mo rTEÜs.Y:w: bqO+[]y: yheäl{awE qx'Þc.yI byheîl{a/ 
(
a
 ˜Ì58.72

 et Act 7,32 Just ^yt,boa]  {{  
b
 pc Mss ãí yhel{awE cf 15

a
.16

b
 4,5

b
) 

 

%lEßae yKiî ykinOëa' ymiä ~yhiêl{a/h'ä-la, ‘hv,mo rm,aYOÝw: (Exod 3:11) 

`~yIr")c.Mimi laeÞr"f.yI ynEïB.-ta, ayci²Aa ykiîw> h[o+r>P;-la, 
 

`^ym,(y" !kUïrIa]y: (Deut 6:2) 

 

yTi_Bi T.a;ä-ymi rm,aToßw: Ht'êAmx]-la, ‘aAbT'w: (Ruth 3:16) 

vyai(h' Hl'Þ-hf'['( rv<ïa]-lK' tae Hl'ê-dG<T;’w:  
 

WhxeäNIY:w: ~d"_a'h'(-ta, ~yhiÞl{a/ hw"ïhy> xQ:±YIw: (Gen 2:15) 

!d<[eê-!g:b. 
 

tY:Üx;-lK' bhm'ªd"a]h'(-!mi a~yhiøl{a/ hw"“hy> ûrc,YIw:2 (Gen 2:19) 

~d"êa'h'ä-la, ‘abeY"w: ~yIm;êV'h; @A[å-lK' ‘taew> ‘hd<F'h; 
(
a
 ˜Ì + dwO[  {{  

b
 ins c ˜ tae) 

 

~d"Þa'h'-l[; hm'²Der>T; Ÿ~yhiól{a/ hw"“hy> ûlPeY:w: (Gen 2:21) 

 

                                                 
1
 Footnote 17

a
 (on ~d"a'l.W in Gen 3:17) reads: l òl'w> . 

2
 You may have difficulty charting this verb unless you recognize that 

the vowel under the yod is written defectively. 
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 ~d"Þa'h'(-!mi xq:ïl'-rv,a] [l'²Ceh;-ta,( Ÿ~yhiól{a/ hw"“hy> û!b,YIw: (Gen 2:22) 

`~d"(a'h'(-la, h'a,Þbiy>w: hV'_ail.  
 

^d<+y"B. aqzEåx.a;w> qd<c<ßb. )̂ytiîar"q. hw"±hy> ynIôa] (Isa 42:6) 

(
a
 l ˜w" cf êæ×)   

 
3dm'îx.n< #[e²-lK' hm'êd"a]h'ä-!mi ‘~yhil{a/ hw"Ühy> xm;úc.Y:w: (Gen 2:9) 

t[;D:Þh; #[e§w> !G"ëh; %AtåB. ‘~yYIx;h;( #[eÛw> lk'_a]m;l. bAjåw> ha,Þr>m;l.  
`[r"(w" bAjï  

 
 

                                                 
3
 “desirable” 



 

Chapter 18 

Piel Imperfect 

 

The third most frequent stem in Hebrew is the Piel. The stem 

indicator is the strong dagesh (doubling) in the middle root letter. 

 

rBd 
 

The gutturals (a h j [) and resh (r) do not double when 

they are the middle root letter. Occasionally, doubling is lost when 

a suffixed pronoun is added, or in the imperfect of III-he’ roots 

with vav consecutive.  

 

II-guttural or II-resh: %r<b'y>w: he blessed 

Sheva under middle root letter: 
1hv;q]Bi she sought 

Suffixed pronoun:  +;l,l]h't]W that she may 

praise you 

III-he’ with vav consecutive: wx'yÒw" he commanded 

 

When the doubling is missing as in the examples above, the 

indicators of the Piel imperfect and Piel perfect are all the more 

important to recognize the stem. The indicators for the Piel 

imperfect are in the next subsection and the indicators for the Piel 

perfect are in Chapter 21. 

 

                                                 
1
 This is a Piel perfect, which will be discussed in Chapter 21. 
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Form of the Piel Imperfect 

The Piel imperfect also has the same prefixes and suffixes as 

the Qal imperfect. The indicator of the Piel imperfect is a sheva 

under the imperfect prefix. 

 

rBdyÒ        rBdT]        rBda}        rBdnÒ 
 

Notice that the 1cs prefix is a guttural, which prefers composite 

shevas. 

Verbs in stems other than Piel may have a sheva under the 

prefix of the imperfect. For example, III-he’ Qal verbs with vav 

consecutive may have a sheva under the prefix. 

 

Aa*-yhiy>w:)  And there was light (Gen 3:1) 

 

The simple meaning in this context and the fact that hyh does not 

appear in the Piel identify this as a Qal. 

Verbs with suffixed pronouns may also have a sheva under 

the prefix of the Qal imperfect.  

 

h'a,Þbiy>w:  he brought her (Gen 2:22) 

 

In this case, however, the dot vowel under the bet and the meaning 

in context identify the stem as Hiphil. 

Meaning of the Piel 

Older grammars called the Piel intensive. The designation 

intensive was appealing because the doubling of the middle root 

letter seemed intensive, so form and meaning seemed to 

correspond. But few if any verbs could be shown to have a more 

intensive meaning in the Piel than in the Qal. Ernst Jenni proposed 

a better way to understand the Piel: Piel indicates bringing about a 

state. Hebrew uses the Piel when the subject is putting the object 

into the state or condition corresponding to the meaning of the verb 

root. The object thus takes part in the action as a passive, 
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secondary subject. Being a state, the action tends to be habitual or 

ongoing. 

This general meaning can be further divided into factitive, 

denominative, and frequentative. (The Piel forms below are those 

of the Piel perfect, discussed in Chapter 21).  

Factitive. According to Webster’s Dictionary a factitive verb 

is one that expresses the idea of making, calling, or thinking 

something to be of a certain character. 

 

Qal Piel 

qd"x; be just, righteous qDExi declare just 

 

Denominative verbs are formed from nouns. Generally, it is 

thought that they are formed from nouns because the noun forms 

appear earlier and more frequently than the verb forms. 

  

Noun Piel 

rb;D: word rBeDI speak (make or declare a word) 

 

A subgroup of denominative verbs is privative, which indicate 

taking something away from or injuring the noun. 

 

Noun Piel 

taF;j' sin aFeji free from sin 

 

Frequentative. These are also called iterative or pluralic, 

indicating multiple or repeated action. 

 

Qal Piel 

&l'h; walk &Lehii walk around 

 

 The reason why some verbs use Piel is unclear because either 

they do not occur in Qal, or when they do occur in both Qal and 

Piel, there is no apparent difference in meaning. 
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Vocabulary 

@b,a,Ú  stone (f) 

hm;d:a}  ground 

!j,l,Ú  bread 

daom]  force, might (noun); very, exceedingly (adv) 

rB;dÒmi  pasturage, wilderness, steppe 

hj;P;v]mi  family; clan 

bybis;  circuit (noun);  

all around, round about, surrounding (adv)  

db'[;  serve 

hl;[o  burnt offering 

t[e  time 

yTiv]liP]  Philistine (tv,l,ÚP] “Philistia”) 

dq'P;  visit; number; appoint; miss; take care of; 

muster 

 @aox  flock 

br"q;  draw near 

hmol{v.  Solomon 

Exercises 

1. Read aloud and translate the following. Chart the verbs. 

Discuss the meaning of the Piel verbs. 

 

è~yhil{a/ é~t'ao %r<b"åy>w: (Gen 1:28) 

 

³³³ ~d"Þa'h'(-l[; ~yhiêl{a/ hw"åhy> ‘wc;y>w: (Gen 2:16) 

`lke(aTo o³³³ !âG"h;-#[e lKoïmi  
 

At+ao vDEßq;y>w: y[iêybiV.h; ~Ayæ-ta, ‘~yhil{a/ %r<b"Üy>w: (Gen 2:3) 
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`^r<)m.v.yIw> hw"ßhy> ï̂k.r<b'y> (Num 6:24) 

 

  ‘lkoB. ~yIr:êc.mi-ta, ytiäyKehiw> ‘ydIy"-ta, yTiÛx.l;v'w> (Exod 3:20) 

 `~k,(t.a, xL;îv;y> !kEß-yrEx]a;w> AB=r>qiB. hf,Þ[/a,¥ rv<ïa] 2yt;êaol.p.nI 
 

  ‘%l,M,’h; bynIÜdoal; Wvúq.b;y> wyd"ªb'[] aAlå Wrm.aYOõw: (1 Kgs 1:2) 

Alß-yhit.W %l,M,êh; ynEåp.li ‘hd"m.['(w> hl'êWtb. hr"ä[]n:  
 c^q,êyxeb. hb'äk.v'w> 3tn<k<+so  

(
a
 Ã í*  {{  

b
 íB× suff l pl  {{  

c í* metV auvtou/ “with him,” ×Mss 
in sinu suo) 

 

!['êviAYæw: ‘hv,mo ~q'Y"Üw: ~Wv+r>g"y>w: ~y[iÞroh' WaboïY"w: (Exod 2:17) 

`~n")aco-ta, q.v.Y:ßw: 
 

‘hQ,n:y> al{Ü yKiä aw>V"+l; ^yh,Þl{a/ hw"ïhy>-~ve(-ta, aF'²ti al{ï (Deut 5:11) 

`baw>V")l; Amßv.-ta, aF'îyI-rv,a]b atae² hw"ëhy>  
(
a
 ÎæJ

 + l[w]k, l ÷ ut Ex 20,7  {{  
b–b

 Ã Î)   
 

AdæboK.-ta, ‘Wnyhe’l{a/ hw"Ühy> Wna'ør>h, !hEå aWrªm.aTow: (Deut 5:24) 

Wnyaiêr" ‘hZ<h; ~AYÝh; vae_h' %ATåmi Wn[.m;Þv' Alïqo-ta,w> bAlêd>G"-ta,w>b  
`yx'(w" ~d"Þa'h'(-ta, c~yhi²l{a/ rBEôd:y>-yKi(  

(
a
 Î ˜t ~taw  {{  b–b

 Ã í-LO
  {{  

c
 Î hwhy cf ê)   

 

2. Begin a word study by reading the entry in your lexicon 

for ^rb and noting the possible meanings. Prepare for a discussion 

of the meaning of the word. 

                                                 
2
 “my wonders” 

3
 “one serving” 



 

Chapter 19 

Hiphil Perfect  

 

Form of the Hiphil Perfect 

The indicator of the Hiphil stem, as mentioned in Chapter 

17, is a dot vowel—h Iireq (  i), tsere (  e) or segol (  ,)—under the 

middle root letter. The indicator of the Hiphil perfect is a prefixed 

he’ (–h). The vowel pointing is usually –hi and sometimes –he, –h, 
or –h}.1 This he’ may derive from the he’ of the pronouns (aWh ayhi) 

and represent the “second subject” mentioned in Chapter 17. 

 

lyDIgÒhi 
 

The dot vowel occurs only in third-person forms in the perfect. It is 

still a helpful indicator because third-person forms are the most 

commonly occurring. 

 

I-nun. When the first root letter is a nun (n), it assimilates 

into the second root letter. 

¨dygInÒhi Ã dyGIhi 
 

I-vav. Although listed as I-yod in lexicons, the original vav 

remains in the Hiphil perfect. 

 

byviwOh  from  bvy 

                                                 
1
 This he’ could be easily confused with the interrogative he’ or the 

definite article, especially since the pointing of the last example is the same 

as that of the interrogative he’. 
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The verb &lh acts like a I-vav in the Hiphil. 

 

&yliwOh 
 

A few I-vav verbs, usually with x as the middle root letter, 

show assimilation of yod into the second root letter like a I-nun 

verb. 

WtyCiîhi from tcy 
 

II-vav or yod. Both II-vav and II-yod have the same form in 

the Hiphil perfect, with a Hireq yod between the first and third root 

letters. 

!yqihe  from  !wq 
!ycihe from !yc 

 

The forms may have a Hireq or tsere without the yod. For unknown 

reasons a Holem or Holem-vav sometimes appears before perfect 

suffixes beginning with a consonant.  

 

t;/aÚybihe  from  awb 
  

III-he’. As elsewhere the he’ may be present, absent, or 

replaced by a tav or yod. 

 

PGN hlg 
 3ms hl;gÒhi 
 3fs ht;l]gÒhi 
 2ms t;yligÒhi 
 3cp WlgÒhi 

 

I-guttural, III-guttural, III-he’, and I-yod all have minor 

vowel changes in keeping with the character of these letters, but 

the indicators and all the letters of the roots are still visible. 
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Vocabulary 

lae  God, god 

hM;a'  forearm, cubit 

lWbgÒ  boundary, territory 

rk'z:  remember 

[r"z<Ú  seed, descendant 

af;j;  miss (a mark), sin 

lyIj'Ú  strength; wealth; army 

ds,j,Ú  loyalty, faithfulness 

['WvÚ/hyÒ  Joshua (short form: ['WvÚyE) 
vr"y:  subdue, possess, dispossess; tread 

bt'K;  write 

lyIl'Ú  hl;yÒl'Ú  night 

@['m'Úl]  for the sake of, on account of (prep);  

in order that (conj) 

d[e/m  appointed place or time; season 

hF,m'  rod, staff; tribe 

Exercises 

1. Read aloud and translate the following. Chart the verbs. 

Discuss the meaning of the Hiphil verbs. 

 

bAJ+-hm; ~d"Þa' ±̂l. dyGIïhi (Mic 6:8) 

 

‘laer"f.yI-ynE)b. WKÜhi rv,’a] #r<a'ªh' ykeäl.m; ŸhL,aeäw> (Josh 12:1) 

~c'êr>a;-ta, Wvår.YI)w: 
 

`hw")hy> ~[;î-ta, ~T,Þmih] ~T,îa; (Num 17:6 ET 16:41) 
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~k,Ût.a, %le’Aaw" ~yIr"+c.mi #r<a<åme ~k,Þt.a, ytiyleî[/h, yki²nOa'w> (Amos 2:10) 

 hn"ëv' ~y[iäB'r>a; ‘rB'd>MiB;  
 

hT'a'_ ~roßy[e yKiî ê̂l. dyGIåhi ymi… rm,aYÖw: (Gen 3:11) 

 

‘rm,aTo’w: tyfi_[' taZOæ-hm; hV'Þail' ~yhi²l{a/ hw"ôhy> rm,aYO“w: (Gen 3:13) 

`lke(aow" ynIa:ßyVihi vx'îN"h; hV'êaih'(  
 

a~k,_ynEp.Limi hL,aeÞh' ~yIïAGh;-lK'-ta, hw"±hy> vyrIôAhw> (Deut 11:23) 

 `b~K,(mi ~ymiÞcu[]w: ~yliîdoG> ~yIëAG ~T,äv.rIywI)  
(
a
 ˜ $y-  {{  b ˜ $mm) 

 

WlyCiîhi-rv,a] hL,aeêh' ‘tAcr"a]h'( yheÛl{a/-lk'B. ymiª (Isa 36:20) 

`ydI(Y"mi ~÷Il;Þv'Wry>-ta, hw"±hy> lyCióy:-yKi( ydI_Y"mi ~c'Þr>a;-ta,  
 

hy"åh'w> Waybi_y"-rv,a] taeä WnykiÞhew> yViêVih; ~AYæB; ‘hy"h'w> (Exod 16:5) 

`2~Ay* Ÿ~Ayð Wjßq.l.yI-rv<)a] l[;î hn<ëv.mi  
 

‘hw"hy> hy"Üh'w> 3è~yjip.vo) é~h,l' Ÿhw"ïhy> ~yqi’he-yki(w> (Judg 2:18) 

 jpe_AVh; ymeäy> lKoß ~h,êybey>ao* dY:åmi ‘~['yviAh)w> jpeêVoh;-~[i 
 

yTiÛm.r:q'w> rf'ªB' ~k,äyle[] ytióle[]h;w>) ~ydIøGI ~k,’yle[] ûyTit;n"w> (Ezek 37:6) 

`hw")hy> ynIïa]-yKi ~T,Þ[.d:ywI ~t,_yyIx.wI ax;Wrß ~k,²b' yTiît;n"w> rA[ê ‘~k,yle[]  
(
a
 í + mou “my,” l ÷)   

 

                                                 
2
 This is a Hebrew idiom. Look up the meaning in a lexicon. 

3
 “judges” 



 

Chapter 20 

Authors and Editors 

 

When we read a newspaper article, we make judgments about 

the perspective and reliability of the writer. Historians make 

similar judgments about their historical sources (including 

newspapers) when they write histories. The idea that the Bible 

could and should be read like any other book revolutionized 

biblical studies. Biblical scholars began to question the Bible, just 

as historians and literary critics did: Who wrote this? When did 

they write it? What was their perspective? 

Ancient authors lived in traditional, communal societies 

where the individual and therefore individual authorship were not 

as important as in the modern world. The community’s oral and 

written traditions were copied and handed down from generation to 

generation. Modern historians are interested in identifying these 

authors and their sources in order to understand more precisely 

their historical context and perspective. 

Source Criticism 

The method for identifying and analyzing sources in biblical 

studies is called source criticism. In a few cases, biblical writers 

indicate their sources. When the book of 2 Chronicles refers to the 

“Book of the Kings of Israel and Judah,”
1
 it may be referring to the 

biblical books of Samuel and Kings. In other cases, long lost books 

are mentioned. The “Book of the Wars of the LORD” is quoted in 

Numbers 21:14. Joshua 10:13 and 2 Samuel 1:18 refer to the 

“Book of Jashar” and 1 Kings 11:41 refers to the “Book of the 

Acts of Solomon.” The books of Kings often state that more 

information can be found in the “Book of the Annals of the Kings 

                                                 
1
 2 Chr 16:11; 25:26; 28:26; 32:32. 
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of Israel”
2
 or the “Book of the Annals of the Kings of Judah.”

3
 We 

can only speculate about what was in these books.  

Over vast expanses of the Hebrew Bible, the writers do not 

identify themselves or their sources. However, sources can still be 

identified by the following evidence: 

• Stories told twice in slightly different ways or repetitions 

within one story (doublets); 

• Shifts in vocabulary and style; 

• Differences in theology and ideology; 

• Evidence of different historical contexts; 

• Disruptions in the logical or narrative flow. 

  

In the history of biblical studies, evidence of sources was first 

discovered in the Pentateuch. Two stories of creation in Genesis 

1:1–2:4a and 2:4b–3:24 create a disruption in logical or narrative 

flow, especially because the order of creation is different in the 

second account. They also show differences in theology, 

vocabulary, and style. Note this often cited difference in 

vocabulary: Genesis 1:1–2:4a refers to ~yhil{a/ “God,” whereas 

Genesis 1:1–2:4a refers to ~yhil{a/ hw"hy> “LORD God.” Biblical 

scholars call the source of the first story P for the Priestly writer. 

The source of the second story is called J because German scholars 

first discovered the sources and J is the first letter of the 

transliteration into German of the proper name of God (hw"hy>).  
These sources seem to continue beyond the creation stories, 

as the same differences in vocabulary, style, and theology appear 

on the same sides of doublets throughout the Pentateuch. For 

example, in the story of Noah, ~yhil{a/ “God” commands Noah to 

take two of every kind of animal into the ark (Gen 6:19–22), 

whereas hw"hy> “the LORD” tells Noah to take seven pairs of all 

clean animals and a pair of unclean animals (7:1–3). 

                                                 
2
 1 Kgs 14:19; 15:31; 16:5, 14, 20, 27; 22:39; 2 Kgs 1:18; 10:34; 13:8, 

12; 14:15, 28; 15:11, 15, 21, 26, 31. 
3
 1 Kgs 14:29; 15:7, 23; 22:45; 2 Kgs 8:23; 12:19; 14:18; 15:6, 36; 

16:19; 20:20; 21:17, 25; 23:28; 24:5. 
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This source theory is often referred to as JEDP, after the 

names of the sources, or as the Documentary Hypothesis. J and P 

are the most prominent sources in the first four books of the 

Pentateuch. D is largely identical to the book of Deuteronomy. E is 

less frequent and sometimes difficult to distinguish. Although 

aspects of the hypothesis continue to be hotly debated, the 

existence of the sources is widely accepted by biblical scholars, 

because no one has presented a more persuasive explanation of the 

evidence. 

A beginning student cannot assess the theory by reading the 

entire Pentateuch in Hebrew, but will rely partly on the 

identification, dating, and description of the sources in critical 

introductions, commentaries, and Bible dictionaries. However, 

knowledge of Hebrew does allow the student to examine the 

vocabulary and style of a particular passage. The student can also 

find out when scholars date the source and think about its ideology 

and message within its context. For example, the first creation 

story (Gen 1:1–2:4a) is commonly assigned to the priestly source 

written in the exilic or post-exilic period. A student studying a 

passage in Genesis 1 could therefore compare the passage to 

creation stories from Mesopotamia
4
 that Israel would have been 

exposed to in exile, and consider how the passage reflects and 

reacts to those stories and the situation of the exile. 

In this chapter’s exercises, you can compare the reasons 

given for the Sabbath commandment by P and D. You may want to 

look at examples of sources that you have already translated. In the 

previous chapter, Genesis 3:11 and 3:13 were from the J source. 

Deuteronomy 11:23 was from D. The reading from Exodus 16:5 

reflected the priestly (P) writers’ interest in Sabbath, rituals, and 

time. In the examples in subsequent chapters, you can observe their 

Hebrew vocabulary and style, and reflect on their theology and 

ideology in historical context.  

                                                 
4
 Several Mesopotamian creation stories are translated in James 

Pritchard, ed., Ancient Near Eastern Texts Relating to the Old Testament (3d 

ed.; Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1969). 
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Redaction Criticism 

Continuing study of the literature of the Hebrew Bible 

revealed that not only were there different sources, but these were 

selected and arranged by editors in order to present a certain 

perspective or interpretation. In some cases, the editors also 

inserted passages with their own interpretations of the sources. 

These editors in biblical studies are often called redactors and the 

method for identifying redactors is called redaction criticism. 

Editorial activity is easiest to identify when we have two 

different accounts of the same material. An example would be the 

repetition of laws in P and D. Deuteronomy means “second law.” 

Another example is the history of Israel in Joshua through Kings 

and the parallel history in Chronicles. 

Even if we do not have two accounts of the same material, 

we still may be able to distinguish the work of one or more editors. 

Editorial activity, often speeches or prayers, is most evident in the 

introduction and conclusion, and at the transitional or bridging 

passages. In these passages, the hand of an editor is evident, when 

passages are not self-contained stories and therefore cannot be told 

on their own. Editors orient the reader to the meaning of the longer 

work using language and idioms that typically appear in these 

introductory, transitional, and concluding passages. 

The theology and style of Deuteronomy influenced the 

editors of the books from Joshua to 2 Kings that tell Israel’s story 

from entry into the land to exile. These books are therefore referred 

to as the Deuteronomistic History (DH) and the editor or editors 

as the Deuteronomist (Dtr) or Deuteronomists. Deuteronomistic 

style and theology helps us identify these editors’ additions. They 

placed Deuteronomy at the beginning of their history and 

organized their source materials into four historical periods: the 

time of Moses, the entry into the land under Joshua, the judges, 

and the reigns of kings. They inserted their own compositions 

throughout, especially at transitions between periods of history. 

Sometimes these are speeches or prayers by prominent figures, for 

example, speeches by Joshua that introduce (Joshua 1) and 

conclude (Joshua 23) the entry into the land. Samuel’s speech in 1 

Samuel 12 makes a transition between the period of the judges and 
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the beginning of the monarchy. Nathan’s oracle in 2 Samuel 7 

introduces the promise to David and the building of the temple. 

Solomon’s prayer in 1 Kings 8 concludes the first period of the 

monarchy and marks the completion of the temple. In other places, 

Dtr speaks through the voice of the narrator (Josh 12; Judg 2:11–

22; 2 Kgs 17:7–18, 20–23).  

Martin Noth, the biblical scholar who first recognized the 

Deuteronomistic History as a unified work, thought an exilic editor 

created it to show how the exile was punishment for Israel and 

Judah’s long history of unfaithfulness. Other scholars thought this 

was too simple and negative a message for such a long work. 

Gerhard von Rad and Hans Walter Wolff pointed to the promise to 

David and the pattern of apostasy, punishment, return (bWv), and 

deliverance. (The reading from Judges 2:18 in the previous chapter 

is an example of the last part of this Deuteronomistic pattern.) 

Although the exile was the punishment for a long history of 

unfaithfulness and injustice, God would be merciful and deliver, if 

the people returned to God.  

Rudolph Smend and Frank Moore Cross detected more than 

one edition of the Deuteronomistic History. Josiah seemed to fulfill 

the hope for a king such as David. Then, when he dies in battle, the 

Deuteronomistic History quickly ends. Cross suggested the first 

edition was produced around the time of Josiah. Dtr 1 blamed the 

fall of the northern kingdom of Israel on the many northern kings 

who “walked in the way of Jeroboam,” causing Israel to sin.
5
 Dtr 1 

wrote to encourage the people to support Josiah’s religious reforms 

based on the book of Deuteronomy and hoped for restoration under 

this king “like David.” When Josiah’s sudden death in battle 

dashed these hopes, the Deuteronomistic History came to an abrupt 

end. An exilic redactor (Dtr 2) blamed the exile on the sins of 

Manasseh, which could not be overcome even by Josiah (2 Kgs 

21:10-25), and added a brief conclusion. According to Cross, Dtr 2 

inserted passages that predict the exile and say restoration is 

                                                 
5
 1 Kgs 15:26, 30, 34; 16:2, 19, 26, 31; 22:52; 2 Kgs 3:3; 10:29; 13:2, 

6, 11; 14:24; 15:9, 18, 24, 28. 
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possible if the people return to God.
6
 Cross’ theory of two editions, 

one of them pre-exilic, is more widely accepted in North America 

than in Europe. Recently several scholars have shifted their 

attention to uncovering the sources used by Dtr that appear to 

contain prophetic and anti-monarchical strains.  

Although scholars do not always agree about exactly how the 

Deuteronomistic History was edited and the message of the editors, 

this discussion can help us appreciate the historical meaning of this 

great work. 

Hebrew Style 

After reading many writings of a particular English novelist, 

poet, or journalist, we come to recognize recurring themes, 

perspectives, and a typical writing style. The same is true for 

ancient Hebrew writers and editors. Knowledge of Hebrew gives 

you the ability to investigate and appreciate the style of different 

sources, authors, and editors.  

In order to discover whether certain Hebrew words or idioms 

are typical of an author or source, the use of a concordance is 

essential. The new computerized concordances can help you search 

quickly for a particular word, form, or phrase from the Bible. If it 

occurs almost exclusively in the writing of one author or source, it 

is probably typical of his or her style. 

Deuteronomy has one of the most distinctive manners of 

expression, including the frequent use and mixing of singular and 

plural second person verbs and pronouns. Deuteronomy wants to 

address the people as a whole as well as each individual. Also 

typical is the use of ~AYh; “today.” Although this is a common 

expression throughout the Bible, a concordance search reveals that 

it is quite frequent in Deuteronomy. Deuteronomy wants to make 

the observance of the teachings present “today:” “The LORD did 

not make this covenant with our ancestors, but with us, we who are 

here today (~AYh;), all of us who are alive” (Deut 5:3). 

Deuteronomy 6:4 is important in both the Jewish and 

Christian traditions, and many consider it to be central to the 

                                                 
6
 See, for example, 1 Kgs 8:46-53. 
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theology of Deuteronomy. Deuteronomy preaches one people, and 

the worship of one God, in one place. In Chapter 27, you will read 

a selection from Deuteronomy 6. 

Exercises 

 1. Read the different reasons given for the Sabbath in the two 

versions of the Ten Commandments: 

 

~yIm:åV'h;-ta, hw"÷hy> hf'’[' û~ymiy"-tv,ve( yKiä (Exod 20:11)
  
 

y[i_ybiV.h; ~AYæB; xn: Y"ßw: ~B'ê-rv,a]-lK'-ta,w> ‘~Y"h;-ata, #r<a'ªh'-ta,w> 
    (

a
 mlt Mss ÌÍÊ

Ms
Ê

P× taw>)   

 

û ÷̂a]ci’YOw: ~yIr:ëªc.mi #r<a<åB. Ÿ‘t'yyI’åh' db,[<Üî-yKiä T'ùªr>k;z"w> (Deut 5:15)
  
 

 ‘^W>ci !Keª-l[; hy"ë+Wjn> [;roåz>biW ‘hq"ßz"x] dy"ÜîB. ‘~V'êmi ‘^yh,’Ûl{a/ hw"“Ühy> 
 s `atB'(V;h; ~Ayð-ta, tAfß[]l; ^yh,êl{a/ hw"åhy> 

(
a
 Ì

-O
 + kai. a`gia,zein auvth,n  =  AvD>q;l.W cf Ex 20, 11) 

 

2. Read the verses from Deuteronomy below, the Deuterono-

mistic History, and the Chronicler. Note the similarities and 

differences in vocabulary, style, and theology. (You have already 

read the second passage, 2 Kings 23:25 in the exercises for Chapter 

11.) 

 

ß̂v.p.n:-lk'b.W ï̂b.b'l.-lk'B. ^yh,_l{a/ hw"åhy> taeÞ T'êb.h;a'äw> (Deut 6:5–6) 

 ~AYàh; ^±W>c;m. ykiónOa' rv,’a] hL,aeªh' ~yrIåb'D>h; Wyùh'w> 
 
`^d<)aom.-lk'b.W  

`^b<)b'l.-l[; 
 

bv'Û-rv,a] %l,m,ª wyn"÷p'l. hy"“h'-al{) ûWhmok'w> (2 Kgs 23:25) 
 Adêaom.-lk'b.W ‘Avp.n:-lk'b.W AbÜb'l.-lk'B. ‘hw"hy>-la, 

`Whmo)K' ~q"ï-al{) wyr"Þx]a;w> hv,_mo tr:äAT alkoßK. 
(
a
 nonn Mss Seb lkoB., nonn Mss lkob.W) 
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tr:îAtB. 7bWtßK'K; awyd"_s'x]w: WhY"ßviayO yrEïb.DI rt,y<±w> (2 Chr 35:26–27) 

 8~ybiêWtK. ~N"åhi ~ynI+rox]a;h'w> ~ynIßvoarIh' awyr"§b'd>W
 
`hw")hy> 

( 26 
a
 Ì kai. h` evlpi.õ auvtou/ “and his hope”)

                                                 
7
 “as written.” A Qal passive particle. See Chapter 25. 

8
 “are written.” See previous footnote. 



 

Chapter 21 

Piel Perfect 

Form of the Piel Perfect 

The perfect in the Piel is easily identifiable because it has the 

same suffixes as the Qal perfect. The indicator of the Piel perfect 

is the Hireq under the first root letter. 

 

rBdI 
 

As mentioned in Chapter 18 (Piel imperfect), the indicator of the 

Piel stem is the doubling of the middle root letter.  

When the middle root letter is a guttural (a h j [) or resh 

(r), these letters cannot take a dagesh (doubling). In some cases, 

there is “compensation” by lengthening the previous vowel. The 

indicator of the Piel in these roots is a tsere under the first root 

letter. 

^rBe 
 

You can think of this as a “traveling dagesh” because it moves 

from the middle root letter under the first root letter to change a 

Hireq into a tsere. 

Locative he’ 
Nouns, names, and adverbs sometimes suffix a qamets he’ 

(h– ;) to indicate direction toward the noun or just emphasize the 

location. Other books call it a he’ locale or directive he’. In reading 

you can tell the difference between this he’ and most other qamets-

he’ endings (h– ;), especially the feminine singular ending that takes 

a Masoretic accent. Although the locative he’ comes at the end of a 

word where you would expect an accent, it does not take an accent. 
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The addition of the locative he’ may change slightly the vowels of 

the word. 

 

![;n:ëK. hc'r>a:å  toward the land of Canaan 

(Gen 11:31) 

bC'ämu ‘~L'su hNEÜhiw> 
hc'r>a;ê 

 there was a ladder standing 

on the earth (Gen 28:12) 

Vocabulary 

bh;a;  love, like 

!ae  mother 

#s'a;  gather, take in 

@/ra}  ark, chest 

dg<B,Ú  garment 

rq,BoÚ  morning 

#s'y:  add 

alem;  be full; (Pi) fill, fulfill 

hc,[}m'  work 

hl;j}n"  inheritance 

r['n"Û  boy, youth 

@/[;  transgression, iniquity (the vav is 

pronounced as a consonant) 

br<q,Ú 
br,q,ÚB] 

 inward part, midst 

in the midst (of), among 

hb;r:  be(come) numerous, be great;  

(Hi) multiply, make many 

lg,r<Ú  foot 
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Exercises 

1. Read aloud, translate, and chart the verbs in the following 

passages. Discuss the meaning of the Piel verbs. 

 

~B'_ T'Þr>B;dIw> ^yn<ëb'l. ~T'än>N:viw> (Deut 6:7) 

 

#r<a'ªh'-ta,w> ~yIm:åV'h;-ta, hw"÷hy> hf'’[' û~ymiy"-tv,ve( yKiä (Exod 20:11) 

  %r:ôBe !Keª-l[; y[i_ybiV.h; ~AYæB; xn:Y"w: ~B'ê-rv,a]-lK'-ta,w> ‘~Y"h;-ata,  
`cWhve(D>q;y>w:) btB'ÞV;h; ~Ayð-ta, hw"±hy>  

(
a
 mlt Mss íêæMsæP× taw>  {{  b Pap Nash íê y[ybvh  {{  

c
 Pap Nash wyv–) 

 
aAl= T'r>B:ßDI-rv,a] taeîa ybiêa' dwIåD" ‘^D>b.[;l. T'r>m;ªv' rv<åa] (1 Kgs 8:24)  

`hZ<)h; ~AYðK; t'aLeÞmi b^ïd>y"b.W ^ypi²B. rBEïd:T.w:  
(
a–a

 Ã í*  {{  
b
 íê× pl) 

 

2. From now on, you will be assigned passages to read from 

BHS. Use these to practice both your Hebrew and exegetical skills. 

For example, in order to translate, you will need to read the text-

critical notes in BHS. You may want to do word studies on certain 

words, or you might discuss the evidence of sources or editors. 

Read aloud and translate Genesis 2:7–9 using the following 

notes. Chart the verbs, as usual. 

Verse7 
  

wyP'Þa;B. 
 

 The first letter is a preposition, and the last a 

suffixed pronoun. BDB gives you help finding the 

root. Under I. #a' (in small print) it says “v. sub 

#na.” That is the root. 

Verse 9   

dm'îx.n<  “Pleasant.” This is a Niphal participle. You will 

study the Niphal and participles in later chapters. 

t[;D:ßh;  BDB will help you find the root. 

 



 

Chapter 22 

Conjugations of Will, Part I 

 

The imperfect and perfect conjugations are declarative. They 

make a simple declaration or assertion such as, “Pharaoh said to 

Moses.” Hebrew also has three volitional conjugations. The term 

volitional is from the Latin verb “to wish.” Speakers using these 

conjugations attempt to impose their will on someone or 

something. The three volitional conjugations are the jussive, 

imperative, and cohortative. Originally separate forms, now they 

work together to make up one volitional class. 

 

Person Conjugation Translation (sample verb: db[) 

third jussive Let him/her/them work. 

May he/she/they work. 

second imperative  Work! 

first cohortative May I/we work. 

I/We might/can work.  

Let me/us work. 

 

The terms jussive and imperative are from Latin verbs 

meaning “to order” and “to command.” In Hebrew, these 

conjugations may be used for commands, and also advice, 

permission, requests, wishes, and so on. In other words, the degree 

to which the speaker exerts his or her will varies. Often the social 

status of the speaker relative to the hearer determines whether 

these forms are used as commands or requests. 

This table serves as a guideline only because there is some 

confusion either in the Masoretic tradition or in our understanding. 

It is important to note that the jussive and cohortative often have 

the same form as the imperfect. Perfects may also be used 
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alongside imperatives in prayers. The infinitive absolute (which we 

will study later) can also be used as an imperative. 

The volitional conjugations in this chapter are based on the 

Qal stem. Hiphil and Piel conjugations expressing will are dealt 

with in the next chapter. 

Qal Jussive 

Some verbs have a short and long form of the imperfect. The 

short form is used with vav consecutive and is similar or identical 

to the jussive. 

 

Conjugation Example (verb: hyh) Translation 

Imperfect `!w<a")l. hy<ïh.yI laeÞ-tybe(W  Bethel shall become nothing 

(Amos 5:5) 

Short 

Imperfect 
rAa*-yhiy>w:) There was light (Gen 1:3) 

Jussive rAa= yhiäy> Let there be light (Gen 1:3) 

 

Most verbs, however, do not have a short form of the imperfect. In 

that case, the forms of the imperfect and the jussive are the same. 

For these verbs, context indicates whether the form is an imperfect 

or a jussive. 

In earlier forms of the language, there were short forms in all 

three persons but, by the time of Biblical Hebrew, the jussive 

occurred only in the second and third person. The second person 

jussive occurs with negation and is covered in Chapter 23. 

The jussive forms of III-he’ and II-vav or II-yod (hollow) 

verbs have missing letters. These forms are usually slightly 

different from the imperfect with vav consecutive. 

The final he’ is missing for jussive forms of III-he’ verbs. 

 

Root Jussive Translation 

hl[ l['y"Û Let him go up; May he go up 

hyh yhiyÒ Let it be; May it be(come), happen 

htv T]v]yEÚ Let him drink; May he drink 
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The middle vav and yod is missing for the jussive forms of 

hollow verbs. 

 

Root Jussive Translation 

t/m tmoy: Let him die; May he die 

bWv bvoy: Let him return; May he return 

!yci !cey: Let him place; May he place 

Qal Imperative 

The imperative is similar to the form of the imperfect with 

the prefixes removed. Since this results in two vocal shevas in a 

row in the 2fs and 2mp forms, which Hebrew cannot tolerate, the 

first sheva turns into a Hireq. (This is the rule of sheva.) The 

indicator of the imperative is a sheva or Hireq under the first root 

letter. 

 

PGN Imperfect Imperative 

 2ms rmov]Ti rmov] 
 2fs yrIm]v]Ti yrIm]vi 
 2mp Wrm]v]Ti Wrm]vi 
 2fp hn:rÒmoÚv]Tii hn:rÒmoÚv] 

 

I-gutturals take a composite sheva (usually Hateph pataH i but 

with I-´alephs, Hateph segol) instead of a simple sheva in the 2ms 

and 2fp forms: 

 

Root Imperative Translation 

lka lkoa> Eat! (2ms) 

rgj hn:rÒgÛOj} Put on! (2fp) 

 

Similarly, the 2fs and 2mp forms of II-guttural verbs take a 

composite sheva under the second root letter and the corresponding 

short vowel under the first root letter.  
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Root Imperative Translation 

lav ylia}v' Ask! (2fs) 

q[z Wq[}z" Cry! (2mp) 

 

I-nun verbs may or may not have the first nun. When they 

lose the first nun, they are also without the indicators of the 

imperative. jql behaves like a I-nun, possibly because jql 

“take” was closely associated with @tn “give” in the spoken 

language.  

 

PGN With nun @tn  jql 

 2ms lponÒ @Te jq' 
 2fs ylip]nI ynIT] yjiq] 
 2mp Wlp]nI WnT]  Wjq] 
 2fp hn:l]poÚnÒ hN:TeÚ not attested 

 

I-vav verbs are without indicators of the imperative because 

they lose their first root letter. As usual, &lh behaves like a I-vav 

verb. 

 

PGN bvy [dy ^lh 
 2ms 

 2fs 

 2mp 

 2fp 

bve 
ybiv] 
Wbv] 

hn:b]veÚ 

[D" 
y[iDÒ 
W[DÒ 

 hn:[]DÚ" 

&le 
ykil] 
Wkl] 

  hn:k]leÚ 
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As in the imperfect, III-he’ may be present, replaced by a 

yod, or absent. The forms for the verbs hn:B; (build) and hy:h; (be, 

become) are: 

 

PGN hnb hyh 
 2ms hnEB] hyEh> 
 2fs ynIB] yyIh> 
 2mp WnB] Wyh> 
 2fp hn:yn<ÚB] hn:yy<Úh> 

 

Hollow verbs have all root letters represented, but are 

missing the normal indicators. 

 

PGN !wq awb !yc 
 2ms !Wq a/B !yci 
 2fs ymiWqÚ yai/BÚ ymiyci 
 2mp WmWqÚ Wa/BÚ Wmyci 
 2fp hn:m]qoÚ hn:aBoÚ hn:m]ciÚ 

 

When joined by a maqqeph to another word or particle, the 

vowel pointing of the imperative changes. For example: 

 

rmov]  becomes  *l]Arm;v] 
 

The sheva under the first root letter still identifies this form as an 

imperative. 

The lack of a pronoun identifies an imperative in English. 

Note that in Hebrew, however, a suffixed pronoun on lamed is 

idiomatic, as in the previous example. 
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Qal Cohortative 

The cohortative is similar to the first person imperfect forms 

with h– ; on the end: 

 

hr:m]v]a,  hr:m]v]nI 
 

The indicators for missing letters follow the same rules as for the 

imperfect: doubling indicates an assimilated nun; a tsere under an 

´aleph or nun prefix indicates I-vav; a qamets under the prefix 

indicates a hollow verb. 

III-he’ verbs do not add the h– ; ending. They use the 

imperfect forms. 

I-yod cohortative forms are missing a root letter. The tsere 

(  E ) is the same indicator as in the imperfect for the missing I-yod. 

 

Root Form Translation 

bvy hb;v]ae Let me live; May I live 

 hb;v]nE Let us live; May we live 

 

Vocbulary 

l['B'Ú  owner, husband, lord; Baal 

d/bK;  abundance, honor, glory 

hl;K;  cease, come to an end, finish, complete 

hn<j}m'  camp, army 

&a;l]m'  messenger 

hj;nÒmi  gift; offering 

hf;n:  turn, stretch out 

bz"[;  leave, abandon 

qyDix'  righteous, just (adj) 

 [v;r:  guilty, wicked (one) (adj) (f: h[;v;rÒ) 
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bk'v;  lie down; have sexual intercourse 

!/lv;  peace, health 

fp'v;  judge, enter into controversy; (Ni) plead 

ht;v;  drink (verb) 

hr:/T  teaching, law 

Exercises 

1. Read aloud and translate the following. Chart the verbs.
 

 

s `^r<)m.v.yIw> hw"ßhy> ï̂k.r<b'y> (Num 6.24–26) 

s `1 b&'N<)xuywI) ^yl,Þae wyn"±P' Ÿhw"ôhy> arae’y"  
s `~Al)v' ß̂l. ~feîy"w> ^yl,êae ‘wyn"P' Ÿhw"Ühy> aF'’yI  

(25
a
 ˜ ryay  {{  b ê wnh ijk = &'Y<x;ywI) 

 

å̂J.m; xq:å !r{‡h]a;-la,( rmoæa/ hv,ªmo-la, hw"÷hy> rm,aYO“w: (Exod 7:19–20) 

~h,äyrEaoy>- bl[; Ÿ~t'äroh]n:- al[;( ~yIr:øc.mi yme’yme-l[; û^d>y"-hje(n>W  
c‘~d" hy"h"Üw>c ~d"_-Wyh.yI)w> ~h,Þymeyme hwEïq.mi-lK' l[;²w> ~h,ªymeg>a;-l[;w>  

!roøh]a;w> hv,’mo û!ke-Wf[]Y:)w: `~ynI)b'a]b'W ~yciÞ[eb'W ~yIr:êc.mi #r<a<å-lk'B. 
rv<åa] ‘~yIM;’h;-ta, %…Y:w: a‘hJ,M;B; ~r,Y"Üw: hw"©hy> hW"åci Ÿrv<åa]K; ~yIM:ïh;-lK' 

`~d"(l. raoày>B;-rv,a] Wk±p.h'(YEw: wyd"+b'[] ynEßy[el.W h[oêr>p; ynEåy[el. raoêy>B;  
(19

a í× pr cop  {{  
b
 mlt Mss ˜íêæ× l[w>  {{  c–c

 ˜ ~D"h; yhiywI  {{ 
20

a
 ˜í WhJem;B. cf ê) 

 

                                                 
1
 “and be gracious to you” 
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2. Read and translate Genesis 1:26–31 using the following 

notes. You have already translated two verses of this passage in 

Chapter 20. Chart the verbs. 

Verse 26   

WntÚeWmdÒKi 
 
 
 

cmeroh; 

 Listed under the root hmd. III-he’ nouns (like 

verbs) can lose the final he’ with the addition 

of a suffix. 

 

“that creeps”—cmero is a ms Qal participle 

(with the article h;) complementing the ms 

collective noun cm,r,Ú just before it. Qal 

participles are the subject of Chapter 25. 

Verse 28   

h;vÚub]kiwÒ 
 
 

tc,m,Úroh; 

 This may be easier to identify spelled out in 

full, with the parts separated: h; Wvb]ki wÒ 
 

The fs Qal participle form (with the article h;) 

of the verb root cmr. It can be translated like 

cmeroh; in verse 26. 

Verse 29   

        ["rezO  Literally: “seeding” (that is, “yielding” or 

“producing”). This is a ms Qal participle. 

Verse 31   

yViVi  This is an ordinal number. 

 
 



 

Chapter 23 

Conjugations of Will, Part II 

Negation 

In the third person, Hebrew uses la' and the jussive, or 

sometimes al¿, in order to express negative volition (“Let it 

not …”). la' and al¿ normally come immediately before the verb, 

but may come before some other word or combination of words for 

emphasis. 

In the second person, Hebrew uses either la' and the jussive, 

or al¿ and the imperfect, to express negative commands. The first 

indicates urgency (“Stop…” or “Don’t…”), whereas the second 

indicates prohibition or legislation (“Do not [ever]…” or “You 

shall not…”). Remember that for many verbs the form of the 

jussive and imperfect are the same. In such cases, the context, and 

which of the two negative particles is used, will indicate whether it 

is a jussive or an imperfect. 

In the first person, Hebrew uses the cohortative with la' in 

order to express negative will or desire (“Let us not…” or “May I 

not…”). 

This table summarizes the expression of negative volition in 

Hebrew: 

 

Person Conjugation Negative Translation 

 Third Jussive la' Let him/her/it not . . . 

 Second Jussive 

Imperfect 

la' 
 al¿ 

Stop . . . or: Don’t . . . 

Do not (ever) . . . 

You shall not . . . 

 First Cohortative la' Let us/me not . . . 
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Long Imperative Forms 

Imperatives may also take a h– ; ending, in which case the 

vowel pointing is often unusual: 

 

Root Imperative Long Imperative Translation 

rmv rmov] hr:m]v; Keep! 

bvy bve hb;v] Sit! 

@tn @Te hn:T] Give! 

Piel and Hiphil Conjugations Expressing Will 

The forms of the Piel jussive are the same as the forms of the 

Piel imperfect. 

As in the Qal, the Piel imperative has the same form as the 

imperfect without the prefix. When the doubling of a middle root 

letter indicates a verb form is a Piel, a pataH ( ") under the first root 

letter is the indicator of an imperative. When the middle root letter 

is a guttural (which cannot be doubled), then the pataH may, or 

may not, be lengthened to a qamets ( :). 
 

Piel Imperative 

 Root: rbd @am rhm hlg 
 2ms rBeD" @aem; rhem' hLeG" 
 2fs yrIB]D" ynIa}m; yrIh}m' yLiG" 

 2mp WrB]D" Wna}m; Wrh}m' WLG" 

 2fp hn:rÒBeÚD" hn:aeÚm; hn:rÒheÚm' hn:LeÚG" 
  

The Piel cohortative, like the Qal cohortative, has a qamets 

he’ suffix (h– ;). Otherwise the indicators and missing letters are the 

same as those of the Piel imperfect. 

 

The Hiphil jussive has the same form as the short form of 

the Hiphil imperfect with vav consecutive. (All Hiphil verbal roots 

have a short form of the imperfect, unlike other stems where only 

some roots have short forms of the imperfect.) The indicators are 
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the same as for the imperfect—a dot vowel under the middle root 

letter and a pataH under the prefix. In the Hiphil, the short form 

usually has a tsere or segol as a dot vowel rather than a h Iireq yod. 

III-gutturals may have a pataH rather than a dot vowel, because 

gutturals prefer a-class vowels. The missing letters are the same as 

for the imperfect. 

  

Root Imperfect With Vav Consec. Jussive 

 dymiv]y" dmev]Y"w" dmev]Y" 
 I-nun dyGIy" dGEY"w" dGEY" 

 III-guttural j"yliv]y" jl'v]Y"w" jl'v]y" 
 III-he’ hl,[}y" l['YÚ"w" l['y"Ú 

 

As in other stems, the imperfect and imperative forms are 

closely related. In the Hiphil imperative, however, the he’ prefix 

is present. The indicator of the Hiphil imperative, therefore, is a 

he’ prefix, usually with a pataH under it (–h'). The indicator of the 

Hiphil stem is a dot vowel under the middle root letter. 

 

Hiphil Imperative 

 2ms rmev]h' 
 2fs yrIm]v]h' 
 2mp Wrm]v]h' 
 2fp hn:rÒmÚev]h' 

 

The missing letters are the same as in the Hiphil imperfect. 

The Hiphil cohortative, like the Qal cohortative, has a 

qamets he’ ending (h– ;). The indicators and missing letters are the 

same as for the Hiphil imperfect. 

The Particle an: 
Frequently attached to the jussive, imperative, and 

cohortative—or nearby words—is the particle an:. The traditional 

understanding is that it expresses a request or prayer and therefore 
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is translated as “please.” Lambdin, however, thinks it means that a 

request is a “logical consequence” of a preceding statement or 

situation (p. 170), and therefore prefers not to translate it. 

Narrative Sequences 

In the sequence 

 

imperative + wÒ + perfect, 

 

the perfect continues the imperative and should be translated as an 

imperative. Observe the following example and its translation: 

 

~l'êAqB. [m;äv. 
%l,m,_ ~h,Þl' T'îk.l;m.hiw> 

 Listen (imperative) to their voice 

and make (perfect) a king reign 

over them (1 Sam 8:22) 

 

But any of the following similar sequences are purpose or result 

clauses: 

 

jussive                                                                                       jussive 

imperative                   +      wÒ     +                               imperfect 

cohortative                                                                             cohortative 

 

Here is an example: 

 

ha,êr>a,w> aN"å-hr"su(a'  Let me turn aside (cohortative) 

so that I may see (imperfect) . . . 

(Exod 3:3) 

 

(Another purpose or result clause not covered in the above 

summary is: jussive + wÒ + imperative.) Because these sequences are 

purpose or result clauses, the wÒ will be translated “that” or “so 

that.” 

Disjunctive –w> 
 When a vav is prefixed to anything other than a finite verb, it 

disrupts the narrative sequence. In previous chapters, you have 
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learned about the vav prefixed to finite verbs. A vav consecutive  

(–w: ) prefixed to an imperfect narrates the past. A vav (–w> ) prefixed 

to the perfect narrates the future. In this chapter, you learned that a 

vav (–w> ) prefixed to a volitional conjugation could introduce a 

purpose or result clause. A vav conjunction (–w> ) prefixed to 

anything other than a finite verb, such as a noun, is disjunctive or 

parenthetical. 

 A disjunctive vav sometimes introduces a contrast and may 

be translated “but.”   

 

ac'îm'-al{)  ~d"§a'l.W  
`AD*g>n<K. rz<[Eß 

 But for Adam was not found a 

helper equal to him (Gen 2:20) 

  

In addition, a disjunctive vav may introduce a new episode in a 

narrative and be translated “now.” 

 

 hW"åx;-ta, [d:Þy" ~d"êa'h'äw>
  

‘rh;T;’w: AT=v.ai 
 

 Now the man knew Eve,  

his wife, and she conceived  

(Gen 4:1) 

  

A parenthetical vav may be circumstantial, explanatory, or 

relative. When it is circumstantial, the vav can be translated 

“while,” “when,” “with,” or “since.” 

 

hn"ëd>[, yLiä-ht'y>h'¥ 
!qE)z" ynIßdoaw:¥ 

 Shall I have pleasure,  

when my husband is old?  

(Gen 18:12) 

 

An explanatory vav can be translated “namely” or “that is.” 

 

brExEï taeä hw"©hy> ~f,Y"åw: 
Wh[eÞrEB. vyai² 

hn<+x]M;h;(-lk'b.W 
 

 The LORD set the sword of  

each man against his neighbor,  

that is, against the whole army 

(Judg 7:22) 
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These are just a few examples of the disjunctive and parenthetical 

uses and translations of the vav conjunction. Lexicons list the full 

range of uses and possible translations.  

Vocabulary 

db'a;  perish; (Pi) destroy; (Hi) exterminate 

@z<aÚo  ear 

hm;heB]  cattle, animals 

rq;B;  cows (coll), herd(s), cattle 

hl;G:  uncover, reveal; depart, go into captivity 

@qez:  old (adj); old man, elder (n) 

rxej;  permanent settlement, court, enclosure 

lkoy:  be able (stative) 

#K'  hand, palm 

@kel;  therefore (adv) 

hw:x]mi  commandment 

an:  (particle of request) 

rp,seÚ  scroll, inscription 

!Wr  be(come) high, exalted 

["rEÚ  friend, fellow, companion 

Exercises  

1. Read aloud and translate the following. Chart the verbs.
  

 

~Alåv' vQEßB; bAj+-hfe[]w: [r"meâ rWså (Ps 34:15 ET 14) 

 

ha,îr>M;h;-ta, ha,êr>a,w> aN"å-hr"su(a' hv,êmo rm,aYOæw: (Exod 3:3) 

hZ<+h; ldoßG"h; 
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yMiî[;-ta, aace²Ahw> h[o+r>P;-la, ß̂x]l'v.a,(w> hk'êl. hT'ä[;w> (Exod 3:10) 

(
a
 ˜í× t'a–)  `~yIr")c.Mimi laeÞr"f.yI-ynE)b.  

 
~yIr:ßc.mi #r<a<ïme ^yti²aceAh rv<ôa] ^yh,ê_l{a/ hw"åhy> ‘ykiÞnOa'( (Exod 20:2–3) 

` a y;n"©)P'-l[;a ~yrIßøxea] ~yhi’îl{a/ û ±̂l.-hy<)h.yI al{*å `~ydI+(b'[] tyBEåîmi  
(3

a–a
 í[êææJP

] plh.n evmou/ “except me”) 

 
an"ï-%l,yE  ayn"ëdoa] ‘^yn<’y[eB. !xEÜ ytiac'’m' ûan"-~ai rm,aYo³w: (Exod 34:9) 

  WnBe_r>qiB. byn"ßdoa]  
(
a
 Ã í  {{  

b
 í* ò ku,rio,j mou “my Lord”) 

 
rAmêx]h;-~[i ‘hPo ~k,îl'-Wbv. wyr"ª['n>-la, ~h'ør"b.a; rm,aYo“w: (Gen 22:5) 

`~k,(ylea] hb'Wvïn"w> … hKo+-d[; hk'Þl.nE r[;N:ëh;w> ynIåa]w:  
 

rz"+ ~k,ÞB' !yaeîw> yTi[.m;êv.hiw> ‘yTi[.v;’Ahw> yTid> G:Ühi ykiúnOa' (Isa 43:12)
 
 

`lae(-ynIa]w:) ahw"ßhy>-~aun> yd;²[e ~T,îa;w> 
(
a
 frt huc tr ` .) 

 
c~yhi’l{a/h' û%a;l.m; baboåY"w: x;An=m' lAqåB. a~yhiÞl{a/h' [m;îv.YIw: (Judg 13:9)

 
 

 `HM'([i !yaeî Hv'Þyai x;Anðm'W hd,êF'B; 1tb,v,äAy ‘ayhiw> hV'ªaih'-la, dA[ø  
(
a
 Ì58.72

(ÒÍ×) ku,rioj “Lord”  {{  
b
 Ms ar"YEw:  {{   

c Ì61
(Í) kuri,ou “from [the] Lord”) 

  

 

 

                                                 
1
 “was sitting” This is a particple. Participles with be discussed in 

Chapters 25 and 26. 



 

Chapter 24 

Genre and Tradition 

 

Every culture has conventional ways of communicating for 

specific situations. Over time, for particular occasions and life 

experiences, people develop appropriate, conventional ways of 

expressing themselves. We know what to say, and how to say it, on 

certain occasions, such as marriages, funerals, and religious 

services. We write a love letter differently than a paper for school. 

And we expect those with whom we communicate to recognize 

these differences and react to our communications accordingly, 

otherwise mistakes could be humorous or embarrassing. These 

conventional ways of speaking or writing can be referred to as 

genres or forms. 

Genre or Form Criticism 

In biblical studies, the identification and analysis of typical 

ways of writing and speaking is called genre criticism or form 

criticism. The pioneer of this type of analysis in biblical studies 

was Hermann Gunkel. He wanted to get beyond the written 

sources back to the oral traditions and life experiences of the 

people. The typical setting, situation, or life experience he called 

Sitz im Leben, in German. The Sitz im Leben or “setting in life” is 

not one historical occasion, but a repeated situation, such as a 

harvest or a funeral.  

Gunkel identified genres according to their form (grammar 

and vocabulary), content (mood and thoughts), and setting in life. 

Hebrew grammar and vocabulary are, therefore, important in 

identifying genres. 

Unlike Gunkel, contemporary literary theory is less interested 

in the history behind a text, but nonetheless continues to be 

interested in its genre. Genre may be more broadly defined to 
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include mood, setting, function, speaker, and content. The well- 

known literary critic, Northrop Frye, notes that “the point of 

criticism by genres is not so much to classify as to clarify”
1
 by 

bringing out all kinds of traditions, similarities, and literary 

relationships to which we might otherwise be blind. How a 

particular passage is similar to, and different from, the norm is 

significant for comprehending meaning. 

Law 

There are two genres of law in the Pentateuch.  

Some laws are conditional and they introduce the main 

regulation with yKi “when” and various different conditions (or 

cases) with !ai “if.” 

 

yrIêb.[i db,[,ä ‘hn<q.ti yKiÛ 
dbo+[]y: ~ynIßv' vveî 
aceîyE t[iêbiV.b;’W 
`~N")xi yviÞp.x'l;( 
aboßy" APðg:B.-~ai 

ace_yE APæg:B. 
aWhê ‘hV'ai l[;B;Û-~ai 
`AM*[i ATßv.ai ha'îc.y"w> 

 

 When you buy a Hebrew slave,  

he shall serve six years,  

and in the seventh he shall go out 

free, for nothing. 

If he comes in single,  

he shall go out single; 

if he is married,  

then his wife shall go out with him. 

(Exod 21:2-3). 

The other genre is absolute laws. 

 

`xc"ß(r>Tiã al{ðß  You shall not murder! 

(Exod 20:13) 

 

The two types have a different form and content and may 

have a different social setting. The first type tends to deal with 

                                                 
1
 Northrop Frye, Anatomy of Criticism (Princeton: Princeton 

University Press, 1957), 247–248. 
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secular affairs in the land. The second type tends to deal with 

relationships between God and human beings. 

Prophets 

Prophetic messages are the speeches of messengers. They use 

the language of non-prophetic messengers in the Hebrew Bible and 

the Ancient Near East. Jacob, for instance, sends messengers ahead 

to meet Esau and instructs them to say: 

 

bqoê[]y: å̂D>b.[; ‘rm;a' hKo  Thus says your servant 

Jacob (Gen 32:5 ET 4) 

 

The character of prophecy as a message from God is evident in the 

common phrase, “thus says the LORD” (hw"hy> rm:a' hKo). 
The most prominent prophetic messages are announcements 

of judgment and announcements of salvation.  

Announcements of judgment have three parts. Amos 7:16–17 

can serve as an example: 

 

1. Reasons or 

Accusation 

  [m;äv. hT'Þ[;w> 
hw"+hy>-rb;D> 

al{Ü 2rmeªao hT'äa; 
laeêr"f.yI-l[; 3‘abeN"ti 

  @yJiÞt; al{ïw> 
`4qx'(f.yI tyBeî-l[; 

Now hear 

the word of the LORD.  

You say, “Do not  

prophesy against Israel,  

and do not preach  

against the house of Isaac.” 

2. Therefore, 

messenger 

formula 

 rm:åa'-hKo !keúl' 
 hw"©hy> 

Therefore, thus said  

the LORD 

                                                 
2
 A Qal participle, which will be treated in the next chapter. 

3
 A Niphal verb. 

4
 An alternate spelling of “Isaac.” (There are two root words for 

“laugh”: qxc and qxf. The story of Isaac in Genesis contains a play on the 

word “laugh.”) 
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3. Judgment 
5hl{ïG" laeêr"f.yI“w> ...  

l[;îme hl,Þg>yI 
`At)m'd>a; 

“. . . Israel shall surely  

go into exile away from  

its land.” 

 

Compare other examples in 1 Kings 21:1–19; 2 Kings 1:3–4; 

Isaiah 8:5–8; 22:8b–14; 28:7–13; 29:13–14; 30:12–14, 15–17; 

Micah 3:9–12. 

Writings 

The Kethuvim (“Writings”) of the Hebrew Bible include the 

books of Psalms and Proverbs, as well as ten other works.   

The two major genres of the book of Psalms are hymns and 

laments. The typical form of a hymn is a call to praise, in the 

imperative, followed by the reasons for praise, often introduced by 

yKi “for.” Claus Westermann notes that the reasons for praise are 

often in two parts—God’s majesty and God’s goodness or grace. 

The following example is from Psalm 100: 

 

Imperative call 

to praise 

 … W[yrIïh' 
 … hw"åhy>-ta, Wdåb.[i 

Make a joyful noise …    

Worship the LORD …      

God’s majesty éhw"hy> … 
… ~yhiîl{ña/ aWhÜ 

… the LORD is God … 

Imperative call 

to praise 

… WaBoÜ 
… WdAh) 
… Wkïr]B' 

Enter . . .  

Give thanks . . . 

Bless . . .  

God’s 

goodness 

hA'hy>â bAjå-yKi 
… AD=s.x; ~l'äA[l. 

For the LORD is good; 

eternal is his loyalty … 

 

Compare also Psalms 95, 145, 148, 150. 

                                                 
5
 This is an infinitive absolute. It emphasizes the verb. Chapter 29 will 

discuss the infinitive absolute. 
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Genres by their nature are flexible and adaptable to mixing 

and use in new combinations. The word y/h “woe,” for example, is 

often used in laments for the dead.   

Atßl'b.nI-ta, 6xN:ïY:w: 
Ar=b.qiB. 

wyl'Þ[' WdïP.s.YIw: 
`yxi(a' yAhï 

 

 He put to rest his body  

in his grave 

and they mourned over him,  

“Woe, my brother.” (1 Kgs 13:30) 

To announce God’s judgment on Israel the prophets use the genre 

of lament for the dead. Because of its sins, Israel is “dead.” 

 

hw"÷hy> rm;’a'-hKo) !kel'û 
yn"ëdoa] ‘tAab'c. yheÛl{a/ 
7dPeês.mi tAbåxor>-lk'B. 
Wråm.ayO tAcßWx-lk'b.W 

Ah=-Ah 
 

 Therefore, thus says the LORD, 

God of hosts, my Lord:  

In all the open places wailing, 

and in all the streets they will say, 

“Woe, woe.” (Amos 5:16a) 

Creativity in the mixing of genres contributes power to prophetic 

preaching. 

Tradition 

Traditions are closely related to genres. Traditions are handed 

down from generation to generation in certain settings in life and 

genres. A humorous example from our culture is the sports 

interview. Traditions about being a good sport and team player are 

repeated over and over using the same words. In Israel some 

proverbs may have been used to hand down wisdom traditions in 

the context of scribal schools. 

Traditions have elements of continuity, community, and 

change. By their nature, traditions are handed down from one 

generation to the next. To be traditions they must have continuous, 

                                                 
6
 This verb is doubly weak and the vowel pointing is unusual. It is a 

Hiphil from xwn. 
7
 This is a Piel participle. Chapters 25 and 26 introduce participles. 
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identifiable form and content. Normally, this is related to the 

genres in which they are typically expressed. If they did not have 

identifiable form and content through the generations, they would 

be better described as recurring themes, motifs, or the like. 

 Traditions are the property of a community that maintains 

and passes them on to the next generation. For example, a family 

might keep stories about their ancestors, a town might keep stories 

about the naming of important places, priests might keep stories 

about Aaron and Levi, and the royal court might keep stories about 

the divine right of kings. Recurring themes, motifs, and the like, 

differ from traditions in that they are not the property of a 

particular community and do not have a continuous form and 

content. 

 Although traditions must have continuity from generation to 

generation, they must also be fluid. They must be flexible enough 

to allow them to adapt to changing needs and remain relevant and 

living. A tradition can be written down, but it must retain in 

writing the flexibility of oral traditions. 

 In biblical studies, tradition critics and historians are 

interested in identifying traditions, their community, their typical 

and unique uses, and the way they change and adapt to new 

situations in the life of the community. Knowledge of Hebrew is 

important for identifying the form and content of traditions. 

Exercise 

 Read aloud and translate Micah 6:1–5 with the assistance of 

the notes that follow. Micah makes use of a genre that was not 

discussed above. Verses 1–5 are the first part. Read verses 6–8 in 

English. Without consulting the scholarly literature, what do you 

think the genre is? What parts can you distinguish? What traditions 

are associated with this genre? What is its setting in life? Why does 

Micah make use of this genre? 

 

Verse 1 
  

rmE+ao 
 

  “is saying” This form is a participle. They 

will be discussed in the next chapter. 
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byrIå 
 

The Qal imperative 2ms and the ms noun have 

the same form. One appears in this verse and 

the other in the next verse. 

Verse 2   

~ynIßt'aeh'w> 
 

 This word is listed under !ty in BDB. 

 

xK'(w:t.yI  “He will argue.” This is a Hitpael stem that 

will be discussed in Chapter 31. 

Verse 5   

t[;D:ø  “to know” An infinitive construct which will 

be discussed in Chapter 27. 

 

 

 



 

Chapter 25 

Participles, Part I 

 

So far we have studied only finite verbs, which are verb 

forms limited or qualified with respect to person, gender, number, 

and aspect (duration or completeness of action). Infinite verbs are 

not limited or qualified. The distinction is only relative in Hebrew 

because the participle (see Chapters 25 and 26) can be marked for 

gender and number whereas the infinitive (Chapter 27) can be 

marked with suffixed pronouns. 

Qal Participle 

The name participle refers to its participation in the 

characteristics of both a noun and a verb, as seen in the examples 

below. 

The participle takes endings for gender and number like those 

of the adjective and noun. The feminine singular ending, however, 

is more often t– , than h– ; . The indicator of the Qal participle is a 

Holem between the first and second root letters. The spelling may 

be full or defective. 

 

 ms rmevo  mp ~yrIm.vo 
 fs tr<m,Úvo 

hr:m.vo 
 fp twOrm.vo 

 

When they act like nouns, participles can be in construct, 

thus taking construct endings—the same construct endings as for 

nouns (see Chapter 9). 

There are also much less frequently occurring stative 

participles of the form rmev; (see Chapter 7 on stative verbs), as 
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well as passive participles of the form rWmv ;. They take the same 

endings as the active participle in the above table. 

 

… [;reÞ tb;huîa] …  … who is beloved by (passive participle) 

                                    a companion … (Hosea 3:1)  

 

The gutturals cause some changes to the above patterns, but 

only in the III-he’ and hollow verbs are there missing letters. 

III-he’ verbs other than the ms lose the final he’. Notice 

therefore that the only difference between the ms and fs form is the 

vowel pointing. 

 

III-h 

 ms hl,GO  mp !yliGO 
 fs hl;GO  fp t/lGO 

 

Hollow verbs have the following form: 

 

Hollow 

 ms !q;  mp !ymiq; 
 fs hm;q;  fp t/mq; 

 

As in the perfect, hollow verbs can take a-class (as in the example 

above), u-class or i-class vowels. The ms and fs participles have 

the same forms as the Qal perfect 3ms and 3fs. When you come 

across one of these ambiguous forms, it is probably a participle if: 

1.  It is parallel to another participle; 

2.  It appears with an independent pronoun or a suffixed 

pronoun (because the pronoun is included in the perfect); 

3.  It has a definite article (because the perfect cannot take a 

definite article). 
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Use and Meaning of Participles 

The participle can function as a verb. As verbs, participles 

express ongoing activity or being. The context indicates whether 

they should be translated as past, present, or future. 

 

%lE+ho hT'äa; hn"a"ß  Where are you going? (Zech 2:6) 

   

bqO)[]y:-ta,( tb,h,îao hq"ßb.rIw>  but Rebekah loved Jacob  

(Gen 25:28) 

 

The participle may be used like an attributive or predicate 

adjective. As an attributive adjective it agrees with the noun it 

qualifies in gender, number, and definiteness. 

 

tl,k,Þao vaeîK. hw"ëhy>  The LORD is like a devouring 

fire (Exod 24:17) 

 

As a predicate adjective, the participle is often translated by 

the English relative pronoun “who.” 

 

~÷Il;êv'Wry> ~yaiäB'h; ‘~ykia'l.m; 
 

 the messengers who have 

come to Jerusalem (Jer 27:3) 

 

Like an adjective, a participle can function as a noun. 

 

~yjiêp.Voh; 1jpoåv. ‘ymeyBi  in the days the judges  

were judging (Ruth 1:1) 

 

A participle may take suffixes. 

 

… ynIfEå[o !j,B,b;â-al{h]÷  Did not the one who made me  

in the womb … ? (Job 31:15) 

 

                                                 
1
 This form is an infinitive construct, which you will learn in  

Chapter 27. 
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The suffix is typically the object of the verbal action (as in the 

above example), but may also be the subject. 

 

Like an adjective or noun, a participle can be in construct. 

 

Arßy[i-r[;v;( yaeîB'  the ones who were entering  

the gate of his city (Gen 23:10) 

 

Participles may be charted in the following manner (using 

tb;hua] from Hosea 3:1 as an example):  

 

Root Stem Conjugation PGN Special Features 

bha Qal passive participle fs cstr  

Vocabulary 

rjea'  another 

lyIa'Ú  ram 

&a'  only; surely (adv) 

rj'B;  choose 

@yBi  understand, perceive 

r/BGI  warrior, mighty man 

r/D  generation, lifetime, life-span 

vr"D:  seek 

gr"h;  kill 

jb'z<Ú  sacrifice (noun) 

$Wj  place outside the house, street (noun);  

outside, without (prep, adv)  

hp;c;  lip; shore 

fb,veÚ  rod, staff; tribe 

[b'v;*  (Ni, Hi) swear 

@m,v,Ú  oil 
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Exercises 

1. Read aloud and translate the following. Chart the verbs. 

 

dmeäA[ ‘hT'a; rv<Üa] ~AqªM'h; yKiä ^yl,êg>r: l[;äme ‘^yl,’['n>-lv; (Exod 3:5) 

`aWh) vd<qOß-tm;d>a; wyl'ê['  
 

ynEåB.-la, éab' ykiänOa' hNE“hi ~yhiªl{a/h'(-la, hv,ømo rm,aYO“w: (Exod 3:13) 

 ~k,_ylea] ynIx:ål'v. ~k,ÞyteAba] yheîl{a/ ~h,êl' yTiär>m;a'w> èlaer"f.yI  
`~h,(lea] rm:ßao hm'î AmêV.-hm; yliä-Wrm.a'(w>  

 
‘Wabo’t' yKiÛ ~h,êlea] T'är>m;a'w> ‘laer"f.yI ynEÜB.-la, rBeúD: (Lev 25:2) 

`hw")hyl; tB'Þv; #r<a'êh' ht'äb.v'w> ~k,_l' !tEånO ynIßa] rv<ïa] #r<a'êh'-la,  

 
t[iêbiV.b;’W dbo+[]y: ~ynIßv' vveî yrIêb.[i db,[,ä ‘hn<q.ti yKiÛ (Exod 21:2–3) 

‘hV'ai l[;B;Û-b~ai ace_yE aAPæg:B. aboßy" aAPðg:B.-~ai `~N")xi yviÞp.x'l;( aceîyE  
`AM*[i ATßv.ai ha'îc.y"w> aWhê  

(3
a ˜ wyP'gb  {{  

b
 íêæJ 

pr cop) 

 

^ym,êy" !WkårIa]y: a‘![;m;’l. ^M<+ai-ta,w> ^ybiÞa'-ta, dBeîK; (Exod 20:12–15) 

s `xc"ß(r>Tiã al{ðßa s `%l") !tEïnO ^yh,Þl{a/ hw"ïhy>-rv,a] bhm'êd"a]h' l[;… 
s `bnOë*g>Tiã al{æß s `@a"+(n>Tiã al{ 

(12
a 
Pap Nash í + ![mlw $l bjyy  {{  b í + th/j avgaqh/j “the good”  {{ 

13
a í* ordinat 14.15.13 et Pap Nash Philo [De Decalogo 12] 

 Lc 18,20 Rm 13,9 ordinat 14.13.15) 

 



 

Chapter 26 

Participles, Part II 

Hiphil Participle 

The indicator of the Hiphil participle is a prefixed mem with 

a pataH under it: – m'.  
 

 ms rymiv.m;  mp ~yrIymiv.m; 
 fs tr<mÚ,v.m;  fp twOrymiv.m; 

 

The indicator is different for I-vav, I-yod, and hollow verbs. 

 

Root ms participle 

bvy (original I-vav) byvi/m 
bfy (I-yod) byfiyme 

!wq (hollow) !yqime 

 

In the other forms of the hollow verbs, adding the suffixes causes 

the reduction of the vowel under the prefix to – m]i. 
 

 !ymiyqim] (mp) hm;yqim] (fs) t/myqim] (fp) 

 

The – m] looks like the indicator of a Piel participle (see below), but 

the Hireq yod distinguishes a Hiphil from a Piel participle. 

Piel Participle 

The indicator of the Piel participle is a prefixed mem with a 

sheva under it: – m]. The indicator of the Piel stem continues to be 

the doubling of the middle root letter. The participle has a pataH 

under the first root letter, as do the imperative and imperfect. 
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Piel Participle 

 ms rMev;m.  mp ~yrIM.v;m. 
 fs tr<MÚ,v;m.  fp twOrM.v;m. 

 

When the middle root letter is a guttural or has a sheva under it, the 

dagesh in the middle root letter may be missing. The he’ is missing 

on III-he’ verbs in the same way as in the Qal. 

Vocabulary 

rWva'  Assyria; Assyrian 

ll'h;*  (Pi) praise; (Hitp) boast 

hm;k]j;  experience, wisdom 

amef;  be unclean (stative) 

#n:K;  wing 

!j'l;  (Ni) fight 

hm;l;  !M;lÚ;  why? 

hk;al;m]  work 

sWn  flee 

rp's;  write, count, number;  

(Pi) recount, report, enumerate 

jt'P,Ú  gate, opening, entrance 

vd"q;  be holy; (Pi) consecrate 

$Wr  run 

h[;r:  feed, graze, tend (cattle) 

qr"  only (adv) 

la'v;  ask (for), demand 

tj'v;  (Ni) be corrupt, spoiled; (Pi) spoil, ruin;  

(Hi) destroy 
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Exercises 

1. Read aloud and translate the following. Chart the verbs. 

 

%leêAq ‘x;Ko’b; ymiyrIÜh' !AYëci tr<F<åb;m. ‘%l'-yli[] ah;boÜG"-rh; l[; (Isa 40:9) 

hNEßhi hd"êWhy> yreä['l. ‘yrIm.ai yair"êyTi-la; ‘ymiyrI’h' ~Il'_v'Wry> tr<F<ßb;m.  
`~k,(yhel{a/  

(
a
 sic L, mlt Mss Edd H–) 

 

`1!Wm)rUy> yt;ÞL{sim.W %r<D+"l; yr:Þh'-lk' yTiîm.f;w> (Isa 49:11) 

 

 lae_-dAb)K. ~yrIïP.s;m.( ~yIm;ªV'h; (Ps 19:2 ET 1) 

(
a
 © pc Mss ˜m, © §˜æ× yf–) `[;yqI)r"h' dyGIïm; wyd"ªy"÷ ahfeî[]m;W¥  

 

é~yTic.B;qiw> !Apªc' #r<a<åme ~t'øAa aybi’me ûynIn>hi (Jer 31:8) 

 wD"+x.y: td<l<ßyOw> hr"îh' ax;SeêpiW rWEå[i ~B'…a è#r<a'-yteK.r.Y:mi 
`bhN"hE) WbWvïy" lAdßG" lh'îq'  

(
a–a

 í evn e`orth/| fasek = xs;P, d[ewOmB.  {{  b l hNEhi et cj c 9) 

 

2. Read aloud and translate Exodus 3:1–7 using the following 

notes. Chart the verbs. 

 Verse 2 ar:YEw" 
 

lK;au 

 
Niphal: “appeared” 

 

Pual: “consumed” 

Verse 4 t/arÒli  “to see” (infinitive construct) 

Verse 7 Haor"  “surely” (infinitive absolute) 

 

                                                 
1
 The sheva under the prefix looks like the indicator of the Piel 

imperfect, but the middle root letter is not doubled. 



 

Chapter 27 

Infinitive Construct 

 

In addition to the participle, Hebrew has two other infinitive 

forms: the infinitive absolute and the infinitive construct. Whereas 

the participle focuses on the action or situation of the subject or 

object of the verb, the infinitive focuses on the verb’s action or 

situation. Some grammarians object to the name infinitive 

construct because it sounds like it is a construct form of the 

infinitive absolute. The two infinitives, in fact, have different 

origins. One is not the construct of the other. 

Form of the Qal Infinitive Construct 

The indicator of the Qal infinitive construct is a sheva under 

the first root letter. The form of the infinitive construct is: 

 

rmov] 
 

The form and indicator of the Qal infinitive construct are the same 

as the ms imperative. The context will distinguish the two verb 

types.  

Before most suffixes, the form of the infinitive construct is: 

 

-rm]v; 
 

Before 2ms and 2mp suffixes, or when attached by a maqqeph to a 

following word, the form of the infinitive construct is: 

 

-rm;v] 
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The qamets in the previous examples is a qamets Hatuph, 

pronounced “o.” Sometimes the infinitive construct before suffixes 

has Hireq or pataH instead of qamets. 

-rm]vi 
-rm]v' 

 

Several types of verb roots have missing letters. III-he’ roots 

take an t/– ending: 

t/nB] 
t/c[} 
t/yh> 

 

I-vav verbs lose the vav and add a tav ending. As usual, &lh 

acts like a I-vav. 

 

Root Infinitive Construct With Suffixes 

bvy tb,v,Ú to dwell yTib]vi my dwelling 

axy taxe to go out ytiaxe my going out 

[dy t['D"Ú to know yTi[]D" my knowing 

&lh tk,l,Ú to walk yTik]l, my walking 

 

I-nun verbs may retain their nun and be regular or lose their 

nun and add a tav like I-vav verbs. Some verbs show forms both 

with and without nun. jql, as one would expect, loses its first root 

letter like a I-nun. 

 

Root Infinitive Construct 

 With nun Without nun  

[fn ["fonÒ t['fÚ' to plant 

@tn @tonÒ tTe to give 

jql  tj'q'Ú to take 

 

Notice that the final nun of @tn also may assimilate.  
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The forms of infinitives construct of hollow verbs are: 

 

Infinitive Construct Translation 

!Wq to arise, arising 

a/B to come, coming 

tyvi to put,  putting 

 

There are no changes when suffixes are added. 

 

Stems other than Qal 

In the stems other than Qal the form of the infinitive 

construct is usually the same as the form of the ms imperative. The 

Hiphil often has rmev]h' for the ms imperative and rymiv]h' for the 

infinitive construct, but occasionally rmev]h' also appears to be an 

infinitive construct. The Piel ms imperative and infinitive construct 

are both rMev'.  
The Hiphil and Piel infinitive construct forms of roots with 

weak letters will be outlined in Chapter 29.  

Use and Meaning of the Infinitive Construct 

A common use of the infinitive construct is with the prefixed 

prepositions beth (-B]), kaph (-K]) and lamed (-l]). 
Clauses expressing time, called temporal clauses, often use 

the preposition beth (-B]) or kaph (-K]). According to Ernst Jenni, 

the bet (-B]) expresses the closeness of two events (“When…”), 

whereas the kaph (-K]) expresses the time immediately before an 

event (“As soon as…”). 

 

dwIßD" hn"±v' ~yviîlv.-!B, 
Ak+l.m'B. 

 David was thirty years old  

when he became king (2 Sam 5:4) 

  

Akªl.m'k. yhiäy>w: 
tyBeä-lK'-ta, ‘hK'hi 

~['êb.r"y" 

 as soon as he became king,  

he killed the whole house  

of Jeroboam (1 Kgs 15:29) 
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Separable prepositions used with the infinitive construct to 

introduce temporal clauses are d[' “until,” rj'a' / yrEj}a' “after,” and 

@mi “from.” 

Temporal clauses may use the infinitive construct, or use 

rv,a}K', /mK] or yKi with a finite verb. They may begin with yhiyÒw" for  

the past, as in the previous example, and hy:h;wÒ for the future, as in 

the next example. 

 

#r<a'ªh'-la, Waboåt'-yKi( hy"ùh'w> 
… ~k,Þl' hw"±hy> !TEôyI rv,’a] 

 when you enter the land  

that the LORD will give 

 to you … (Exod 12:25) 

 

The infinitive construct with a prefixed lamed (-l]) has a 

wide range of uses that complete or explain another verb by 

answering the implied questions why, what, or how. For example, 

it may answer the question why and express purpose, result, or 

intention. 

 

tAa+r>li rs"å     he turned aside to see  

(Exod 3:4) 

 

The vowels under the lamed (-l]) are due to the rule of sheva. 

 

¨t/arÒl] Ã t/arÒli 
 

Second, the infinitive construct with lamed (-l]) may complete a 

verb by answering the question what? 

 

hw"ôhy> ynE“p.li dmoê[]l; lk;äWy ymi… 
 
 Who is able to stand before the 

LORD? (1 Sam 6:20) 

 

Third, it may explain a verb by answering the question how? 

 

rmoêale ‘~k,t.a, tySiÛy:-yKi( 
`Wnle(yCiy: hw"ßhy> 

 when he tempts you by saying, the 

LORD can deliver us (2 Kgs 18:32) 
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These uses of the infinitive construct with lamed (-l]) are 

adverbial. An adverb modifies a verb. In addition, the infinitive 

construct may function as a verb or a noun. The use of the infinitve 

construct with beth and kaph in temporal clauses is an example of 

the use of the infinitive construct as a verb. 

Other types of clauses may use the infinitive construct as a 

verb with prefixed or independent prepositions, including clauses 

expressing cause (“because”) and result (“that”).  

 

Wnt'êao ‘hw"hy> ta;Ûn>fiB.  because the LORD hates us  

(Deut 1:27) 

 

As a verb, the infinitive construct may have a modal 

meaning in clauses with vyE (“is”) or @yae (“is not”), and without 

another verb. A variety of prepositions may be used, but most 

common are -l] (indicating possibility or permission) or l[' 
(indicating obligation or permission). 

 

%l'ê tAfå[]l; hm,… 
 ‘%l'-rB,d:l. vyEÜh] 

%l,M,êh;-la, 

 What can be done for you?  

May one speak for you  

before the king? (2 Kgs 4:13) 

 

When the infinitive construct has suffixed pronouns, they 

may be either the subject or the object of the verb. 

 

hw"åhy>-ta, ‘%bez>['  your abandoning the LORD  

(Jer 2:17) 

%yIr"+x]a;me bWvål' %bEßz>['l. 
 

 to abandon you by turning back 

from following you (Ruth 1:16) 
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In addition to its uses as an adverb and verb, the infinitive 

construct can play any role in a sentence that a noun would. 

 

hw"+hyl; 1tAdïhol. bAjª  to give thanks to the LORD 

is good (Ps 92:2) 

 

 The infinitive construct is usually negated with yTil.Bi. A 

lamed is prefixed to yTil.Bi rather than to the infinitive construct. 

 

WNM,Þmi-lk'a] yTiîl.bil. ^yti²yWIci 
 

 I commanded you not to eat 

from it (Gen 3:11) 

 

The infinitive construct may be charted in the following 

manner (using %bEßz>['l. from Ruth 1:16 as an example): 

 

Root Stem Conjugation PGN Special Features 

bz[ Qal infinitive 

construct 

 prefixed preposition: l 

2fs pronoun suffix: % 

 

Vocabulary 

ba;/y  Joab 

hs;K;*  (Pi) cover, conceal 

db'l;  alone (adv); besides (prep) 

tw<m;Ú  death 

dg<n<Ú  opposite, before (noun, prep, adv) 

[g"n:  touch, reach; come to 

[s'n:  depart 

                                                 
1
 This is a Hiphil infinitive construct. The root hdy here is both 

doubly weak (the he’ has disappeared and the yod has changed) and 

defective in spelling (the Holem vav typical of Hiphil forms has reduced to a 

Holem). 
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hd:[e  congregation 

hr:P;  rP;  young bull (m); cow (f) 

jt'P;  open; (Pi) loosen, free 

hq;d:x]  righteousness 

@/px;  north 

bro  multitude, abundance 

jm'c;  rejoice; (Pi) gladden 

anEc;  hate; (Qal and Pi part) adversary, enemy 

Exercises 

1. Read aloud and translate the following. Chart the verbs. 

 

tY:Üx;-lK' bhm'ªd"a]h'(-!mi a~yhiøl{a/ hw"“hy> ûrc,YIw: (Gen 2:19) 

~d"êa'h'ä-la, ‘abeY"w: ~yIm;êV'h; @A[å-lK' ‘taew> ‘hd<F'h; 
Alô-ar"q.yI rv,’a] ûlkow> Al=-ar"q.YI-hm; tAaßr>li  

`Am*v. aWhï chY"ßx; vp,n<ïc ~d"²a'h'( 
(
a ˜í + dwO[  {{  

b 
ins c ˜ tae  {{  c–c

 frt add) 

 

~d"+a'h'(-ta, ~yhiÞl{a/ hw"ïhy> xQ:±YIw: (Gen 2:15) 

`Hr"(m.v'l.W Hd"Þb.['l. !d<[eê-!g:b. WhxeäNIY:w: 
 

2. Read and translate Deuteronomy 6:1–9. Chart the verbs. 

 



 

Chapter 28 

Hebrew Narrative 

 

In his 1968 Presidential Address to the Society of Biblical 

Literature in the United States, James Muilenburg suggested that 

biblical scholars should pay more attention to the art of 

composition. This address was an early signal of a shift in biblical 

studies away from the intention of the author as the source of the 

meaning of a passage, and toward the passage itself and the reader 

as the sources of meaning. The shift moves away from historical 

investigation in order to determine the intention of the author and 

toward literary study of the text and how it affects the reader. For 

many this is a shift in emphasis rather than a choice of one or the 

other. 

Since Muilenberg, the number of newer, literary studies of 

both prose and poetry is steadily increasing. A later chapter will 

focus on poetry. This chapter focuses on one type of prose, that is, 

narrative. A narrative tells a story or a series of events, either real 

or imagined.  

Many of those writing current, literary studies of Hebrew 

narrative call their work narrative criticism. Although they use a 

variety of different literary theories, they analyze plot, character, 

setting, narrator, point of view, and style. 

Plot 

In literary studies, the plot is the principle(s) that connect(s) 

all the incidents in a story, and creates a beginning, middle, and 

end. The incidents in a story may or may not occur in 

chronological order. Literary critics often analyze the conflict that 

drives a plot, including the climax and resolution of the conflict. 

David Gunn suggests that the plot of a story can also be uncovered 

by asking: “Who desires what and when? When are their desires 
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fulfilled?” This way of asking about plot, he says, frees the 

interpreter from the question of who is the main character 

determining the interpretation.
1
 It also makes the connection, 

widely recognized and debated in literary studies, between plot and 

character. 

Character 

Literary criticism distinguishes between flat characters, round 

characters, and agents. Flat characters have only one or two 

personality traits (such as greed or kindness). Round characters are 

more complex, possibly changing as the narrative progresses. 

Agents are present merely to play a role in advancing the plot.  

The Hebrew Bible rarely describes the physical features, or 

psychological characteristics or motives of the characters in a 

narrative. This contrasts with European novels that often provide 

detailed descriptions of characters. Hebrew narrative uses a high 

proportion of dialogue between characters. There are normally 

only two characters in a dialogue. Different styles of speech may 

correspond to different characters, for example, using long, 

flowing speeches, or being silent, or speaking briefly or abruptly. 

The relation of speech to action also brings out character. The large 

amount of dialogue in Hebrew narrative is a dramatic and realistic 

way of portraying characters. 

Although the narrator says little, sometimes there are clues to 

the narrator’s interpretation of the story. 

Narrator and Point of View 

The narrator is the person who tells the story. The narrator 

may or may not be identical with the author, and may or may not 

be a character in the story. The narrator may tell the story in first or 

third person. In the Hebrew Bible, the narrator often is not 

identified with a particular character, but speaks in the third 

                                                 
1
 “Narrative Criticism,” in To Each Its Own Meaning, eds. Steven L. 

McKenzie and Stephen R. Haynes (Louisville: Westminster/John Knox, 

1999), 180. 
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person, and seems to be all knowing. This “god-like” narration 

gives the Bible authority and influences our interpretations. 

A closely related issue in interpretation is point of view, also 

called frame, perspective, or focalization. Point of view is similar 

to the limited field of view of a television camera. I once attended 

a protest demonstration in a large park. In the expanses of the park 

the crowd seemed small and disappointing to me. When I saw the 

protest on television that evening, the cameras focused on the 

crowd. No empty spaces were visible. The impression was quite 

different and a vivid illustration to me of the way television 

influences our interpretation of events. 

Similarly, the narrator frames a story, decides what we see 

and do not see, what is in focus and what is out of focus. The point 

of view of the narrator influences and guides our interpretation. 

Setting 

In literature the setting is the time, place, and environment of 

a story or play. Rain, for example, often reflects a somber mood. 

Biblical stories often occur in places associated with religious and 

political significance. 

Style and Rhetorical Criticism 

Every culture has rules for communicating. We have already 

seen some of these rules in our study of genre or form. The title of 

Muilenburg’s address is “Form Criticism and Beyond.” In addition 

to studying genre, he wanted to study rules of composition or style. 

Muilenburg named this art of composition rhetoric and its analysis 

rhetorical criticism. Within biblical studies some people use 

rhetorical criticism in the narrow sense of analyzing how an author 

attempts to persuade an audience. Muilenburg and others use it in 

the broader sense of analyzing the compositional features a text 

uses to communicate meaning. 

Among the habits or rules of Hebrew narrative composition 

are various types of repetition. One that requires some Hebrew to 

identify is what is known as a Leitwort (German for “guide word”). 

A Leitwort is a word that, because of its repetition and prominence,  

gives structure and emphasis to a passage. For example, 
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2 Samuel 7 plays on the meanings of the Hebrew word for house. 

After David builds a “house” (palace), God rejects David’s desire 

to build a “house” (temple), but promises to build David a “house” 

(dynasty). 

Also characteristic of Hebrew storytelling are omissions or 

gaps. A gap is an essential word or piece of information that is left 

out. 

Muilenburg’s student, Phyllis Trible, is well known for her 

use of this method in her books Texts of Terror, God and the 

Rhetoric of Sexuality and, more recently, Rhetorical Criticism. 

In Rhetorical Criticism, Trible outlines a method for doing 

rhetorical criticism.
2
 This method includes looking for plot and 

character (already discussed above). What is of interest here is how 

she goes about studying the composition or style of a passage. As 

she reads the passage many times, she looks for the repetition of 

sounds, words, phrases, and sentences.  

Two rhetorical features that biblical writers seemed to like 

were chiasmus and inclusio. Chiasmus literally means “crossing” 

and refers to the repetition of elements in reverse order. This 

crossing may occur in a single verse or in longer passages. For 

example, Psalm 103:22 says: 

 

 a    b 

Bless the-LORD,    all-his-works, 

 

 

 b'    a' 

in-all-places of-his-realm, bless the-LORD, O-my-soul. 

 

In the above example both form and content cross over. The 

chiasmus reinforces the meaning as blessing surrounds God’s 

actions. 

This is also an example of inclusio because Psalm 103 begins 

and ends with “Bless the LORD, O my soul.” Inclusio is the 

                                                 
2
 Pp. 101–106. 
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repetition of the same word, phrase, or sentence at the beginning 

and end of a passage. 

Chiasmus may also occur over larger passages. For example, 

Trible, following Lohfink, sees a chiasm in Chapter 1 of Jonah: 

 

A Framework (1:4–6) 

  B  Two speeches by the sailors (1:7–8) 

   Center       Confession of Jonah (1:9–10a) 

  B’ Two speeches by the sailors (1:10a–11) 

A’ Framework (1:12–16) 

 

This kind of literary structure often displays or sets off the material 

in the center, like a fine gem set on a ring. 

Trible also notices word order. Deviations from normal 

word order, such as putting the subject before the verb in Hebrew, 

are for emphasis. In addition, the placement of small particles like 

yKi, hNEhi, and !kel' are important signs of movement and emphasis 

in Hebrew narrative. 

When you are studying a passage, you may want to make 

copies, and mark or highlight elements you notice. As you read, 

also look for narrative and rhetorical features already discussed 

above.  

As a way of seeing rhetorical features and helping others see 

them (particularly if they do not know Hebrew), you may want to 

make a word-for-word translation. (A dynamic translation into 

English would obscure the Hebrew patterns.) As in the example 

above, Trible joins with hyphens English words that are a single 

Hebrew word. She then uses different types of underlining to 

highlight repetitions. This visual presentation should be accompa-

nied by an explanation of the patterns and how they relate to the 

content and meaning of the passage. 

Exercise 

 Translate Exodus 3:8–15 and discuss the literary features of 

Exodus 3:1–15. (You read Exodus 3:1–7 in Chapter 26.) 



 

Chapter 29 

Infinitive Absolute 

Form of the Qal Infinitive Absolute 

The form of the Qal infinitive absolute is: 

 

r/mv; 
 

III-he’ roots, as well as II-vav and II-yod roots, have unique 

forms of the infinitive absolute. Note the Qal infinitive absolute of 

III-he’ verbs: 

/lG: 
or 

hl¿G: 
 

The Qal infinitives absolute of II-vav and II-yod verbs have the 

same form: 

 

Root Infinitive Absolute 

!Wq !/q 
!yc !/c 

 

The infinitive absolute does not take prefixes or suffixes. 

Use and Meaning 

The infinitive absolute most often comes before or after a 

finite verb. Although some grammars distinguish between the 

meanings depending on the position of the infinitive absolute, there 

is no convincing evidence for this distinction. The use of the 
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infinitive absolute before or after a finite verb emphasizes the 

intensity or certainty of the finite verb. 

 

tWm+y" tAmå  he will surely die  

(1 Sam 14:39) 

 

The infinitive absolute may also be used as an imperative: 

 

tB'øÞV;h; ~Ay“ð-ta, ûrAk°z"  Remember the Sabbath day  

(Exod 20:8) 

 

Intermediate and advanced reference grammars list other less 

frequent uses of the infinitive absolute. 

Piel and Hiphil Infinitives 

Piel infinitives construct and absolute have the same form. 

The form of both Piel infinitives is the same as the ms Piel 

imperative. As with the imperative, the indicator of the Piel 

infinitive is a pataH under the first root letter. When the second root 

letter is a guttural or resh, the pataH may or may not lengthen to a 

qamets. The Piel infinitive construct of III-he’ verbs adds an t/– 

ending that distinguishes it from the absolute. 

 

Root Infinitive Absolute Infinitive Construct 

Strong ldg lDEG" lDEG" 
II-resh ^rb &rEB; &rEB; 
II-guttural r[b r[eB' r[eB' 
III-he’ hwx hWEx' t/Wx' 

 

The Hiphil infinitive absolute usually has the same form as 

the ms imperative. As shown in the table below, the construct 

tends to have a Hireq yod instead of a tsere under the middle root 

letter. Like the Piel, the Hiphil infinitive construct of III-he’ verbs 

has an t/– ending. 
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Root Infinitive Absolute Infinitive Construct 

Strong dmv dmev]h' dymiv]h' 
III-he’ hlg hlegÒh' t/lgÒh' 
I-nun dgn dGEh' dyGIh' 
I-vav bvy bve/h byvi/h 
Hollow !wq !qeh; !yqih; 

Vocabulary 

za; 
za;me 

 then (adv)  

formerly, since (adv, prep) 

jb'z:  slaughter, sacrifice; (Pi) sacrifice 

!k;j;  wise (adj) 

hn:j;  encamp 

dj'y"Ú 
wD;j]y" 

 community (noun) 

 together, at the same time (adv) 

@yIy"Ú  wine 

@ymiy:  right hand/side; south 

vyE  there is, there are 

/mK]  just like (relative particle) 

aSeKi  seat, throne 

rP;s]mi  number (noun) 

l['m'Ú  upwards (adj); above (prep) 

@K;v]mi  dwelling, tabernacle 

j"WnÛ  rest, settle down, make quiet;  

(Hi) lay, deposit 

b[;r:  hunger, famine 

–v' –v; –v,  who, which, that (prefixed relative particle; 

the following consonant takes a dagesh) 
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Exercises 

1. Read aloud and translate the following. Chart the verbs. 

 

b%nEërohe(w> % nEåAbC.[i ‘hB,r>a; hB'Ûr>h; rm;ªa' hV'äaih'-ala,( (Gen 3:16) 

s `d%B")-lv'm.yI aWhßw> %teêq'WvåT. ‘%veyai-la,w>d ~ynI+b' ydIäl.Te( cbc,[,ÞB.  
(
a
 l c ˜íê× law>  {{  b frt l c ˜ %nEwOyr>h,w>; í kai. to.n stenagmo,n sou = %nEyOg>h,w>  

{{  
c
 ˜ !wbc[b  {{  

d–d
 cf 4,7

b–b
) 

 

2. Read aloud and translate Ecclesiastes 3:1–8. Chart the 

verbs. 



 

Chapter 30 

Niphal 

Perfect 

The indicator of the Niphal perfect is a nun prefixed to the 

three root letters.  

The 3ms Niphal perfect is: 

 

rm'v]nI  he was kept (passive); or  

he kept himself (reflexive) 

 

The suffixes of the perfect are the same as in the Qal stem. 

 

With I-nun verbs, the nun assimilates into the following root 

letter. 

 

Qal Perfect 3ms Niphal Perfect 3ms 

ac;n: aC;nI 
 

I-vav verbs keep the original vav after the nun. 

 

Qal Perfect 3ms Niphal Perfect 3ms 

[d'y: [d"/n 
 

Hollow verbs have a qamets under the nun prefix (compare 

the Qal imperfect of hollow verbs). With suffixes that begin with 

consonants (that is, all the second and first person forms), the 

vowel under the prefix reduces to a sheva and there is a Holem vav 

before the suffix. 
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PGN Qal Perfect Niphal Perfect 

 3ms !r: !/rn: 

 2ms T;m]r"Ú T;/mÚ/rnÒ 
 

Fortunately, hollow verbs are rare in Niphal. 

 

With I-gutturals the pointing under the nun can be n<, n" or nI. 
 

bz"[>n< 
 

Note: The Niphal perfect 3ms can have the same form as the Qal 

imperfect 1cp with III-guttural ([m;v.nI) and III-’aleph (ac'm.nI) roots 

and a similar form with III-he’ roots (Qal: hl ,g ÒnI Niphal: hl'g>nI). For 

the first two roots, only context tells you which one it is. With III-

he’ roots, the qamets ( :) under the second root letter is 

characteristic of the Niphal.  

Imperfect 

The indicator of the Niphal imperfect is a dagesh in the first 

root letter and a qamets under it. The nun prefix assimilates into 

the first root letter with the addition of imperfect prefixes. 

 

rmeV;yI 
 

The dagesh is missing with I-gutturals, but the qamets under 

the first root letter continues to identify the Niphal imperfect.  

 

bzE[;yE 
 

The indicators are also present with I-nun and I-vav verbs. 

The first nun of the root remains in I-nun verbs.  

 

lxeN:yI 
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The original vav appears in I-vav verbs. 

 

dleW:yI  (from dly) 

 

Hollow verbs do not have a qamets under the first root letter. 

 

@/KyI 

Imperative and Infinitives 

The Niphal infinitive construct has the same form as the 2ms 

imperative. The indicator of the Niphal imperative and infinitive 

construct is –hi. The other indicators seen in the imperfect—the 

doubling of the first root letter with a qamets under it—distinguish 

the Niphal imperative and infinitive from the Hiphil perfect, which 

also begins with –hi. 
rmeV'hi 

 

The indicator of the Niphal infinitive absolute is a Holem 

between the second and third root letters. The form is either: 

 

rmov.nI  
or 

rmoV'hi 

Participle 

 ms 

 

 rm'v.nI  mp  ~yrIm.v.nI 

 fs  hr"m.v.nI 
 tr<m,Úv.nI 

 fp  tArm.v.nI 

 

Meaning of the Niphal 

If you look back at the chart of the meaning of verb stems in 

Chapter 15, you will see that Niphal is the passive or reflexive 

form corresponding to the Qal. (Grammarians debate what is the 

original or basic meaning of the Niphal.) In order to express the 
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reflexive or passive (or middle) of a Qal verb, Hebrew most often 

uses the Niphal stem.  

Compare the following English sentences: 

 

Active: She 

(subject) 

saved 

(verb) 

him 

(object) 

Passive: She 

(subject) 

was saved 

(verb) 

by him. 

(agent) 

Reflexive: She 

(subject)  

saved 

(verb) 

herself. 

(subject as own agent) 

 

Passive verbs in English usually involve some form of the 

verb “to be,” such as “was” in the above example. In Hebrew 

passive means that the subject receives the action of the verb. The 

agent of the action may be explicit or implicit, and the passive may 

be used personally or impersonally. 

 

… yPiê-ta, xT;äp.YIw: 
yPiê xt;P'äYIw: 

 And he opened my mouth … 

so my mouth was opened  

(Ezek 33:22) 

 

rp,seÞB. rm;êa'yE) ‘!Ke-l[; 
hw"+hy> tmoåx]l.mi 

 Thus it is said in the book  

of the wars of the LORD (Num 21:14) 

 

Related to the passive are stative uses of the Niphal.  

 

`h'yx,(yrIb. WrïB.v.nI  Its bars are broken (Jer 51:30) 

 

Reflexive means that the subject acts on itself. Related to the 

reflexive are the middle, tolerative and reciprocal meanings. In 

the middle, the object acts by itself. In the tolerative, the subject 

lets the action of a verb happen to it. In the reciprocal, the subjects 

act together. 
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Reflexive: 

 

  

WrmE+V'Ti  you should watch over         

yourself (Exod 23:13) 

Middle: 

 

  

~yIm;êV'h; ‘WxT.p.nI  the heavens opened
1
   

(Ezek 1:1) 

Tolerative: 

 

  

Wla'êv' aAlål. ‘yTiv.r:’d>nI 
 

 I allowed myself to be 

sought by those who did 

not ask [for me] (Isa 65:1) 

Reciprocal: 

 

  

‘Wps.a'(he rm,aYo©w:  he said gather yourselves 

together (Gen 49:1) 

Vocabulary 

r/a  light 

tm,a>  trustworthiness, stability, truth 

#a'  also, even, the more so (conj) 

dB'  dB;  separation; alone, by (one)self (with –l])  

v/B  be ashamed 

ha,rÒm'  sight, appearance 

lj'n"Ú  torrent, valley, wadi 

tv,jÚnÒ  copper, bronze 

hs;Ws  sWs  horse; mare 

                                                 
1
 Examples of the middle in the Hebrew Bible could often also be 

translated as passives: “The heavens were opened.” The difference depends 

on whether one interprets the subject as being acted on (passive) or acting by 

itself (middle). 
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hd:/b[}  service 

rp;[;  dry earth, dust 

br<[,Ú  evening 

hn:P;  turn about, turn aside 

ar:q;  happen; against (inf cstr as prep) 

#d"r:  pursue, persecute 

rb'v;  break 

vm,v,Ú  sun 

Exercises 

1. Read aloud and translate the following. Chart the verbs. 

 

dm'îx.n< #[e²-lK' hm'êd"a]h'ä-!mi ‘~yhil{a/ hw"Ühy> xm;úc.Y:w: (Gen 2:9) 

t[;D:Þh; #[e§w> !G"ëh; %AtåB. ‘~yYIx;h;( #[eÛw> lk'_a]m;l. bAjåw> ha,Þr>m;l.  
`[r"(w" bAjï  

 

2. Translate Genesis 2:15–25. Chart the verbs. 

Verse 15 
  

WhxeäNIY:w:  The Wh– on the end is a suffixed pronoun. 

Notice the Hireq under the nun. If you wrote 

the full spelling with a Hireq yod it might be 

easier to recognize the root, which is one of 

your vocabulary words in the last chapter. 

Verse 17   

ï̂l.k'a]  This is one of the alternate forms of the 

infinitive construct before a suffixed pronoun. 

Verse 18   

AD*g>n<K.  Once you remove the prefixed preposition and 

the suffixed pronoun, you should have no 

trouble finding the root. 
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Verse 19   

ûrc,YIw:  This is an exception to the indicator for I-yod 

verbs. The root is rcy. 
Verse 23   

hx'q\lu(  “she was taken” (You have not had this stem 

yet, but should recognize the root.) 

Verse 25   

Wvv'(Bot.yI  Don’t worry about this form and its root. 

“They were ashamed.” 

 



 

Chapter 31 

Hitpael 

 

The Hitpael stem indicator is an infixed tav. Infixed means 

that a tav is fixed inside the word. Hitpael, like Piel, has as an 

indicator the doubling of the middle root letter. (Hitpael and Piel 

have related meanings and forms.) As in the Piel, the middle root 

letter may lose the dagesh when a sheva comes under it.  

 

Perfect 

In the Hitpael perfect, the tav is fixed between a prefixed he’ 
(like the Hiphil) and the three root letters.  

 

rMvth 
 

The full vowel pointing of the Hitpael perfect, 3ms is:  

 

rMev't]hi 

Imperfect 

The Hitpael imperfect loses the prefixed he’ when adding the 

prefixes of the imperfect. The prefixes and suffixes are the same as 

for other stems and indicate an imperfect. The stem indicators 

remain the same as for the perfect: an infixed tav and doubling. 

The 3ms form is: 

 

rMev't]yI 
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Imperative and Infinitive 

The form of the 2ms imperative, the infinitive absolute, and 

the infinitive construct are the same: 

 

rMev't]hi 
 

Participle 

As in the Piel and Hiphil, the Hitpael participle prefixes a 

mem. The ms form is: 

rMev't]mi 

Missing Letters and other Peculiarities 

The missing letters are by now predictable. I-vav verbs may 

either return to original vav or substitute a yod and appear like I-

yod verbs. No Hitpael forms of I-yod verbs occur in the Bible. III-

he’ may be missing or replaced by a yod or a tav. II-gutturals do 

not accept doubling (a dagesh) and may lengthen the preceding 

vowel. 

In the Hitpael a series of other peculiarities can make it 

difficult to identify the root. As languages develop, the 

pronunciation of words changes over time. The linguistic term for 

one such change is metathesis, which means that two letters 

switch places. In the Hebrew Hitpael, roots that begin with one of 

the “s” sounds (s x c v), called sibilants, switch places with the 

infixed tav. 

 

ynI)wO[]me rMeªT;v.a,w"÷  I kept myself from guilt  

(Ps 18:24 ET 23) 

 

The root is rmv. The shin and tav have changed places. 
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When the first root letter is x, not only does it change places 

with the tav, it also causes the tav to change to a †et (f). 

 

qD"+j;c.NI-hm;W  How can we declare ourselves 

righteous? (Gen 44:16) 

 

The root is qdx, which is a Hitpael stem. 

When the first root letter is d or f or t, the infixed tav will 

assimilate. These three letters are called dentals because they are 

pronounced with the teeth (from the Latin dens, for tooth). 

 

 

lAQøh;-ta, [m;’v.YIw: 
wyl'ªae rBEåD:mi 

 he heard the voice  

speaking to him (Num 7:89) 

 

The dagesh in the dalet (D) is the assimilated tav (t). Assimilation 

occurs sometimes with other dentals.  

 

l[;B;êb; WaåB.N:hi  they prophesied by Baal  

(Jer 23:13) 

 

The dagesh in the nun is the assimilated tav. 

Hishtaphel 

hw<ßx]T;v.nI)w> 
~k,(ylea] hb'Wvïn"w> 

 that we may worship  

and may return to you  

(Gen 22:5) 

 

The first verb in the example above looks as if it might be a 

Hitpael from the root hjv “to bow.” (This would be an example of 

shin and tav changing places, as mentioned above.) This is, in fact, 

the root under which BDB lists such verb forms. However, from 

what we have seen of other III-he’ verbs, we do not expect the he’ 
to go back to an original vav and to have another he’ appear at the 

end (as in the verb above). Modern grammarians tend to see this as 
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an example of a shin-tav infix in Hebrew, either from the root hwj 

or hyj. The first root occurs in Ugaritic as a sheen-tav infix with 

the meaning “to throw oneself down (striking the earth).” The 

second occurs in the same stem with the meaning “to cause oneself 

to live (by worship).”
1
 

Vocabulary 

r/kB]  rkoB]  firstborn 

ld"G:  be(come) strong, great;  

(Pi) bring up, let grow, nourish 

hw:j;̈   (Hishtaphel stem) bow down 

hm;/j  (city) wall 

WhYÚ:qizÒji  Hezekiah (short form: hY:qiz]ji) 
hm;je  heat; rage, wrath; poison 

yxij}  half 

qjo  prescription, law, due, decree 

bv'j;  account, regard, value 

hc;b]Ki  cb,K,Ú 
(hB;c]Ki  bc,K,Ú) 

 young ram; ewe-lamb 

 

j"KÚo  strength, power 

rp'K;*  (Pi) cover over, expiate (rP,Ki) 

dk'l;  seize, capture 

vg"n:  draw near, approach 

aycin:  prince 

!x,[,Ú  bone(s) 

!['P'Ú  foot(step), occurrence, time 

jk'v;  forget 

                                                 
1
 UT § 19.847. 
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Exercise 

Read aloud and translate Genesis 3:1–13. Chart the verbs. 

Verse 1 
  

-yKi( @a;…  “Did…?” (“Is it that…?”) 

Verse 4   

!Wt)muT.  The sheva under the tav makes this look like a 

Piel, but tWm does not appear in Piel (indeed, 

very few hollow verbs do), and the sheva is a 

vowel reduction caused by the addition of the 

suffix. 

Verse 6   

ar<TEåw:  Normally, the tsere under the imperfect prefix 

is a sign of a I-vav or I-yod verb. But 

sometimes the loss of the third he’ and the 

moving back of the accent causes the 

lengthening of the vowel under the imperfect 

prefix in III-he’ verbs. The root is ha;r:. 

Verse 7   

‘WrP.t.YIw:)  Hint: This is not a Hitpael. The dagesh in the 

peh is weak because it is not preceded by a 

short vowel. 

Verse 8   

  Notice the Hitpael verbs in this verse. What is 

the meaning of the Hitpael in each case? 

Verse 9   

hK'Y<)a;  The ending of this word is the long form of the 

2ms suffixed pronoun, “you.” You can now 

look up the remaining two letters. (Why is there 

a dagesh in the kaph?)  
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Verse 11 

yTiîl.bil.  Hebrew uses this word to negate an infinitive. 

“Not to [+infinitive]” 



 

Chapter 32 

Hebrew Poetry 

Parallelism 

Anyone who reads the Psalms or one of the prophets will 

notice that the writers seem to repeat themselves. This repetition is 

one of the characteristics of Hebrew poetry. The balancing of 

thought between two lines is called parallelism. 

 

Ha'_Alm.W #r<a"åh' hw"hyl;â 
 

`Hb'( ybev.yOæw> lbeªTe÷ 
 

 To the LORD belongs the Earth  

and its fullness, 

the world and those who dwell 

in it. (Ps 24:1) 

 

Each line is called a colon (plural, cola). Two parallel lines are 

called a bicola and three are a tricola. Also used are the terms 

stich for one line, distich for two, and tristich for three parallel 

lines.  

Since Bishop Robert Lowth first described Hebrew poetic 

parallelism, it has been traditional to speak of three types of 

parallelism. 

Synonymous parallelism occurs when the second colon 

repeats the thought of the first colon (see above verse as an 

example). 

Antithetic parallelism happens when the second colon states 

the opposite or contrasting thought to the first colon. The two cola  

are usually joined by a vav adversative translated as “but.” This 

type of parallelism is characteristic of Proverbs. 

 

rv"åy" lywIa/â %r<D<å 
wyn"+y[eB. 

 The way of a fool is right 

in his own eyes, 
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`~k'(x' hc'ä[el. [;meÞvow> but one who listens to counsel  

is a wise person. (Prov 12:15) 

 

Synthetic parallelism occurs when there is no balancing of 

thoughts but of word order and rhythm. 

The problem with this traditional way of naming Hebrew 

parallelism is that verses are more often synthetic than 

synonymous. Recent research tends to follow two directions. The 

first tendency is to classify many more types of synthetic 

parallelism, including parallelism of word order, grammatical 

forms, and sound. The second tendency is to develop one 

definition of parallelism that includes all types, and is probably the 

most helpful for beginning students of Hebrew poetry. Berlin 

suggests that a colon may substitute for, continue, or advance, the 

thought of the previous colon, or both. Similarly, Kugel says that 

when A is the first colon and B is the second colon, then “B 

typically supports A, carries it further, backs it up, completes it, 

goes beyond it.” He describes the basic idea of Hebrew poetic 

parallelism as “A is so, and what’s more B is so.” 

As you read Hebrew poetry, look for the many ways the 

subsequent lines substitute, nuance, underscore, add, specify, 

elaborate, expand, identify, or give examples. Look for parallels 

and contrasts of meaning, word order, grammatical forms, and 

sound. In combination, these various types of parallelism may set 

up complex and profound patterns of interaction.  

While parallelism is perhaps the most obvious and studied 

feature of Hebrew poetry, it is not the only element that makes a 

biblical passage poetic. (Parallelism occurs also in Hebrew 

narrative (Gen 22:17). Some lines in Hebrew poetry show no 

parallelism. Meter or rhythm also creates poetry in Hebrew, as do 

other literary features (see below for discussion). Both Hebrew 

narrative and poetry may contain any of these elements. As in 

many cultures, prose and poetry are on a continuum. These 

features make a narrative text sound “poetic.” Greater and more 

effective concentrations of these features make a passage into 

poetry. The effective concentration of parallelism, rhythm, and 

literary features creates Hebrew poetry.  
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Meter or Rhythm 

For centuries scholars have claimed that biblical poetry has a 

meter. Meter is the ordering of accented and unaccented syllables 

according to a regular pattern.  

Scholars, however, still cannot agree on what exactly Hebrew 

poetic meter is. There are two ways of counting meter, neither of 

them entirely satisfactory. Some scholars count the number of 

Masoretic accents in a colon, although the Masoretic vowel points 

and accents were added long after the text was first written. Others 

count the number of syllables in a colon, which involves counting 

not the Masoretic vowels but reconstructing the vowels of a 

hypothetical, earlier stage of the Hebrew language. Sometimes the 

vowel counts are not regular or require changes to the consonantal 

text to create regularity. Since neither system is entirely adequate, 

talk of meter in Hebrew poetry remains open to question. 

The length of the cola in Hebrew poetry does often seem 

roughly equal. For this reason, Petersen and Richards prefer to 

speak of rhythm rather than meter. They understand rhythm as 

being similar to meter, but as a broader term indicating greater 

freedom and variation, and less clearly defined regularity. The 

lines of Hebrew poetry exhibit both regularity of colon length and 

creative variation of length that might be called rhythm. 

Literary Features 

Literary features are those techniques that make for good 

literature. Like parallelism and meter they are also present in 

narrative. Since they have already been discussed in the chapter on 

Hebrew narrative, this chapter will review only a few of these 

features. 

Discussions of Hebrew poetry sometimes mention stanzas or 

strophes, which can mean the same thing. Since strophe can refer 

specifically to a type of stanza in Greek literature, stanza as the 

more general term is more appropriate for discussing Hebrew 

poetry. A stanza is a unit of meaning in poetry, as a paragraph is in 

narrative. 

Some think there are no stanzas in Hebrew. But readers will 

almost certainly divide a poem into units of meaning as they read. 
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And the Hebrew poets seem to provide certain indications of 

division, such as changes in rhythm or speaker, or the repetition of 

the same line at the beginning and end. 

Inclusio is the repetition of a word or words at the beginning 

and end of a verse, stanza, or longer passage. Several hymns in the 

Psalms have the same call to praise at the beginning and end (see 

Ps 8). 

Chiasmus means crossing over.  

 

       a                               b 

      “My-God, my-God, why-have you-abandoned-me, 

       b'                                           a' 

       so-far from-my-deliverance, the-words of-my-crying?” 

(Ps 22:1 [ET 2]) 

 

The first phrase is the cry of the psalmist and the last phrase 

mentions “crying” so we call them a and a' (“a prime”). 

“Abandoned” and “far away” are related thoughts so we can call 

these phrases b and b'. The elements of the two cola, therefore, 

cross over. Notice that in line with Kugel’s analysis the second 

colon specifies, expands, and nuances the first in a number of 

ways. 

Hebrew poetry uses many types of repetition. Alliteration is 

the repetition of the initial sound in several words of a phrase or 

line. Assonance is a repetition of the same or similar sounds in a 

series of syllables or words. 

Metaphor and simile, comparisons of one thing to another, 

are common in poetry. Similes use “like” or “as.” Metaphors state 

that one thing “is” something else. 

These are only a few of the most common literary features. 

For others consult books on Hebrew poetry and narrative, such as 

those listed in this book’s bibliography. 

Exercise 

 Read aloud and translate Psalm 1. Study and be prepared to 

discuss its poetic and literary qualities. 

  



 

Chapter 33 

Other Passive Stems 

 

So far, we have studied the Niphal, which is the passive stem 

corresponding to the meaning of the Qal stem. It is the most 

common passive stem. But there are also passive stems 

corresponding to the meaning of the Piel and Hiphil, as well as 

another passive corresponding to the Qal. These other passive 

stems are dealt with in this chapter. They occur only occasionally 

and are easy to recognize. 

Pual 

The passive stem corresponding in meaning to the Piel is the 

Pual. Thus Pual has the same type of meaning as the Piel but 

expressed as a passive—translated with a form of the verb “to be” 

in English. 

 

`ytiyWE)cu !kEß-yKi …  … for thus I have been  

commanded (Lev 8:35) 

 

The stem indicators of the Pual are the doubling of the 

second root letter and a u-class vowel under the first root letter. 

 

rMvu  
 

The same prefixes and suffixes identify the perfect and 

imperfect as in other stems. The prefix of the participle is the 

same as the Piel: –m]. There is only one occurrence of the Pual 

infinite absolute and one of the infinitive construct in the Bible. 

The only Pual infinitive absolute is found in Genesis 40:15: 

 

yTib.N:ëGU bNOægU  I was indeed stolen 
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The only Pual infinitive construct is in Psalm 132:1. It is from a 

III-he’ root and has the typical t/– ending: 

 

At*AN[u  his being afflicted 

 

As in other stems the he’ is missing or replaced by a yod or 

tav in III-he’ verbs. 

II-gutturals and resh do not take doubling and may or may 

not lengthen the preceding vowel from silluq to Holem. 

 

&r"Bo 
 

Here is a summary of Pual verbs: 

 

Root Perfect Imperfect Participle 

vqb vQ'Bu vQ'buyÒ vQ'bum] 
&rb &r"Bo &r"boyÒ &r"bom] 
hlg hL;GU hL,gUyÒ hL,gUm] 

Hophal 

The Hophal is the passive stem corresponding to the Hiphil. 

 

dG:ïhu aAl±h]  Has it not been told? (Isa 40:21) 

 

The stem indicator of the Hophal is a u-class vowel under a 

prefix. The u-class vowel is normally qamets Hatuph ( '), 
pronounced “o” and sometimes Holem (  o), but qibbuts (  u) for I-

nun verbs and shureq ( W ) for I-vav or I-yod and hollow verbs.  

The prefix for the perfect is a he’ as in the Hiphil. 

 

rm'v]h; 
 

The he’ is lost in the imperfect and the participle, and the u-

class vowel is under the prefix. 

 
imperfect  rm'v]y:     participle  rm;v]m; 
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There are only two Hophal imperatives in the Bible: 

 

Root Imperative Translation 

hnp ‘Wnp.h' Be turned back (Jer 49:8) 

bkv hb'ÞK.v.h' Be laid down (Ezek 32:19) 

 

The infinitive absolute has a tsere under the second root 

letter (unlike the perfect, which has an a-class vowel). 

 

     rmev]h; 
 

The infinitive construct has a pataH under the middle root 

letter:    

rm'v]h; 
 

The I-vav/yod and hollow verbs have shureq ( W ) after 

prefixes, as mentioned above. The III-he’ is missing in the same 

places as in other stems. I-nun verbs show assimilation of the nun. 

The table below is a summary of Hophal verb forms: 

 

Root Perfect Impf. Inf. Abs. Inf. Cstr. Part. 

rmv rm;v.h' rm;v.y" rmev.h' rm;v.h' rm'v.m' 
dry dr:Wh dr:Wy dr<Wh dr:Wh dr"Wm 
rws rs;Wh rs;Wy rseWh rs;Wh rs'Wm 
vgn vG:hu vG:yU vGEhu vG:hu vG"m 
hlg hl'g>h'' hl,g>y"   hleg>h' tAlg>h' hl,g>m' 

Qal Passive 

In the history of the Hebrew language, Niphal took over the 

function of an earlier Qal passive. There are still some Qal passives 

pointed as Puals or Hophals. We know that they are Qal passives 

and not Puals or Hophals when the verbal root does not occur in 

the Piel or Hiphil, respectively, and the use has a simple Qal 

meaning rather than a Piel or Hiphil meaning. 
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BDB was written before scholars recognized the existence of 

the Qal passive, so BDB incorrectly lists these forms as Puals or 

Hophals. 

Since they are pointed as Puals or Hophals, they have the 

same indicators. When such a verb does not occur in Piel or Hiphil 

and does not have a Piel or Hiphil meaning, it is a Qal Passive. 

 

vyaiÞme yKiî … 
`taZO*-hx'q\lu( 

 … because from a man  

was taken this one. (Gen 2:23) 

 

The dagesh drops out when a sheva appears under it. So the 

pointing of the above form is like the Pual, but the root does not 

appear in the Piel and there is no secondary subject. Therefore, this 

is a Qal passive. 

Vocabulary 

t/ja;  sister 

@m'a;*  (Ni) be firm, reliable, trustworthy; 

(Hi) trust, believe 

jf'B;  trust 

hk;B;  weep 

hd:y:*  (Pi) throw, cast;  

(Hi, Hitp) thank, praise, confess 

bf'y:  be good 

rv;y:  straight, right, upright (adj) 

dbeK;  be heavy, honored 

vb'l;  put on, clothe 

bg<n<Û  south, Negev; the dry country 

!j'n:*  (Ni) be sorry, repent; (Pi) comfort, console 

-@P,  lest (conj) 

$b'q;  assemble 
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rb'q;  bury 

lh;q;  assembly, congregation 

ra'v;  remain; (Ni, Hi) be left over 

@k'v;  tent, dwell, settle (verb) 

&l'v;*  (Hi) throw, cast 

Exercises 

1. Read and translate Genesis 3:14–24. Chart the verbs. 

 

2. If you would like additional practice identifying passive 

stems, translate the following and chart the verbs. 

 

hl'²x]n:B. #r<a"ôh'-ta, tte’l' hw"ëhy> hW"åci ‘ynIdoa]-ta, Wrªm.aYOw: (Num 36:2) 

dx'îp.l'c. tl;²x]n:-ta, tteªl' ahw"ëhyb;( hW"åcu ‘ynIdoaw:)a lae_r"f.yI ynEåb.li lr"ÞAgB.  
 `wyt'(nOb.li WnyxiÞa'  

(
a–a

 prp òy hW"ci Wnt'aow> vel òy ~veb. hwci òw) 
 

 lh,aoô-la, Hm'øD"mi aab'’Wy ûrv,a] taJ'ûx;-lk'w> (Lev 6:23 ET 30) 

`@rE)F'Ti vaeÞB' lke_a'te al{å vd<QoßB; rPEïk;l. d[e²Am  
 (

a
 ˜ awOby") 

 

    #r<a,’me û~k,l'-Wxq. Wf+[] tazOæ aht'yWEßcu hT'îa;w> (Gen 45:19) 

`~t,(ab'W ~k,Þybia]-ta, ~t,îaf'n>W ~k,êyven>liw> ‘~k,P.j;l. tAlªg"[] ~yIr:øc.mi  
(
a
 l ~t'ao hWEc;? cf í×)   

 

l[;B;êh; xB;äz>mi ‘#T;nU hNEÜhiw> rq,BoêB; ‘ry[ih' yveÛn>a; WmyKiøv.Y:w: (Judg 6:28) 

  x;BeÞz>Mih;-l[; hl'ê[]ho) aynIëVeh; rP"åh; ‘taew> ht'r"+Ko wyl'Þ['-rv,a] hr"ïvea]h'w>  
`yWn*B'h;  

(
a
 l ynV'h cf í* et 25

a–a
) 



 

Chapter 34 

Geminate Verbs 

 

The name geminate is related to the word Gemini, or “twins.” 

Geminate verbs have the same last two root letters, as in bbs “go 

around.” When you are reading Hebrew, the indicator of a 

geminate root is the same last two root letters (Wbb}s;), often 

represented by a strong dagesh (WMT'Ú from the root ~mt).  

Qal Stem 

In the perfect, a second indicator of a geminate verb is a 

Holem vav before suffixes beginning with a consonant (t;/BÚs'). 
Only the third masculine singular of one type of geminate verb 

(!T') lacks the two indicators above. This form is similar to the Qal 

perfect 3 ms of a hollow verb (bv;), but has a pataH rather than a 

qamets. The table below illustrates the two types of geminate verbs 

in the Qal perfect.  

 

PGN Type I 

(Example: bbs) 

Type II 

(Example: ~mt) 

 3ms bb's; he went around !T' he was complete 

 3fs hb;b}s; she went around hM;T'Ú she was complete 

 2ms t;/BÚs' you went around t;/MÚT' you were complete 

 2fs t/Bs' you went around t/MT' you were complete 

 1cs yti/BÚs' I went around yti/MÚT' I was complete 

 3cp Wbb}s; they went around WMT'Ú they were complete 

 2mp !t,/Bs' you went around !t,/MT' you were complete 

 2fp @t,/Bs' you went around @t,/MT' you were complete 

 1cp Wn/BÚs' we went around Wn/MÚt' we were complete 
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Type II, seen in the example, usually has a stative meaning. 

When the second and third root consonants are gutturals or 

resh, which do not accept doubling, the preceding vowel is 

lengthened, as in W[r: “they are broken” (Jer 11:16) from [[r. 

In the Qal imperfect, Type I geminate verbs have the 

appearance and indicators of hollow or I-nun roots. Type II 

geminate verbs look like I-vav verbs in the imperfect. As you can 

see from the table below, some forms have the strong dagesh 

indicating a geminate root, but many have only the indicators of 

hollow, I-nun, or I-vav roots respectively. 

 

 Type I Type II 

PGN Like hollow Like I-nun Like I-vav 

 3ms bsoy: bSoyI !t'yE 
 3fs bsoT; bSoTi !t'Te 
 2ms bsoT; bSoTi !t'Te 
 2fs yBisoÚT; yBiSoÚTi yMit'ÚTe 
 1cs bsoa; bSoa, !t'ae 

 3mp WBsoÚy: WbS]yI WMt'ÚyE 
 3fp hn:yB,ÚsuT] hn:b]SoÚTi hn:yM,Út'Te 
 2mp WBsoÚT; WbS]Ti WMt'ÚTe 
 2fp hn:yB,ÚsuT] hn:b]SoÚTi hn:yM,Út'Te 
 1cp bson: bSonI !t'nE 

 

The Qal imperatives remove the prefix of the imperfect. 

They are, therefore, either bso yBisoÚ WBsoÚ hn:b]soÚ or !T' yMiT'Ú WMT'Ú hn:m]T'Ú. 
 

The Qal infinitive absolute is b/bs;. The infinitive construct 

is bso and with suffixes yBisu. 
 

The Qal active participle is bbeso or !T'.  
The Qal passive participle is regular: bWbs;. 
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Hiphil and Niphal  

Geminate verbs in the Hiphil and Niphal stems continue the 

mixture of indicators unique to geminates and shared with missing-

letter verb roots. The table below summarizes the features of 

geminates in these stems. 

 

Conjugation Niphal Hiphil 

Perfect   
3ms        bs'n: bsehe 

2ms t;/BÚs'nÒ t;/BÚsih} 
Imperfect   

3ms bS'yI bsey: 
2fs yBiS'ÚTi yBiseÚT; 

Imperative   
2ms bS'hi bseh; 
2fs yBiS'Úhi yBiseÚh; 

Participle   
ms bs;n: bseme 
fs hB;s'nÒ hB;sim] 

Infinitive   
Construct b/Shi bseh; 
Absolute bSehi bseh; 

   
 

Not only do geminate verbs have the form and indicators of 

other missing-letter verb roots, but for some roots the lexicons list 

hollow or III-he’ roots with the same range of meaning. Examples 

are rrp rwp “break out” and bbr hbr “be numerous.” 

The best advice for the beginner is to remember the 

indicators of the geminate: the / and the dagesh in the second 

letter. Some forms are missing these indicators. When the 

indicators suggest a III-he, a II-vav/yod, I-nun, or I-vav verb, but 
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you cannot find the root, or the meaning does not make sense in 

the context, it may be a geminate. 

Other Stems 

Geminate verbs appear in the Piel, Pual, and Hitpael stems, 

but sometimes in the Pilpel, Polpal, and Hitpolel with similar 

meanings. The repetition of the two letters makes these stems easy 

to identify. 

 

Root
1
 Pilpel Polpal Hitpalel 

llq lqel]qi lq'l]qo lqel]q't]hi 

 

Some II-vav/yod verbs also take these stems. Note that these will 

be listed in BDB as II-vav/yod verbs, but will show repetition of 

the first and third root letters in these stems. 

The hollow verbs occur most often in the Piel, Pual, and 

Hitpael stems, but also frequently with the same meanings in the 

Polel, Polal, and Hitpolel stems respectively. 

 

Root
2
 Polel Polal Hitpolel 

!Wq !me/q !m'/q !me/qt]hi 

Vocabulary 

ll'j;*  (Ni) be defiled; (Pi) pollute, profane;  

(Hi) begin 

rt'y:*  (Ni, Hi) be left, remain 

tar"q]li  over against, opposite (inf. cstr. used as a prep.) 

@/vl;  tongue 

vr:gÒmi  pasture; produce 

hk;l;m]m'  kingdom 

                                                 
1
 These stems seldom occur, so no verb root actually appears in all 

three stems. 
2
 These stems seldom occur, so no verb root actually appears in all 

three stems. 
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ab;n:*  (Ni, Hitp) prophesy 

rh;n:  river 

dWM['  pillar, column 

yrIP]  fruit 

qd<x,Ú  righteousness, what is just 

v/dq;  holy 

rf'q;*  (Pi) send (an offering) up in smoke;  

(Hi) make smoke 

bk,r<Ú  chariot 

#r"c;  burn 

!lev;  be whole, complete; (Pi) repay;  

(Hi) make peace with 

@/rm]vo  Samaria 

Exercises 

1. Read aloud and translate Lamentations 1:18–22. Chart the 

verbs. Most translations understand the first verb in verse 18 as 

being from the root hrm. Could it be from the root rrm? How 

would this change what Jerusalem is saying? 

 

Verse 19   

Aml'ê 
 

 This is a rare pronoun suffix attached to the 

preposition l.. See page 43. For other explanations, 

see BDB page 555 under wm and page 510 under l..  
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2. If you would like additional practice identifying geminate 

stems, translate the following and chart the verbs.  

 

tAlß[o tAlï[]h;l. WLxe§he y[iêybiV.h; vd<xoål; ‘dx'a, ~AYÝmi (Ezra 3:6) 

 `dS'(yU al{ï hw"ßhy> lk;îyhew> hw"+hyl;  
 

 ~Wbåb's. ‘hT'[; yTir>k"+z" ~t'Þ['r"a-lK' ~b'êb'l.li ‘Wrm.ayO*-lb;W (Hos 7:2) 

`Wy*h' yn:ßP' dg< n<ï ~h,êylel.[;m;(  
(
a
 prp -yKi)   

 
hr"å[]n: ‘%l,M,’h; ynIÜdoal; Wvúq.b;y> wyd"ªb'[] Alå Wrm.aYOõw: (1 Kings 1:2) 

^q,êyxeb. hb'äk.v'w> tn<k<+so Alß-yhit.W %l,M,êh; ynEåp.li ‘hd"m.['(w> hl'êWtb.  
`%l,M,(h; ynIïdoal; ~x;Þw>  

 
ayli_p.h;l. ~k,ÞM'[i hf'î['-rv,a] ~k,êyhel{åa/ ‘hw"hy> (Joel 2:26) 

`~l'(A[l. yMiÞ[; WvboïyE-al{w>  

 



 

Chapter 35 

Oaths 

 

An introductory textbook only explains the most common 

rules of grammar and syntax. When reading the Hebrew Bible you 

will encounter exceptions and variations to these rules. Therefore, 

it is important to know how to consult more lengthy and detailed 

reference grammars.  

Reference Grammars 

The standard reference grammars in English are Gesenius’ 

Hebrew Grammar, edited by Kautzsch and translated by Cowley, 

and Joüon’s Grammar of Biblical Hebrew, translated and revised 

by Muraoka. They are commonly referred to by the abbreviations 

GKC and Joüon. Although called An Introduction to Biblical 

Hebrew Syntax, Waltke and O’Connor’s book is actually an 

intermediate textbook that can be used as a reference grammar. It 

has many useful examples and references to current research and is 

typically abbreviated as IBHS. 

The easiest way to consult reference grammars is to use the 

index of biblical passages or the index of Hebrew words and 

forms. For example, if you are studying a passage, you can look it 

up in the index of biblical passages. If the passage you are studying 

has unusual or difficult forms or constructions, you may find a 

discussion of it in a reference grammar.  

Suppose you had difficulty translating the infinitive construct 

in the last exercise of the previous chapter (Joel 2:26). In the 

“Index of Passages” in GKC, beside Joel 2:26 is §114 o. Typically, 

reference grammars refer you to the section ( § ). This leads you to 

the section of the page where there is a reference to Joel 2:26 and 

can help you understand the relationship of the comment to the 

broader discussion. If you turn to §114 o, you will notice by the 

heading on the page or by turning back several pages to the title 
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that section 114 is about uses of the infinitive construct. Subsection 

o discusses the infinitive construct with lamed as “frequently used 

in a much looser connexion [sic] . . . to define more exactly.” In 

the case of Joel 2:26, the infinitive construct with lamed (aylip.h;l. 
“wondrously”) defines more closely how God “has dealt.” Thus 

this reference grammar explains that the infinitive construct with 

lamed used in this way is fairly common in Biblical Hebrew and 

discusses its meaning. 

Curses 

 You might have to look up curses and oaths in a reference 

grammar because they are difficult to understand and sometimes 

not discussed in introductory textbooks. They seem counter 

intuitive because ~ai can be translated “surely not” and al{-~ai 
“surely.” Most difficult to translate are certain oaths that only 

make sense in English if translated this way. We begin with curses 

because they can be translated literally with “if” for ~ai and “if 

not” for al{-~ai although we can also understand how they could 

be translated ~ai “surely not” and al{-~ai “surely.”  

 

Examine, for example, the following common curses: 

 

~yhiÞl{a/ yLiî-hf,[]y:-hKo) 
@sI+Ay hkoåw> 

varoå dmoú[]y:-~ai( 
jp'²v'-!B, [v'óylia/ 

`~AY*h; wyl'Þ[' 

 Thus may God do to me 

and add more  

if stands the head of Elisha son of 

Shaphat (= it will surely not) 

on him today. (2 Kgs 6:31) 

 

 ‘~yhil{a/ yLiÛ-hf,[]y:) hKoå 
@ysiêAy hkoåw> 

al{û-~ai 
hy<ôh.Ti ab'úc'-rf; 

 Thus may God do to me 

and add more 

if you do not (= surely you will)  

become army commander  

(2 Sam 19:14) 
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The typical curse, therefore, begins with: 

 

@ysiAy hkow> ~yhil{a/ yLi-hf,[]y: hKo 
 

and ends with a statement that begins with ~ai or al{-~ai or 

occasionally by yKi translated “surely.” 

Joüon thinks that “thus” indicates a self-curse that goes 

unexpressed but, as he suggests, may be indicated by a gesture, 

such as passing the hand across the throat (§165 a). Reuben’s 

promise to bring Jacob’s son Benjamin back from Egypt may 

provide an example of such a self-curse being expressed. 

 

tymiêT' ‘yn:b' ynEÜv.-ta, 
^yl,_ae WNa,Þybia] al{ï-~ai 

 My two sons may you kill, 

if I do not bring him to you. 

(Gen 42:37) 

 

In this kind of statement, if the first part, “my two sons may you 

kill,” began to go unexpressed because it was so shocking, then in 

the second half al{-~ai would be translated in a way similar to 

many oaths: “Surely, I will bring him to you.” 

Oaths 

Oaths typically begin with either the verb [B;v.nI “swear,” or 

with yx; (or yxe) + name “by the life of ,” or with both. 

 

‘hwIhy> yn"Üdoa] [B;’v.nI
  

 The Lord God swears . . .  

(Amos 4:2) 

hw"̈hy>-yx;  As the LORD lives . . .  

(2 Sam 12:5) 

 

These introductions are followed by statements beginning with yKi 
or al{-~ai “surely,” or ~ai “surely not.” These are easy enough to 

translate when they begin with yKi “surely.” 
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yKiä hw"̈hy>-yx; 
`tazO* hf,î[oh' vyaiÞh' tw<m'ê-!b, 

 As the LORD lives, surely  

the man who did this is a dead 

man. (2 Sam 12:5) 

 

They are more complicated when the statements begin with al{-~ai 
or ~ai yKi “surely” or ~ai “surely not.” 

 

rmo=ale tAaßb'c. hw"ïhy> [B;²v.nI
 
 

‘ytiyMi’DI rv<Üa]K; al{ú-~ai 
ht'y"ëh' !KEå 

 The LORD of Hosts has sworn: 

“Surely, as I designed,  

thus shall it be. (Isa 14:24) 

 

hw"ëhy>-yx; 
WNp,_G"yI hw"ßhy>-~ai yKiî 

 As the LORD lives,  

surely the LORD will strike him. 

 

 ‘h[or>p; yxeÛ 
hZ<ëmi Waåc.Te-~ai 

 As Pharoah lives, 

you shall surely not leave here. 

(Gen 42:15) 

 

lWaêv' [b;äV'YIw: 
hw"ßhy>-yx; 

`tm'(Wy-~ai 

 Saul swore,  

“As the LORD lives, 

he shall surely not be put to 

death.” (1 Sam 19:6) 

 

According to GKC, the common explanation for the use of 

~ai and al{-~ai in oaths is that oaths suppress a self-curse (§149 b). 

For example, we would understand 1 Samuel 19:6 above as, “As 

the LORD lives, [may something terrible happen to me] if he is put 

to death,” which is equivalent to “he shall surely not be put to 

death.” GKC admits a self-curse is difficult to understand when put 

in the mouth of God, but suggests the origin of the construction 

may have been forgotten (§149 b). Joüon thinks they are better 

explained as the result of contamination from curses and vice-versa 
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(§165 g–h). However, IBHS thinks the reasons behind these 

constructions may be lost to us (§ 40.2.2 a). 

In this manner, reference grammars may help you identify 

and understand unusual forms and constructions. 

Vocabulary 

yTil.Bi  non-existence (noun); not (adv);  

except (prep) 

hm;B ;  high place 

d[;B;Ú 
 

 away from, behind, through, for (the benefit 

of) (prep) 

la;G:  redeem 

d[;l.GI  Gilead (ydi[;l]GI “Gileadites”) 

hQ'xu  statute, prescription 

~[;b.r"y:  Jeroboam 

%p;v ;  pour out 

rq,v,Ú  lie, deception, falsehood 

hb;[ewOT  abomination 

dymiT;  continuance (noun);  

continually, regularly (adv) 

Exercise 

 Read aloud and translate Ruth 1:6–18. Chart the verbs. 

 



 

Chapter 36 

Overview of Interpretation 

 

 This chapter integrates the exegetical methods introduced 

throughout this book into a method of interpretation. For one of my 

professors, who was opposed to such outlines of the steps in 

exegesis, exegesis was not a plodding, systematic method but 

rather a creative dance. Moreover, different texts required different 

methods. A one-size-fits-all method could not accommodate the 

diversity of literature in the Bible. In a postmodern context, I am 

aware that methods are problematic because of the power 

dynamics they assume and conceal. 

 In my experience, however, such a list of exegetical 

questions and methods that can typically be applied to a passage is 

much appreciated by students. Not all of the following questions 

and methods will apply equally to every text or appeal equally to 

every reader. Furthermore, an interpreter seldom proceeds through 

the list in a straight line. Rather, questions and insights arise in 

reading that will cause him or her to revisit a question or method. 

 Although the following list is not exhaustive, it may seem 

overwhelming to a beginner. Further questions can be asked and 

methods applied to find meaning in texts. In the beginning, 

following all the suggestions may seem too time-consuming and 

difficult but, with practice, they become easier. As a reader you 

may discover you favor certain methods and begin to recognize 

which of them will be most productive for a particular text. 

Biblical scholars, for example, have found genre criticism 

particularly useful for the book of Psalms. 

Interpretation in biblical studies is in the midst of a paradigm 

shift. In Chapter 4, I defined exegesis as the methods of historical 

and literary analysis of a passage that “lead out” meaning. Some 

readers may have noticed that I did not use the definite article. 
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Traditionally, exegesis has been defined as determining the 

meaning of a passage. This was based on a modern, nineteenth-

century, liberal theory of interpretation that defined the meaning of 

a text as the meaning intended by the author. Identifying the author 

and understanding the historical context was essential to 

understanding the intended meaning. There might be disagreement 

over the author's intention and differences about how to apply the 

meaning, but it was assumed that the meaning of a work was the 

one intended by the author and agreed that the appropriate methods 

were historical-critical. Over time, this historical-critical method 

came to dominate in academic, biblical studies. 

In literary criticism, however, the focus of interpretation 

shifted in the twentieth-century from the author to the text and 

finally to the reader. A growing number of biblical scholars are 

using newer literary methods oriented toward the text and the 

reader. From another perspective, an increasing number of 

liberation, feminist, and post-colonial interpreters in biblical 

studies also shift the focus toward the experience of the reader as 

an essential element of interpretation. Some of the exegetical 

methods presented in this book were historical-critical—source, 

redaction, genre, and tradition criticism. Other methods were text-

oriented—narrative, poetry, and rhetorical criticism. This chapter 

integrates author- and text-oriented methods with a focus on the 

reader, influenced by feminist and post-colonial interpretation. 

Locating the Readers 

What interpretations of this passage have you heard? What 

are your immediate reactions? 

How do your experience, gender, culture, religion, class, and 

geographical location influence the way you read this passage? 

How might people from different cultures, social locations, and 

experiences, read this passage? 

What causes systematic oppression in your context? 

(Sexism? Racism? Capitalism? Colonialism? Ageism? . . . ) 

As your study progresses, look for ways these relate to the 

passage you are studying. 
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Text 

Set the limits of the passage you will study. This involves 

thinking about what verse(s) can be considered a self-contained 

unit and why. 

Read the textual apparatus of BHS. Are there variant readings 

that affect the meaning? Using the principles of text criticism 

establish the best text(s). Write down your reasons for choosing a 

particular reading. 

See what the grammar and word order communicate. Note 

the usage of stems and their meaning. Do word studies of key 

words using BDB, concordances, TDOT, and TDNT. 

Make your own translations of the passage: one literal and 

one dynamic. Read a variety of translations as you look for 

differences in meaning that may come from different readings or 

translations of the Hebrew. 

Literary Analysis 

Make copies of your passage. Mark up the copies, making 

charts or outlines in order to note narrative features such as 

repetition, chiasmus, key words, emphasis, climax, and mood. 

Think about the events, plot, characters, and settings. 

What is the genre? Compare your passage to other passages 

of the same genre in the Hebrew Bible and Ancient Near East. 

Study the place of your passage in the chapter and book. 

How do the passage and larger literary setting illumine each 

other? Consider the context of the canon, place of the passage in 

the canon, and relation to the other parts of the canon. 

Historical, Social, and Cultural Analysis 

Who wrote the passage? Is there evidence of different 

sources or redaction? 

What is the historical situation? 

What is the setting in life of the genre? 

What is the history of the tradition(s)? 

Do any cultural practices in the passage require further 

research? 
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What are the social positions of the characters in the passage, 

of the author, and of the audience? 

What would the ideological functions of the passage have 

been in its historical context and in the history of interpretation? 

What is the history of the interpretation of the passage? 

Engagement 

How does your experience contribute to your interpretation? 

How might someone with a different experience and social 

location interpret the passage? 

Can you read yourself into the story? With whom do you 

identify? How would it change the meaning to identify with a 

different character? 

What is the theology of the passage? What are the images of 

God in the passage? What does God say or do? 

Which historical, cultural, or social realities in the passage 

can you put into conversation with contemporary society? 

Evaluation 

The many features of a passage lend themselves to various 

interpretations. But some interpretations are better than others. 

Some are liberating, whereas others, often unintentionally, oppress 

or harm the world. Better interpretations account for more features 

of the text, have richer possibilities of meaning for many people, 

and are open to reflection and action. 

Exercise 

 In the English-speaking world Psalm 23 has become a 

cultural icon, even for those with little or no faith. In fact, this was 

not always the case. Until modern times it was not so widely 

known and used. Why has it become so popular? What was its 

original meaning? Read Psalm 23 in Hebrew and use the questions 

in this chapter to help find the answers.  

After answering as many questions as you can on your own, 

consult the standard critical commentaries. Particularly useful for 

the history of interpretation is William Holladay’s “The Lord is 

My Shepherd: Then and Now,” and “How the Twenty-third Psalm 
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Became an American Secular Icon.”
1
 For Latin American, Asian, 

and African perspectives on Psalm 23 see the chapters by Croatto, 

Kinoti, and Moon in Return to Babel: Global Perspectives on the 

Bible.
2
 

                                                 
1
 The Psalms through Three Thousand Years (Minneapolis: Fortress, 

1989), 6–14, 359–371. 
2
 Priscilla Pope-Levison and John R. Levison, eds. (Louisville: 

Westminster/John Knox, 1999), 57–72. 



 



 

Appendix A 

Verb Chart Worksheets 

 

 

Root Stem Conjugation PGN Special Features 

     

 

Root Stem Conjugation PGN Special Features 

     

 

Root Stem Conjugation PGN Special Features 

     

 

Root Stem Conjugation PGN Special Features 

     

 

Root Stem Conjugation PGN Special Features 

     

 

Root Stem Conjugation PGN Special Features 

     

 

Root Stem Conjugation PGN Special Features 

     

 

Root Stem Conjugation PGN Special Features 
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Root Stem Conjugation PGN Special Features 

     

 

Root Stem Conjugation PGN Special Features 

     

 

Root Stem Conjugation PGN Special Features 

     

 

Root Stem Conjugation PGN Special Features 

     

 

Root Stem Conjugation PGN Special Features 

     

 

Root Stem Conjugation PGN Special Features 

     

 

Root Stem Conjugation PGN Special Features 

     

 

Root Stem Conjugation PGN Special Features 

     

 

Root Stem Conjugation PGN Special Features 

     

 

Root Stem Conjugation PGN Special Features 

     

 



 

Appendix B 

Stem and Conjugation Indicators 

 

 

Stem Perf. Impf. Impv. Ptc. Inf. Abs. Inf. Cstr. 

 Qal 

 

rmv' rmvy rmov. rmvo rAmv' rmov. 

 Ni. rmvn rmV;y rmV;hi rm'vn rmovn 
rmoVhi 

rjV'hi 

 Pi. 

 

rMvi rMvy> rMv; rMvm.  rMv; 

 Pu. 

 

rMvu rMvuy>  rMvum.   

 Hit. 

 

rMvth rMvty rMvth rMvtm rMvth rMvth 

 Hi. rymivh rymivy: rmvh; rymivm;  rymivh; 
rmvh; 

 Ho. 

 

rm;v.h' rmv.y"  rmv.m' rmev.h'  



 



 

Appendix C 

Verb Charts 

 

 With the exception of the first one, the design of each verb 

chart corresponds to the internal organization of the chapters in this 

book. The first verb chart shows the forms of the stems on a strong 

verb. The other verb charts display strong and weak verbs in 

columns under a stem and its conjugations, just as the chapters 

present the strong and weak verbs together under a stem and 

conjugation. The reader can thereby track, on one chart, the 

indicators of a stem, conjugation, and weak roots presented in the 

corresponding chapter. 

 The charts use roots that appear in the Hebrew Bible in those 

particular stems and conjugations, though not all the forms in each 

column are attested. 
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Strong Verb 
Qal 

(rmv) 

Niphal 

(rmv) 

Piel 

(rmv) 

Pual 

(rmv) 

Perf. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3ms 

3fs 

2ms 

2fs 

1cs 

3cp 

2mp 

2fp 

1cp 

rm;v' 
hr"m.v(' 
T ;r>m;Úv' 
T.r>m;v' 
yTir>m; Úv' 
Wrm.v(' 

~T,r>m;v. 
!T,r>m;v. 
Wnr>m; Úv' 

rm;v.nI 
hr :m.v.nI 
T'r>mÚ;v.nI 
T.r>m;v.nI 
yTir>m; Úv.nI 
Wrm.v.nI 

~T,r>m;v.nI 
!T,r>m;v.nI 
Wnr>m; Úv.nI 

rMevi 
hr :M.vi 
T ;r>M;Úvi 
T.r>M;vi 
yTir>M;Úvi 
WrM.vi 

~T,r>M;vi 
!T,r>M;vi 
Wnr ÒM;Úv] 

rM;vu 
hr"M.vu 
T'r>M;Úvu 
T.r>M;vu 
yTir>M;Úvu 
WrM.vu 

~T,r>M;vu 
!T,r>M;vu 
Wnr>M;Úvu 

Impf. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3ms 

3fs 

2ms 

2fs 

1cs 

3mp 

3fp 

2mp 

2fp 

1cp 

rmov.yI 
rmov.Ti 
rmov.Ti 
yrIm.v.Ti 
rmov.a, 
Wrm.v.yI 

hn"r>mo Úv.Ti 
Wrm.v.Ti 

hn"r>m Úov.Ti 
rmov.nI 

rmeV'yI 
rmeV'Ti 
rmeV'Ti 
yrIm.V'Ti 
rmeV'a, 
Wrm.V('yI 

hn"r>m; ÚV'Ti 
Wrm.V('Ti 

hn"r>m; ÚV'Ti 
rmeV'nI 

rMev;y> 
rMev;T. 
rMev;T. 
yrIM.v;T. 
rMev;a] 
WrM.v;y> 

hn :r>MeÚv;T. 
WrM.v;T. 

hn :r>MeÚv;T. 
rMev;n> 

rM;vuy> 
rM;vuT. 
rM;vuT. 
yrIM.vuT. 
rM;vua] 
WrM.vuy> 

hn :r>M;ÚvuT. 
WrM.vuT. 

hn :r>M;ÚvuT. 
rM;vun> 

Impv. 

 

 

 

2ms 

2fs 

2mp 

2fp 

rmov. 
yrIm.vi 
Wrm.vi 

hn"r ÒmoÚv] 

rmeV'hi 
yrIm.V('hi 
Wrm.Vø('hi 

hn :r>m;ÚV'hi 

rMev; 
yrIM.v; 
WrM.v; 

hn :r>Meøv; 

not  

attested 

Inf. 

 

Abs. 

Cstr. 

rwOmv' 
rmov. 

rmoV'hi / rmoV.nI 
rmeV'hi  

rMov; / rMev; 
rMev; 

rMovu 
 

Part. 

 

Act. 

Pass. 

rmevo 
rWmv' 

 
rm'v.nI 

rMev;m.  
rM ;vum. 

Vav consec. rmov.YIw: rmeV'YIw: rMev;y>w: rM;vuY>w: 
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Hitpael 

(vdq) 

Hiphil 

(brq) 

Hophal 

(dqp) 

Perf.

  

   

  

   

 

   

  

  

    

3ms 

3fs 

2ms 

2fs 

1cs 

3cp 

2mp 

2fp 

1cp 

vDEq;t.hi 
hv;D>q;t.hi 
T ;v.D:Úq;t.hi 
T..v.D:q;t.hi 
yTiv.D:Úq;t.hi 
WvD>q;t.hi 

~T,v.D:q;t.hi 
!T,v.D:q;t.hi 
Wnv.D:Úq;t.hi 

byrIq.hi 
hb;yr ÚIq.hi 
T ;b.r:Úq.hi 
T.b.r:q.hi 
yTib.r Ú:q.hi 
WbyrIÚq.hi 

~T,b.r:q.hi 
!T,b.r:q.hi 
Wnb]r:Úq ]hi 

dq;p.h ; 
hd"q.p.h ; 
T ;d>q;Úp.h ; 
T.d>q;p.h ; 
yTid>q Ú;p.h ; 
Wdq.p.h ; 

~T,d>q;p.h ; 
!T,d>q;p.h ; 
Wnd>q Ú;p.h ; 

Impf.

  

   

  

   

  

 

  

   

  

3ms 

3fs 

2ms 

2fs 

1cs 

3mp 

3fp 

2mp 

2fp 

1cp 

vDEq;t.yI 
vDEq;t.Ti 
vDEq;t.Ti 
yviD>q;t.Ti 
vDEq;t.a, 
WvD>q;t.yI 

hn :v.DEÚq;t.Ti 
WvD>q;t.Ti 

hn :v.DEÚq;t.Ti 
vDEq;t.nI 

byrIq.y: 
byrIq.T; 
byrIq.T; 
ybiyrIÚq.T; 
byrIq.a; 
WbyrIÚq.y: 

hn :b.rEÚq.T; 
WbyrIÚq.T; 
hn :b.rEÚq.T; 
byrIq ]n: 

dq;p.y : 
dq;p.T ; 
dq;p.T ; 
ydIq.p.T ; 
dq;p.a ; 
Wdq.p.y : 

hn :d>q;Úp.T ; 
Wdq.p.T ; 

hn :d>q;Úp.T ; 
dq;p.n" 

Impv.

  

    

2ms 

2fs 

2mp 

2fp 

vDEq;t.hi 
yviD>q;t.hi 
WvD>q;t.hi 

hn :v.DEÚq;t.hi 

brEq.h; 
ybiyrIÚq.h; 
WbyrIÚq.h; 
hn :b.rEÚq ]h; 

 

Inf.  

       

Abs. 

Cstr. 

vDEq;t.hi 
vDEq;t.hi 

brEq.h; 
byrIq ]h; 

dqep.h ; 
dq;p.h ; 

Part.  

         

Act. 

Pass. 

vDEq;t.mi byrIq.m;  
dq ;p.m; 

Vav consec. vDEq;t.YIw: brEq ]Y:w: dq;p.Y :w: 
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Qal 
Strong 

(rmv) 

III-he´ 
(hlg) 

III-gutt. 

(xlv) 

III-´aleph 

(acm) 

II-vav 

(~wq) 

Perf. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3ms 

3fs 

2ms 

2fs 

1cs 

3cp 

2mp 

2fp 

1cp 

rm;v' 
hr"m.v(' 
T ;r>m;Úv' 
T.r>m;v' 
yTir>m; Úv' 
Wrm.v(' 

~T,r>m;v. 
!T,r>m;v. 
Wnr>m; Úv' 

hl'G" 
ht'l.G") 
t'ylÚiG" 
tyliG" 
ytiyli ÚG" 
WlG" 

~t,yliG> 
!t,yliG> 
Wnyli ÚG" 

xl;v' 
hx'l.v'( 
T'x.l;Úv' 
T.x;l;Úv' 
yTix.l;v' 
Wxl.v'( 

~T,x.l;v. 
!T,x.l;v. 
Wnx ]l;Úv' 

ac'm' 
ha'c.m'( 
t'ac'Úm' 
tac'm' 
ytiac'Úm' 
Wac.m'( 

~t,ac'm. 
!t,ac'm. 
Wnac'Úm' 

~q' 
hm'q'Ú 
T'm.q;Ú 
T.m.q; 
yTim.q;Ú 
Wmq'Ú 

~T,m.q; 
!T,m.q; 
Wnm]q;Ú 

Impf. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3ms 

3fs 

2ms 

2fs 

1cs 

3mp 

3fp 

2mp 

2fp 

1cp 

rmov.yI 
rmov.Ti 
rmov.Ti 
yrIm.v.Ti 
rmov.a, 
Wrm.v.yI 

hn"r>mo Úv.Ti 
Wrm.v.Ti 

hn"r>m Úov.Ti 
rmOv.nI 

hl,g>yI 
hl,g>Ti 
hl,g>Ti 
ylig>Ti 
hl,g>a, 
Wlg>yI 

hn"yl, Úg>Ti 
Wlg>Ti 

hn"yl, Úg>Ti 
hl ,g ÒnI 

xl;v.yI 
xl;v.Ti 
xl;v.Ti 
yxil.v.Ti 
xl;v.a, 
Wxl.v.yI 

hn"x.l; Úv.Ti 
Wxl.v.Ti 

hn"x.l; Úv.Ti 
xl;v]nI 

ac'm.yI 
ac'm.Ti 
ac'm.Ti 
yaic.m.Ti 
ac'm.a, 
Wac.m.yI 

hn"ac,Úm.Ti 
Wac.m.Ti 

hn"ac,Úm.Ti 
ac'm]nI 

~Wqy" 
~WqT' 
~WqT' 
ymiWq ÚT' 
~Wqa' 
WmWq Úy" 

hn"ym, ÚWqT. 
WmWq ÚT' 

hn"ym, ÚWqT. 
~Wqn" 

Impv. 

 

 

 

2ms 

2fs 

2mp 

2fp 

rmov. 
yrIm.vi 
Wrm.vi 

hn"r ÒmoÚv] 

hleG> 
yliG> 
WlG> 

hn"yl,ÚG Ò 

xl;v. 
yxil.vi 
Wxl.vi 

hn"x ]l;Úv] 

ac'm. 
yaic.mi 
Wac.mi 

hn"ac,Úm] 

~Wq 
ymiWq Ú 
WmWq Ú 
hn"m ]qoÚ 

Inf. 

            

Abs.

Cstr. 

rwOmv' 
rmov. 

hwOlG" 
twOlG> 

x:wOlv' 
x "l{v' 

awOcm' 
acom. 

~wOq 
~Wq 

Part. 

 

Act. 

Pass. 

rmevo 
rWmv' 

hl,GO 
yWlG" 

x:levo 
x "Wlv' 

acemo 
aWcm' 

~q' 
~Wq 

Vav consec. rmov.YIw: lg<YIÚw: xl;v.YIw: ac'm.YIw: ~q'Y"Úw: 
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II-gutt. 

(lag) 

I-nun 

(vgn    lpn     !tn) 

I-vav 

(bvy) 

I-yod 

(bjy) 

I-gutt. 

(dm[) 

la;G" 
hl'a]G" 
T'l.a;ÚG" 
T.l.a;G" 
yTil.a;ÚG" 
Wla]G :" 

~T,l.a;G> 
!T,l.a;G> 
Wnl.a;ÚG" 

vg:n" 
hv'g>n") 
T'v.g:Ûn" 
T.v.g:n" 
yTiv.g:Ûn" 
Wvg>n") 

~T,v.g:n> 
!T,v.g:n> 
Wnv.g:Ún" 

lp;n" 
hl'p.n") 
T'l.p;Ún" 
T.l.p;n" 
yTil.p;Ún" 
Wlp.n") 

~T,l.p;n> 
!T,l.p;n> 
Wnl]p;Ún" 

!t;n" 
hn"t.n") 
T't;Ún" 
T.t;n" 
yTit;Ún" 
Wnt.n") 

~T,t;n> 
!T,t;n> 
WNt;Ún : 

bv;y : 
hb;v.y :) 
T ;b.v;Úy : 
T.b.v;y : 
yTib.v;Úy : 
Wbv.y :) 

~T,b.v;y> 
!T,b.v;y> 
Wnb.v;Úy : 

bj;y" 
hb'j.y") 
T'b.j;Úy" 
T.b.j;y" 
yTib.j;Úy" 
Wbj.y") 

~T,b.j;y> 
!T,b.j;y> 
Wnb.j;Úy" 

dm;[' 
hd"m.['( 
T'd>m;Ú[' 
T.d>m;[' 
yTid>m; Ú[' 
Wdm.['( 

~T,d>m;[] 
!T,d>m;[] 
Wnd>m; Ú[' 

la;g>yI 
la;g>Ti 
la;g>Ti 
ylia]g>Ti 
la;g>a, 
Wla]g>yI 

hn"l.a;Úg>Ti 
Wla]g>Ti 

hn"l.a;Úg>Ti 
la;g>nI 

vG:yI 
vG:Ti 
vG:Ti 
yviG>Ti 
vG:a, 
WvG>yI 

hn"v.G:ÛTi 
WvG>Ti 

hn"v.G:ÛTi 
vG:nI 

lPoyI 
lPoTi 
lPoTi 
yliP.Ti 
lPoa, 
WlP.yI 

hn"l.PoÚTi 
WlP.Ti 

hn"l.PoÚTi 
lPonI 

!TeyI 
!TeTi 
!TeTi 
ynIT.Ti 
!Tea, 
WnT.yI 

hN"TeÚTi 
WnT.ti 
hN"TeÚTi 
!TenI 

bveyE 
bveTe 
bveTe 
ybiv.Te( 
bveae 
Wbv.yE) 

hn :b.v;ÚTe 
Wbv.Te( 

hn :b.v;ÚTe 
bvenE 

bj;yyI 
bj;yTi 
bj;yTi 
ybij.yTi 
bj;yai 
Wbj.yyI 

hn"b.j;ÚyTi 
Wbj.yTi 

hn"b.jÚyTi 
bj;ynI 

dmo[]y: 
dmo[]T; 
dmo[]T; 
ydIm.[;T; 
dmo[/a, 
Wdm.[;y: 

hn"d>mo Ú[]T; 
Wdm.[;T; 

hn"d>m Úo[]T; 
dmo[]n: 

la;G> 
ylia]G: 
Wla]G: 

hn"l.a;ÚG> 

vG: 
yviG> 
WvG> 

hn"v.G:Ú 

lpon> 
ylip.nI 
Wlp.nI 

hn"l.poÚn> 

!Te 
ynIT. 
WnT. 
hN"TeÚ 

bve 
ybiv. 
Wbv. 

hn :b.veÚ 

bj;y> 
ybij.yI 
Wbj.yI 

hn"b.jÚ;y> 

dmo[] 
ydIm.[i 
Wdm.[i 

hn"d>mo Ú[] 
lwOaG" 
laoG> 

vwOgn" 
tv,G<Û / vgOn> 

lwOpn" 
lpon> 

!wOtn" 
tTe / !ton> 

bwOvy : 
tb<v,Ú 

bwOjy" 
bjoy> 

dwOm[' 
dmo[] 

laeGo 
lWaG" 

vgEnO 
vWgn" 

lpenO 
lWpn" 

!tenO 
!Wtn" 

bveyO 
bWvy : 

bjeyO 
bWjy" 

dme[o 
dWm[' 

la;g>YIw: vG:YIw: lPoyIw: !TeYIw: bv,YEÚw: bj;yYIÚw: dmo[]Y:w: 
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Niphal 
Strong 

(rmv) 

III-he´ 
(hlg) 

III-gutt. 

([mv) 

III-´aleph 

(acm) 

II-vav 

(!wk) 

Perf. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3ms 

3fs 

2ms 

2fs 

1cs 

3cp 

2mp 

2fp 

1cp 

rm;v.nI 
hr"m.v.nI 
T'r>mÚ;v.nI 
T.r>m;v.nI 
yTir>m; Úv.nI 
Wrm.v.nI 

~T,r>m;v.nI 
!T,r>m;v.nI 
Wnr>m; Úv.nI 

hl'g>nI 
ht'l.g>nI 
t'yle Úg>nI 
tyle Úg>nI 
ytiyle Úg>nI 
Wlg>nI 

~t,yleg>nI 
!t,yleg>nI 
Wnyle Úg>nI 

[m;v.nI 
h['m.v.nI 
T'[.m;Úv.nI 
T.[;mÚ;v.nI 
yTi[.m;Úv.nI 
W[m.v.nI 

~T,[.m;v.nI 
!T,[.m;v.nI 
Wn[.m;Úv.nI 

ac'm.nI 
ha'c.m.nI 
t'acÚem.nI 
tacem.nI 
ytiaceÚm.nI 
Wac.m.nI 

~t,acem.nI 
!t,acem.nI 
Wnaceøm.nI 

!Akn" 
hn"Akn" 
t'AnøWkn> 
tAnWkn> 
ytiAnøWkn> 
WnAkøn"

 
 

~t,AnWkn> 
!t,AnWkn> 
WnAnøWkn> 

Impf. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3ms 

3fs 

2ms 

2fs 

1cs 

3mp 

3fp 

2mp 

2fp 

1cp 

rmeV'yI 
rmeV'Ti 
rmeV('Ti 
yrIm.V'Ti 
rmeV'ai 
Wrm.V('yI 

hn"r>m; ÚV'Ti 
Wrm.V('Ti 

hn"r>m; ÚV'Ti 
rmeV'nI 

hl,G"yI 
hl,G"Ti 
hl,G"Ti 
yliG"Ti 
hl,G"ai 
WlG"yI

 
 

hn"yl, ÚG"Ti 
WlG"Ti 

hn"yl, ÚG"Ti 
hl,G"nI 

[m;V'yI 
[m;V'Ti 
[m;V'Ti 
y[im.V'Ti 
[m;V'ai 
W[m.V'(YI 

hn"[.m;ÚV'Ti 
W[m.V'(Ti 

hn"[.m;ÚV'Ti 
[m;V'nI 

aceM'yI 
aceM'Ti 
aceM'Ti 
yaic.M'Ti 
aceM'ai 
Wac.M'yI 

hn"yac,øM'Ti 
Wac.M'Ti 

hn"yac,øM'Ti 
aceM'nI 

!AKyI 
!AKTi

 
 

!AKTi 
ynIAK ÚTi 
!AKa, 
WnAKøyI 

hN"AK ÚTi 
WnAK ÚTi 
hN"AK ÚTi 
!AKnI 

Impv. 

 

 

 

2ms 

2fs 

2mp 

2fp 

rmeV'hi 
yrIm.V('hi 
Wrm.Vø('hi 

hn :r>m;ÚV'hi 

hleG"hi 
yliG"hi 
WlG"hi 

hn"yl, ÚG"hi 

[m;V'hi 
y[im.V'(hi 
W[m.V'(hi 

hn"[.m;ÚV'hi 

aceM'hi 
yaic.M'(hi 
Wac.M'(hi 

hn"ac,ÚM'hi 

!AKhi
 
 

ynIAK Úhi 
WnAKøhi 
hN"AK Úhi 

Inf.      

  

            

Abs. 

 

Cstr. 

rmoV'hi 
rmoV.nI 
rmeV'hi 

hl{g>nI 
hleG"hi 
tAlG"hi 

[:Amv.nI 
[:meV'hi 
[m;V'hi 

acom.nI 
aceM'hi 
aceM'hi 

!AKhi 
 

!AKhi 
Part.  rm'v.nI hl,g>nI [m'v.nI ac'm.nI !Akn" 

Vav consec. rmeV'YIw: lG"YIw: [m;V'YIw: aceM'YIw: !AKYIw: 
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II-guttural 

(lag) 

I-nun 

(lcn) 

I-vav 

(bvy) 

I-guttural 

(bz[) 

Perf. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3ms 

3fs 

2ms 

2fs 

1cs 

3cp 

2mp 

2fp 

1cp 

la;g>nI 
hl'a]g>nI 
T'l.a;Úg>nI 
T.l.a;g>nI 
yTil.a;Úg>nI 
Wla]g>nI 

~T,l.a;g>nI 
!T,l.a;g>nI 
Wnl.a;Úg>nI 

lC;nI 
hl'C.nI 
T'l.C;ønI 
T.l.C;ønI 
yTil.C;ønI 
WlC.nI 

~T,l.C;nI 
!T,l.C;nI 
Wnl.C;ønI 

bv;An 
hb'v.An 
T'b.v;ÚAn 
T.b.v;An 
yTib.vÚ;An 
Wbv.An 

~T,b.v;An 
!T,b.v;An 
Wnb.v;ÚAn 

bz:[/n< 
hb'z>[,n< 
T'b.z:Û[/n< 
T.b.z:[/n< 
yTib.z:Û[/n< 
Wbz>[,n< 

~T,b.z:[/n< 
!T,b.z:[/n< 
Wnb.z:Û[/n< 

Impf. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3ms 

3fs 

2ms 

2fs 

1cs 

3mp 

3fp 

2mp 

2fp 

1cp 

laeG"yI 
laeG"Ti 
laeG"Ti 
ylia]G"Ti 
laeG"ai 
Wla]G"yI 

hn"l.a;ÚG"Ti 
Wla]G"Ti 

hn"l.a;ÚG"Ti 
laeG"nI 

lceN"yI 
lceN"Ti 
lceN"Ti 
ylic.N")Ti 
lceN"ai 
Wlc.N)"yI 

hn"l.cø;N"Ti 
Wlc.N"Ti 

hn"l.cø;N"Ti 
lceN"nI 

bveW"yI 
bveW"Ti 
bveW"Ti 
ybiv.W")Ti 
bveW"ai 
Wbv.W")yI 

hn"b.v;ÚW"Ti 
Wbv.W")Ti 

hn"b.v;ÚW"Ti 
bveW"nI 

bzE['yE 
bzE['Te 
bzE['Te 
ybiz>['(Te 
bzE['ae 
Wbz>['(yE 

hn"b.z:Û['Te 
Wbz>['(Te 

hn"b.z:Û['Te 
bzE['nE 

Impv. 

 

 

 

2ms 

2fs 

2mp 

2fp 

laeG"hi 
ylia]G"hi 
Wla]G"hi 

hn"l.a;ÚG"hi 

lceN"hi 
ylic.N")hi 
Wlc.N)"hi 

hn"l.c;øN"hi 

bveW"hi 
ybiv.W)"hi 
Wbv.W)"hi 

hn"b.v;ÚW"hi 

bzE['he 
ybiz>['(he 
Wbz>['(he 

hn"b.z:Û['he 
Inf. 

 

Abs. 

Cstr. 

lAag>nI 
laeG"hi 

lceN"hi 
lceN"hi 

bveW"hi 
bveW"hi 

bzo['heÆbAz[]n: 
bzE['he 

Part.  la'g>nI lC'nI bv'An bz"[/n< 

Vav consec. laeG"YIw: lceN"yIw: bv,W"YIw: bzE['YEw: 
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Piel 
Strong 

(rmv) 

III-he´ 
(hlg) 

III-guttural 

(xlv) 

III-´aleph 

(acm) 

II-vav 

(~wq) 

Perf. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3ms 

3fs 

2ms 

2fs 

1cs 

3cp 

2mp 

2fp 

1cp 

rMevi 
hr :M.vi 
T ;r>M;Úvi 
T.r>M;vi 
yTir>M;Úvi 
WrM.vi 

~T,r>M;vi 
!T,r>M;vi 
Wnr ÒM;Úvi 

hL ;GI 
ht ;L.GI 
t ;yLiÚGI 
tyLiGI 
ytiyLi ÚG> 
WLGI 

~t,yLiGI 
!t,yLiGI 
WnyLi ÚGI 

xL;vi 
hx ;L.vi 
T ;x.L;Úvi 
T.x;L;Úvi 
yTix.L; Úvi 
WxL.vi 

~T,x.L;vi 
!T,x.L;vi 
Wnx ]L;Úvi 

aCemi 
ha ;C.mi 
t ;aCeÚmi 
taCemi 
ytiaCeÚmi 
WaC.mi 

~t,aCemi 
!t,aCemi 
WnaCeÚmi 

~Y:qi 
hm'Y>qi 
T'm.Y:øqi 
T.m.Y:qi 
yTim.Y:øqi 
WmY>qi 

~T,m.Y:qi 
!T,m.Y:qi 
Wnm.Y:øqi 

Impf. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3ms 

3fs 

2ms 

2fs 

1cs 

3mp 

3fp 

2mp 

2fp 

1cp 

rMev;y> 
rMev;T. 
rMev;T. 
yrIM.v;T. 
rMev;a] 
WrM.v;y> 

hn :r>MeÚv;T. 
WrM.v;T. 

hn :r>MeÚv;T. 
rMev;n> 

hL,g:y> 
hL,g:T. 
hL,g:T. 
yLig:T. 
hL,g:a] 
WLg:y> 

hn :yL,Úg:T. 
WLg:T. 

hn :yL,Úg:T. 
hL,g:n> 

xL;v;y> 
xL;v;T. 
xL;v;T. 
yxiL.v;T. 
xL;v;a] 
WxL.v;y> 

hn :x.L;Úv;T. 
WxL.v;T. 

hn :x.L;Úv;T. 
xL;v;n> 

aCem;y> 
aCem;T. 
aCem;T. 
yaiC.m;T. 
aCem;a] 
WaC.m;y> 

hn :aC,Úm;T. 
WaC.m;T. 

hn :aC,Úm;T. 
aCem;n> 

~YEq;y> 
~YEq;T. 
~YEq;T. 
ymiY>q;T. 
~YEq;a] 
WmY>q;y> 

hn"m.YE÷q;T. 
WmY>q;T. 

hn"m.YE÷q;T. 
~YE÷q;n> 

Impv. 

 

 

 

2ms 

2fs 

2mp 

2fp 

rMev; 
yrIM.v; 
WrM.v; 

hn :r>Meøv; 

hLeG: 
yLiG: 
WLG: 

hn :yL,ÚG: 

xL;v; 
yxiL.v; 
WxL.v; 

hn :x ]L;Úv; 

aCem; 
yaiC.m; 
WaC.m; 

hn :aC,Úm; 

~YEq; 
ymiY>q; 
WmY>q; 

hn"m.YE÷q; 
Inf. 

 

            

Abs. 

 

Cstr. 

rMov; 
rMev; 
rMev; 

hOLG: 
hLeG: 
tALG: 

x:Lev; 
x:L;v; 
xL;v; 

aCom; 
aCem; 
aCem; 

~Yoq; 
~YEq; 
~YEq; 

Part. Act. rMev;m. hL,g:m. x:Lev;m. aCem;m. ~YEq;m. 

Vav consec. rMev;y>w: lg:y>w: xL;v;y>w: aCem;y>w: ~YEq;Y>w: 
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II-gutt. 

(lag) 

I-nun 

(lcn) 

I-vav 

(bvy) 
I-yod 

(bjy) 

I-gutt. 

(dm[) 

Perf. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3ms 

3fs 

2ms 

2fs 

1cs 

3cp 

2mp 

2fp 

1cp 

laeGE 
hl ;a]GE 
T ;l.a;ÚGE 
T.l.a;GE 
yTil.a;ÚGE 
Wla]GE 

~T,l.a;GE 
!T,l.a;GE 
Wnl]a;GE 

lC;nI 
hl ;C.nI 
T ;l.C;ÚnI 
T.l.C;nI 
yTil.C;ÚnI 
WlC.nI 

~T,l.C;nI 
!T,l.C;nI 
Wnl]C;ÚnI 

bVeyI 
hb;V.yI 
T ;b.V;ÚyI 
T.b.V;yI 
yTib.V;ÚyI 
WbV.yI 

~T,b.V;yI 
!T,b.v;yI 
Wnb]V;ÚyI 

bJeyI 
hb;J.yI 
T ;b.J;ÚyI 
T.b.J;yI 
yTib.J;ÚyI 
WbJ.yI 

~T,b.J;yI 
!T,b.J;yI 
Wnb]J;ÚyI 

dMe[i 
hd :M.[i 
T ;d>M;Ú[i 
T.d>M;[i 
yTid>M;Ú[i 
WdM.[i 

~T,d>M;[i 
!T,d>M;[i 
Wnd ÒM;ø[i 

Impf. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3ms 

3fs 

2ms 

2fs 

1cs 

3mp 

3fp 

2mp 

2fp 

1cp 

laeg :y> 
laeg :T. 
laeg :T. 
ylia]g :T. 
laeg :a] 
Wla]g :y> 

hn :l.aeÚg :T. 
Wla]g :T. 

hn :l.aeÚg :T. 
laeg :n> 

lCen:y> 
lCen:T. 
lCen:T. 
yliC.n:T. 
lCen:a] 
WlC.n:y> 

hn :l.CeÚn:T. 
WlC.n:T. 

hn :l.CeÚn:T. 
lCen:n> 

bVew:y> 
bVew:T. 
bVew:T. 
ybiV.w:T. 
bVew:a] 
WbV.w:y> 

hn :b.VeÚw:T. 
WbV.w:T. 

hn :b.VeÚw:T. 
bVew:n> 

bJey:y> 
bJey:T. 
bJey:T. 
ybiJ.y:T. 
bJey:a] 
WbJ.y:y> 

hn :b.JeÚy:T. 
WbJ.y:T. 

hn :b.JeÚy:T. 
bJey:n> 

dMe[;y> 
dMe[;T. 
dMe[;T. 
ydIM.[;T. 
dMe[;a] 
WdM.[;y> 

hn :d>MeÚ[;T. 
WdM.[;T. 

hn :d>MeÚ[;T. 
dMe[;n> 

Impv. 

 

 

 

2ms 

2fs 

2mp 

2fp 

laeG : 
ylia]G : 
Wla]G : 

hn :l]aeÚG : 

lCen: 
yliC.n: 
WlC.n: 

hn :l]CeÚn: 

bVey: 
ybiV.y: 
WbV.y: 

hn :b]VeÚy: 

bJey: 
ybiJ.y: 
WbJ.y: 

hn :b]JeÚy: 

dMe[; 
ydIM.[; 
WdM.[; 

hn :d>MeÚ[; 
Inf. 

 

 

Abs. 

 

Cstr. 

 
laeG : 
laeG : 

 
lCen: 
lCen: 

bVoy: 
bVey: 
bVey: 

 
bJey: 
bJey: 

 
dMe[; 
dMe[; 

Part. Act. laeg :m. lCen:m. bVew:m. bJey:m. dMe[;m. 

Vav consec. laeg :y>w: lCen:y>w: bVew:y>w: bJey:y>w: dMe[;y>w: 
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Pual 
Strong 

(rmv) 

III-he´ 
(hlg) 

III-gutt. 

(xlv) 

III-´aleph 

(alm) 

II-vav 

 

Perf. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3ms 

3fs 

2ms 

2fs 

1cs 

3cp 

2mp 

2fp 

1cp 

rM;vu 
hr"M.vu 
T'r>M;Úvu 
T.r>M;vu 
yTir>M;Úvu 
WrM.vu 

~T,r>M;vu 
!T,r>M;vu 
Wnr>M;Úvu 

hL'GU 
ht'L.GU 
t'yLÚeGU 
tyLeGU 
ytiyLe ÚGU 
WLGU 

~t,yLeGU 
!t,yLeGU 
WnyLe ÚGU 

xL;vu 
hx'L.vu 
T'x.L;Úvu 
T.x;L;Úvu 
yTix.L; Úvu 
WxL.vu 

~T,x.L;vu 
!T,x.L;vu 
Wnx.L; Úvu 

aL'mu 
ha'L.mu 
t'aL'Úmu 
taL'mu 
ytiaL'Úmu 
WaL.mu 

~t,aL'mu 
!t,aL'mu 
WnaL'ømu 

rare and 

usually 

with 

doubly 

weak 

roots 

Impf. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3ms 

3fs 

2ms 

2fs 

1cs 

3mp 

3fp 

2mp 

2fp 

1cp 

rM;vuy> 
rM;vuT. 
rM;vuT. 
yrIM.vuT. 
rM;vua] 
WrM.vuy> 

hn :r>M;ÚvuT. 
WrM.vuT. 

hn :r>M;ÚvuT. 
rM;vun> 

hL,gUy> 
hL,gUT. 
hL,gUT. 
yLigUT. 
hL,gUa] 
WLgUy> 

hn"yL, ÚgUT. 
WLgUT. 

hn"yL, ÚgUT. 
hL,gUn> 

xL;vuy> 
xL;vuT. 
xL;vuT. 
yxiL.vuT. 
xL;vua] 
WxL.vuy> 

hn"x.L; ÚvuT. 
WxL.vuT. 

hn"x.L; ÚvuT. 
xL;vun> 

aL'muy> 
aL'muT. 
aL'muT. 
yaiL.muT. 
aL'mua] 
WaL.muy> 

hn"aL Ú,muT. 
WaL.muT. 
hn"aL, 
WdAh) 

ÚmuT. 
aL'mun> 

 

Inf. 

 

Abs.

Cstr. 

rMovu 
none 

none 

tALGU 
none none none 

Part. Pass. rM ;vum. hL,gUm. xL'vum. aL'mum.  

Vav consec. 

Jussive 

rM;vuY>w: 
rMevuy> 

lgUY>w: 
lgUy> 

xL;vuy>w: 
xL;vuy> 

aL'muy>w: 
aL'muy> 
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 II-gutt. 

(#xr) 

I-nun 

(#tn) 

I-vav/yod 

(dly) 

I-gutt. 

(qlx) 

Perf. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3ms 

3fs 

2ms 

2fs 

1cs 

3cp 

2mp 

2fp 

1cp 

#x;rU 
hc'x.rU 
T'c.x;ÚrU 
T.c.x;rU 
yTic.x;ÚrU 
Wcx.rU 

~T,c.x;rU 
!T,c.x;rU 
Wnc.x;ÚrU 

#T;nU 
hc'T.nU 
T'c.T;ÚnU 
T.c.T;nU 
yTic.T;ÚnU 
WcT.nU 

~T,c.T;nU 
!T,c.T;nU 
Wnc.T;ÚnU 

dL;yU 
hd"L.yU 
T'd>L;ÚyU 
T.d>L;yU 
yTid>L Ú;yU 
WdL.yU 

~T,d>L;yU 
!T,d>L;yU 
Wnd>L; ÚyU 

qL;xu 
hq'L.xu 
T'q.L;Úxu 
T.q.L;xu 
yTiiq.L Ú;xu 
WqL.xu 

~T,q.L;xu 
!T,q.L;xu 
Wnq.L;øxu 

Impf. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3ms 

3fs 

2ms 

2fs 

1cs 

3mp 

3fp 

2mp 

2fp 

1cp 

#x;rUy> 
#x;rUT. 
#x;rUT. 
ycix.rUT. 
#x;rUa] 
Wcx.rUy> 

hn"c.x;ÚrUT. 
Wcx.rUT. 

hn"c.x;ÚrUT. 
#x;rUn> 

#T;nUy> 
#T;nUT. 
#T;nUT. 
yciT.nUT. 
#T;nUa] 
WcT.nUy> 

hn"c.T;ÚnUT. 
WcT.nUT. 

hn"c.T;ÚnUT. 
#T;nUn> 

dL;yUy> 
dL;yUT. 
dL;yUT. 
ydIL.yUT. 
dL;yUa] 
WdL.yUy> 

hn"d>L; ÚyUT. 
WdL.yUT. 

hn"d>L; ÚyUT. 
dL;yUn> 

qL;xuy> 
qL;xuT. 
qL;xuT. 
yqiL.xuT. 
qL;xua] 
WqL.xuy> 

hn"q.L; ÚxuT. 
WqL.xuT. 

hn"q.L; ÚxuT. 
qL;xun> 

Inf. 

 

Abs.

Cstr. 

not attested not attested not attested not attested 

Part. Pass. #x'rUm. #T'nUm. dL'yUm. qL'xum. 

Vav consec. #x;rUy>w: #T;nUy>w: dL;yUy>w: qL;xuy>w: 
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Hitpael 
Strong 

(vdq) 

III-he´ 
(hlg) 

III-gutt. 

(xlv) 

III-´aleph 

(acm) 

Perf. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3ms 

3fs 

2ms 

2fs 

1cs 

3cp 

2mp 

2fp 

1cp 

vDEq;t.hi 
hv;D>q;t.hi 
T ;v.D:Úq;t.hi 
T..v.D:q;t.hi 
yTiv.D:Úq;t.hi 
WvD>q;t.hi 

~T,v.D:q;t.hi 
!T,v.D:q;t.hi 
Wnv.D:Úq;t.hi 

hL'G:t.hi 
ht'L.G:t.hi 
t'yLi ÚG:t.hi 
tyLiG:t.hi 
ytiyLi ÚG:t.hi 
WLG:t.hi 

~t,yLiG:t.hi 
!t,yLiG:t.hi 
WnyLi ÚG:t.hi 

xL;T;v.hi 
hx'L.T;v.hi 
T'x.L;ÚT;v.hi 
T.x;L;ÚT;v.hi 
yTix.L; ÚT;v.hi 
WxL.T;v.hi 

~T,x.L;T;v.hi 
!T,x.L;T;v.hi 
Wnx.L; ÚT;v.hi 

aCem;t.hi 
ha'C.m;t.hi 
t'aCeÚm;t.hi 
taCem;t.hi 
ytiaCeÚm;t.hi 
WaC.m;t.hi 

~t,aCem;t.hi 
!t,aCem;t.hi 
WnaCeÚm;t.hi 

Impf. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3ms 

3fs 

2ms 

2fs 

1cs 

3mp 

3fp 

2mp 

2fp 

1cp 

vDEq;t.yI 
vDEq;t.Ti 
vDEq;t.Ti 
yviD>q;t.Ti 
vDEq;t.a, 
WvD>q;t.yI 

hn :v.DEÚq;t.Ti 
WvD>q;t.Ti 

hn :v.DEÚq;t.Ti 
vDEq;t.nI 

hL,G:t.yI 
hL,G:t.Ti 
hL,G:t.Ti 
yLiG:t.Ti 
hL,G:t.a, 
WLG:t.yI 

hn"yL, ÚG:t.Ti 
WLG:t.Ti 

hn"yL, ÚG:t.Ti 
hL,G:t.nI 

xL;T;v.yI 
xL;T;v.Ti 
xL;T;v.Ti 
yxiL.T;v.Ti 
xL;T;v.a, 
WxL.T;v.yI 

hn"x.L; ÚT;v.Ti 
WxL.T;v.Ti 

hn"x.L; ÚT;v.Ti 
xL;T;v.nI 

aCem;t.yI 
aCem;t.Ti 
aCem;t.Ti 
yaiC.m;t.Ti 
aCem;t.a, 
WaC.m;t.yI 

hn"aC,Úm;t.Ti 
WaC.m;t.Ti 

hn"aC,Úm;t.Ti 
aCem;t.nI 

Impv. 

 

 

 

2ms 

2fs 

2mp 

2fp 

vDEq;t.hi 
yviD>q;t.hi 
WvD>q;t.hi 

hn :v.DEÚq;t.hi 

hLeG:t.hi 
yLiG:t.hi 
WLG:t.hi 

hn"yL, ÚG:t.hi 

xL;T;v.hi 
yxiL.T;v.hi 
WxL.T;v.hi 

hn"x.L; ÚT;v.hi 

aCem;t.hi 
yaiC.m;t.hi 
WaC.m;t.hi 

hn"aC,Úm;t.hi 
Inf. 

 

Abs. 

Cstr. 

vDEq;t.hi 
vDEq;t.hi 

 
tALG:t.hi 

xL;T;v.hi 
xL;T;v.hi 

aCem;t.hi 
aCem;t.hi 

Part. Act. vDEq;t.mi hL,G:t.mi x:LeT;v.mi aCem;t.mi 

Vav consec. vDEq;t.YIw: lG:t.YIw: xL;T;v.YIw: aCem;t.YIw: 
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 II-guttural I-nun I-vav I-guttural 

Perf. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3ms 

3fs 

2ms 

2fs 

1cs 

3cp 

2mp 

2fp 

1cp 

#x;r"t.hi 
hc'x.r)"t.hi 
T'c.x;Úr"t.hi 
T.c.x;r"t.hi 
yTic.x Ú;r"t.hi 
Wcx.r)"t.hi 

~T,c.x;r"t.hi 
!T,c.x;r"t.hi 
Wnc.x;Úr"t.hi 

bDEn:t.hi 
hb'D>n:t.hi 
T'b.D:Ún:t.hi 
T.b.D:n:t.hi 
yTib.D:Ún:t.hi 
WbD>n:t.hi 

~T,b.D:n:t.hi 
!T,b.D:n:t.hi 
Wnb.D:Ún:t.hi 

Rare and only 

on doubly 

weak roots.  

([dy, hdy) 
 
 

1qZ:x;t.hi 
hq'Z>x;t.hi 
T'q.Z÷:x;t.hi 
T.q.Z:x;t.hi 
yTiq.Z:Ûx;t.hi 
WqZ>x;t.hi 

~T,q.Z:x;t.hi 
!T,q.Z:x;t.hi 
Wnq.Z: Ûx;t.hi 

Impf. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3ms 

3fs 

2ms 

2fs 

1cs 

3mp 

3fp 

2mp 

2fp 

1cp 

#x;r"t.yI 
#x;r"t.Ti 
#x;r"t.Ti 
ycix.r)"t.Ti 
#x;r"t.a, 
Wcx.r")t.yI 

hn"c.x;Úr"t.Ti 
Wcx.r")t.Ti 

hn"c.x;Úr"t.Ti 
#x;r"t.nI 

bDEn:t.yI 
bDEn:t.Ti 
bDEn:t.Ti 
ybiD>n:t.Ti 
bDEn:t.a, 
WbD>n:t.yI 

hn"b.DEÚn:t.Ti 
WbD>n:t.Ti 

hn"b.DEÚn:t.Ti 
bDEn:t.nI 

 
 
 
 

 
 

qZ:x;t.yI 
qZ:x;t.Ti 
qZ:x;t.Ti 
yqiZ>x;t.Ti 
qZ:x;t.a, 
WqZ>x;t.yI 

hn"qZ÷:x;t.Ti 
WqZ>x;t.Ti 

hn"qZ÷:x;t.Ti 
qZ:x;t.nI 

Impv. 

 

 

 

2ms 

2fs 

2mp 

2fp 

#x;r"t.hi 
ycix.r")t.hi 
Wcx.r")t.hi 

hn"c.x;Úr"t.hi 

bDEn:t.hi 
ybiD>n:t.hi 
WbD>n:t.hi 

hn"b.DEÚn:t.hi 

 qZ:x;t.hi 
yqiZ>x;t.hi 
WqZ>x;t.hi 

hn"qZ÷:x;t.hi 

Inf. 

 

Abs. 

Cstr. 

#x;r"t.hi 
#x;r"t.hi 

bDEn:t.hi 
bDEn:t.hi 

 qZEx;t.hi 
qZEx;t.hi 

Part. Act. #x;r"t.mi bDEn:t.mi  qZEx;t.mi 

Vav consec. #x;r"t.YIw: bDEn:t.YIw:  qZEx;t.YIw: 
                                                 

1
 Often in the perfect and sometimes in the imperfect, I-guttural roots 

have an a-class rather than the expected i-class vowel under the second root 

letter. This is the case with the root qzx. 
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Hiphil 
Strong 

(brq) 

III-he´ 
(hlg) 

III-gutt. 

(xlv) 

III-´aleph 

(acm) 

II-vav 

(~wq) 

Perf. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3ms 

3fs 

2ms 

2fs 

1cs 

3cp 

2mp 

2fp 

1cp 

byrIq.hi 
hb;yr ÚIq.hi 
T ;b.r:Úq.hi 
T.b.r:q.hi 
yTib.r Ú:q.hi 
WbyrIÚq.hi 

~T,b.r:q.hi 
!T,b.r:q.hi 
Wnb]r:Úq ]hi 

hl ;g>hi 
ht ;l.g>hi 
t ;yliÚg>hi 
tylig>hi 
ytiyli Úg>hi 
Wlg>hi 

~t,ylig>hi 
!t,ylig>hi 
Wnyli Úg>hi 

x:yliv.hi 
hx ;yliÚv.hi 
T ;x.l;Úv.hi 
T.x;l;Úv.hi 
yTix.l; Úv.hi 
Wxyli Úv.hi 

~T,x.l;v.hi 
!T,x.l;v.hi 
Wnx.l; Úv.hi 

aycim.hi 
ha ;yciÚm.hi 
t ;aceÚm.hi 
tacem.hi 
ytiaceÚm.hi 
WayciÚm.hi 

~t,acem.hi 
!t,acem.hi 
WnaceÚm.hi 

~yqihe 
hm ;yqiÚhe 
t ;AmÚyqih] 
tAmyqih] 
ytiAmÚyqih] 
WmyqiÚhe 

~t,Amyqih] 
!t,Amyqih] 
WnAmÚyqih] 

Impf. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3ms 

3fs 

2ms 

2fs 

1cs 

3mp 

3fp 

2mp 

2fp 

1cp 

byrIq.y: 
byrIq.T; 
byrIq.T; 
ybiyrIÚq.T; 
byrIq.a; 
WbyrIÚq.y: 

hn :b.rEÚq.T; 
WbyrIÚq.T; 
hn :b.rEÚq.T; 
byrIq ]n: 

hl,g>y: 
hl,g>T; 
hl,g>T; 
ylig>T; 
hl,g>a; 
Wlg>y: 

hn :ylÚ,g>T; 
Wlg>T; 

hn :ylÚ,g>T; 
hl ,g Òn: 

x:yliv.y: 
x:yliv.T; 
x:yliv.T; 
yxiyli Úv.T; 
x:yliv.a; 
Wxyli Úv.y: 

hn :x.l;Úv.T; 
Wxyli Úv.T; 
hn :x.l;Úv.T; 
x:yliv.n: 

aycim.y: 
aycim.T; 
aycim.T; 
yaiyciÚm.T; 
aycim.a; 
WayciÚm.y: 

hn :ac,Úm.T; 
WayciÚm.T; 
hn :ac,Úm.T; 
aycim.n : 

~yqiy : 
~yqiT ; 
~yqiT ; 
ymiyqiÚT ; 
~yqia ; 
WmyqiÚy : 

hn :ym,ÚqiT. 
WmyqiÚT ; 

hn :ym,ÚqiT 
~yqin : 

Impv. 

 

 

 

2ms 

2fs 

2mp 

2fp 

brEq.h; 
ybiyrIÚq.h; 
WbyrIÚq.h; 
hn :b.rEÚq ]h; 

hleg>h; 
ylig>h; 
Wlg>h; 

hn :yl,Úg Òh; 

xl;v.h; 
yxiyli Úv.h; 
Wxyli Úv.h; 
hn :x.l;Úv.h; 

acem.h; 
yaiyciÚm.h; 
WayciÚm.h; 
hn :ac,Úm.h; 

~qeh ; 
ymiyqiÚh ; 
WmyqIÚh ; 
hn :m.qeÚh ; 

Inf. 

 

Abs. 

Cstr. 

brEq.h; 
byrIq ]h; 

hleg>h; 
twOlg Òh; 

x:lev.h; 
x:yliv.h; 

acem.h; 
aycim.h; 

~qeh ; 
~yqih ; 

Part. byrIq.m; hl,g>m; x:yliv.m; aycim.m; ~yqime 

Vav consec. brEq ]Y:w: lg<Y<Ûw: xl;v.Y:w: acem.Y:w: ~q,Y :Ûw: 
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II-gutt. 

(lag) 

I-nun 

(lcn) 

I-vav 

(bvy) 

I-yod 

(bjy) 

I-gutt. 

(dm[) 

Perf. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3ms 

3fs 

2ms 

2fs 

1cs 

3cp 

2mp 

2fp 

1cp 

lyaig>hi 
hl ;yaiÚg>hi 
T ;l.a;Úg>hi 
T.l.a;g>hi 
yTil.a;Úg>hi 
WlyaÚig>hi 

~T,l.a;g>hi 
!T,l.a;g>hi 
Wnl.a;Úg>hi 

lyCihi 
hl ;yCiÚhi 
T ;l.C;Úhi 
T.l.C;Úhi 
yTil.C;Úhi 
WlyCiÚhi 

~T,l.C;hi 
!T,l.C;hi 
Wnl.C;Úhi 

byviAh 
hb;yviÚAh 
T ;b.v;ÚAh 
T.b.v;Ah 
yTib.v;ÚAh 
WbyviÚAh 

~T,b.v;Ah 
!T,b.v;Ah 
Wnb.v;ÚAh 

byjiyhe 
hb;yjiÚyhe 
T ;b.j;Úyhe 
T.b.j;yhe 
yTib.j;Úyhe 
WbyjiÚyhe 

~T,b.j;yhe 
!T,b.j;yhe 
Wnb.j;Úyhe 

dymi[/h, 
hd :ymiÚ[/h, 
T ;d>m;Ú[/h, 
T.d>m;[/h, 
yTid>m; Ú[/h, 
Wdymi Ú[/h, 

~T,d>m;[/h, 
!Ted>m;[/h, 
Wnd>m; Ú[/h, 

Impf. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3ms 

3fs 

2ms 

2fs 

1cs 

3mp 

3fp 

2mp 

2fp 

1cp 

lyaig>y: 
lyaig>T; 
lyaig>T; 
yliyaiÚg>T; 
lyaig>a; 
Wlyai Úg>y: 

hn :l.aeÚg>T; 
Wlyai Úg>T; 
hn :l.aeÚg>T; 
lyaig>n: 

lyCiy: 
lyCiT; 
lyCiT; 
yliyCiÚT; 
lyCia; 
WlyCiÚy: 

hn :l.CeÚT; 
WlyCÚiT; 
hn :l.CeÚT; 
lyCin: 

byviAy 
byviAT 
byviAT 
ybiyvÚiAT 
byviAa 
WbyviÚAy 

hn :b.veÚAT 
WbyviÚAT 
hn :b.veÚAT 
byviAn 

byjiyyE 
byjiyTe 
byjiyTe 
ybiyjiÚyTe 
byjiyae 
WbyjiÚyyE 

hn :b.jeÚyTi 
WbyjiÚyTe 
hn :b.jeÚyTi 
byjiynE 

dymi[]y: 
dymi[]T; 
dymi[]T; 
ydIymi Ú[]T; 
dymi[]a; 
Wdymi Ú[]y: 

hn :d>meÚ[]T; 
Wdymi Ú[]T; 
hn :d>meÚ[]T; 
dymi[]n: 

Impv. 

 

 

 

2ms 

2fs 

2mp 

2fp 

laeg>h; 
yliyaiÚg>h; 
Wlyai Úg>h; 
hn :l.aeÚg>h; 

lCeh; 
yliyCiÚh; 
WlyCiÚh; 
hn :l.CeÚh; 

bvewOh 
ybiyviÚwOh 
WbyviÚwOh 
hn :b.veÚwOh 

bjeyhe 
ybiyjiÚyhe 
WbyjiÚyhe 
hn :b.jeÚyhe 

dme[]h; 
ydIymi Ú[]h; 
Wdymi Ú[]h; 
hn :d>meÚ[]h; 

Inf.       

            

Abs.

Cstr. 

>laeg>h; 
lyaig>h; 

lCeh; 
lyCih; 

bvewOh 
byviwOh 

bjeyhe 
byjiyhe 

dme[]h; 
dymi[]h; 

Part. lyaig>m; lyCim; byviwOm byjiyme dymi[]m; 

Vav consec. laeg>Y:w: lCeY:w: bv,wOY Ûw: bj,yYEÛw: dme[]Y:w: 
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Hophal 
Strong 

(dqp) 

III-he’ 
(hlg) 

III-guttural 

(xlm) 

II-vav 

(rws) 

Perf. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3ms 

3fs 

2ms 

2fs 

1cs 

3cp 

2mp 

2fp 

1cp 

dq;p.h ; 
hd"q.p.h ; 
T ;d>q;Úp.h ; 
T.d>q;p.h ; 
yTid>q Ú;p.h ; 
Wdq.p.h ; 

~T,d>q;p.h ; 
!T,d>q;p.h ; 
Wnd>q Ú;p.h ; 

hl'g>h' 
ht'l.g>h' 
t'yle Úg>h' 
tyleg>h' 
ytiyle Úg>h' 
Wlg>h' 

~t,yleg>h' 
!t,yleg>h' 
Wnyle Úg>h' 

xl;m.h' 
hx'l.m.h' 
T'x.l;Úm.h' 
T.x;l;Úm.h' 
yTix.l; Úm.h' 
Wxl.m.h' 

~T,x.l;m.h' 
!T,x.l;m.h' 
Wnx.l; Úm.h' 

rs;Wh 
hr"s.Wh 
T'r>s;ÚWh 
T.r>s;Wh 
yTir>s; ÚWh 
Wrs.Wh 

~T,r>s;Wh 
!T,r>s;Wh 
Wnr>s Ú;Wh 

Impf. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3ms 

3fs 

2ms 

2fs 

1cs 

3mp 

3fp 

2mp 

2fp 

1cp 

dq;p.y : 
dq;p.T ; 
dq;p.T ; 
ydIq.p.T ; 
dq;p.a ; 
Wdq.p.y : 

hn :d>q;Úp.T ; 
Wdq.p.T ; 

hn :d>q;Úp.T ; 
dq;p.n" 

hl,g>y" 
hl,g>T' 
hl,g>T' 
ylig>T' 
hl,g>a' 
Wlg>y" 

hn"yl, Úg>T' 
Wlg>T' 

hn"yl, Úg>T' 
hl,g>n" 

xl;m.y" 
xl;m.T' 
xl;m.T' 
yxil.m.T' 
xl;m.a' 
Wxl.m.y" 

hn"x.l; Úm.T' 
Wxl.m.T' 

hn"x.l; Úm.T' 
xl;m.n" 

rs;Wy 
rs;WT 
rs;WT 
yrIs.WT 
rs;Wa 
Wrs.Wy 

hn"r>s; ÚWT 
Wrs.WT 

hn"r>s; ÚWT 
rs;Wn 

Impv. 

 

 

 

2ms 

2fs 

2mp 

2fp 

dq;p.h ; 
 

 
 

Wlg>h' 
 

  

Inf. 

 

Abs. 

Cstr. 

dqep.h ; 
 

hleg>h' 
 

x:leÚm.h' 
 

rseWh 
rs;Wh 

Part. Pass. dq ;p.m; hl,g>m' xl'm.m' rs'Wm 

Vav consec.  dq;p.Y :w:   rs;WYw: 
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I-nun 

(vgn) 

I-vav 

(dry) 

I-yod 

(qcy) 

I-guttural 

(dm[) 

Perf. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3ms 

3fs 

2ms 

2fs 

1cs 

3cp 

2mp 

2fp 

1cp 

vG:hu 
hv'G>hu 
T'v.G:Ûhu 
T.v.G:hu 
yTiv.G:Ûhu 
WvG>hu 

~T,v.G:hu 
!T,v.G:hu 
Wnv.G:Ûhu 

dr:Wh 
hd"r>Wh 
T'd>r:øWh 
T.d>r:Wh 
yTid>r:øWh 
Wdr:Wh 

~T,d>r:Wh 
!T,d>r:Wh 
Wnd>rø:Wh 

qc;Wh 
hq'c.Wh 
T'q.c;ÚWh 
T.q.c;Wh 
yTiq.c;ÚWh 
Wqc.Wh 

~T,q.c;Wh 
!T,q.c;Wh 
Wnq.c; ÚWh 

dm;[\h'( 
hd"m.['h'( 
T'd>m;Ú[\h'( 
T.d>m;[\h'( 
yTid>m; Ú[\h'( 
Wdm.['h'( 

~T,d>m;[\h'( 
!T,d>m;[\h'( 
Wnd>m; Ú[\h'( 

Impf. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3ms 

3fs 

2ms 

2fs 

1cs 

3mp 

3fp 

2mp 

2fp 

1cp 

vG:yU 
vG:Tu 
vG:Tu 
yviG>Tu 
vG:au 
WvG>yU 

hn"v.G:ÛTu 
WvG>Tu 

hn"v.G:ÛTu 
vG:nU 

dr:Wy 
dr:WT 
dr:WT 
ydIr>WT 
dr:Wa 
Wdr>Wy 

hn"d>r:øWT 
Wdr>WT 

hn"d>r:øWT 
dr:Wn 

qc;Wy 
qc;WT 
qc;WT 
yqic.WT 
qc;Wa 
Wqc.Wy 

hn"q.c;ÚWT 
Wqc.WT 

hn"q.c;ÚWT 
qc;Wn 

dm;[\y") 
dm;[\T'( 
dm;[\T'( 
ydIm.['T'( 
dm;[\a'( 
Wdm.['y") 

hn"d>m; Ú[\T'( 
Wdm.['T'( 

hn"d>m; Ú[\T' 
dm;[\n") 

Inf. 

 

Abs. 

Cstr. 

vGEhu 
vG:hu 

drEWh 
dr:Wh 

qceWh 
qc;Wh 

dme[\h'( 
 

Part. Pass. vG"mu dr"Wm qc'Wm dm;[\m'( 

Vav consec. vG:YUw:    
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Minor Stems 
Polel 

(~wq) 

Polal 

(~wr) 

Hitpolel 

(!yb) 

Perf. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3ms 

3fs 

2ms 

2fs 

1cs 

3cp 

2mp 

2fp 

1cp 

~mewOq 
hm ;m.wOq 
T ;m.m;ÚwOq 
T.m.m;wOq 
yTim.m;ÚwOq 
Wmm.wOq 

~T,m.m;wOq 
!T,m.m;wOq 
Wnm.m;ÚwOq 

~m;Ar 
hm'm.Ar 
T'm.m;ÚAr 
T.m.m;Ar 
yTim.mÚ;Ar 
Wmm.Ar 

~T,m.m;Ar 
!T,m.m;Ar 
Wnm.m Ú;Ar 

!nEABt.hi 
hn"n>ABt.hi 
T'n>n:øABt.hi 
T.n>n:ABt.hi 
yTin>n:øABt.hi 
Wnn>ABt.hi 

~T,n>n:ABt.hi 
!T,n>n:ABt.hi 

WNn:AøBt.hi / Wnn>nø:ABt.hi 

Impf. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3ms 

3fs 

2ms 

2fs 

1cs 

3mp 

3fp 

2mp 

2fp 

1cp 

~mewOqy> 
~mewOqT. 
~mewOqT. 
ymim.wOqT. 
~mewOqa] 
Wmm.wOqy> 

hn :m.meÚwOqT. 
Wmm.wOqT. 

hn :m.meÚwOqT. 
~mewOqn> 

~m;Ary> 
~m;ArT. 
~m;ArT. 
ymim.ArT. 
~m;Ara] 
Wmm.Ary> 

hn"m.m;ÚArT. 
Wmm.ArT. 

hn"m.m;ÚArT. 
~m;Arn> 

!nEABt.yI 
!nEABt.Ti 
!nEABt.Ti 
ynIn>ABt.Ti 
!nEABt.a, 
Wnn>ABt.yI 

hn"n>n÷EABt.Ti 
Wnn>ABt.Ti 

hn"n>n÷EABt.Ti 
!nEABt.nI 

Impv. 

 

 

 

2ms 

2fs 

2mp 

2fp 

~mewOq 
ymim.wOq 
Wmm.wOq 

hn :m]meÚwOq 

 !nEABt.hi 
ynIn>ABt.hi 
Wnn>ABt.hi 

hn"n>n÷EABt.hi 

Inf. 

 

Abs. 

Cstr. 

 
~mewOq 

not attested  
!nEABt.hi 

Part. 

 

Act. 

Pass. 

~mewOqm.  
~m'Arm. 

!nEABt.mi 

Vav consec. ~mewOqy>w: ~m'Ary>w: !nEABt.YIw: 
 



 

Appendix D 

Transliteration 

 

Transliteration refers to the writing of Hebrew in the letters 

used for English with some additional symbols. Transliteration 

enables the discussion of Hebrew words with readers who do not 

know Hebrew. The system for transliteration in the right column is 

from the SBL Handbook of Style (p. 26). It is useful for accurately 

representing the Hebrew of the Bible and reflects the pronunciation 

of Biblical and Rabbinic Hebrew. It is included here for those who 

continue in Hebrew. 

 

Consonant Transliteration  Consonant Transliteration 

a ‘’ l l 

m m b 
B 

b 

b n n 

s s g 
G 

g 

g [ ` 

d 
D 

d 

d 

p 
P 

p 

p 

h h x s I 
w w q q 

z z r r 

j h i c s 

f tI v š 

y y t 
T 

t 

t k 
K 

k 

k  



 

Vowel Name Transliteration 

; patah I a 

' qames I a 

h ' final qames I hê â 

wy ' 3 ms suff. ayw 

, segol e 

e s Ierê e 

y e s Ierê yôd ê ( Y e = êy) 

y , segol yod ê ( Y , = êy) 

i short h Iîreq i 

i long h Iîreq i 

y i h Iîreq yôd î ( Y i = îy) 

' qames I h Iatûp o 

o h Iolem o 

A full h Iolem ô 

u short qibbûs I u 

u long qibbûs I u 

W šûreq û 

\ h Iat Iep qames I o 

] h Iat Iep patah I a 

? h Iat Iep segol e 

. vocal šewa’ e 



 

Appendix E 

Abbreviations of BHS 

Latin Words and Abbreviations 

 Abbreviation Meaning 

   

A add added; an addition 

 al others 

 an or 

   

C c with 

 cf compare 

 cj connect 

 cop copula 

   

E et and 

 ex from, out of 

   

F frt perhaps 

   

G gl gloss 

   

   

H huc to this place; hither 

   

I ins insert 

 invers order inverted 

   

L l read; a reading 

   

M mlt very many (manuscripts) 
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N numerus number 

   

O ordinat order, arrangement 

   

P pc a few (manuscripts) 

 pl plural 

 pr instead of 

 prb probably 

 prp propose; it has been proposed 

   

S Seb Sebir, Sebirin:  a note in the margin 

indicating the usual word or form when the 

text is unusual. 

 sg singular 

 sic thus, so 

 suff suffix 

 stich stich or colon 

   

T tr transpose 

 tot whole 

   

U ut as well as; as 

   

V vel or 

Signs 

+ it adds, they add 

Ã is wanting in, is absent in 

* the form of the word is a probable hypothesis 

˜ et cetera, and so forth 

Manuscripts and Versions 

© A reading of one or several Hebrew 

manuscripts from the Cairo Geniza 

Ed, Edd One or several editions of the HB by Kennicott, 

de Rossi, and Ginsburg 

Just Justin 
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L Leningrad Codex of the HB 

÷ Masoretic Text of the HB 

Ms, Mss One or several medieval manuscripts of the HB 

Pap Nash Nash Papyrus 

Î A reading of one or several manuscripts from 

Qumran 

˜ Samaritan Pentateuch 

Ì Septuagint 

Ì® Original Greek text of the Septuagint 

ÌA Codex Alexandrinus 

ÌB 
Codex Vaticanus 

íL 
Lucianic recension. These are biblical 

quotations in other writers identified as coming 

from Lucian 

ÌMs(s) 
A manuscript or manuscripts of the Septuagint 

íO 
Origen’s revision of the Septuagint 

Ì-O  Greek tradition except for Origen 

íR
 Codex Veronensis. Greek and Old Latin 

version of the Psalms. 

s ' Symmachus’ Greek translation of the HB 

ê Syriac version of the HB 

æ Targum(s) 

æJ 
Targum Jonathan 

æMs(s) 
A manuscript or manuscripts of the Targums 

æP 
Palestinian Targum 

× Vulgate 

×Ms(s) 
A manuscript or manuscripts of the Vulgate 

Hebrew Scriptures  

Ex Exodus 

1 R 1 Kings 

1 Ch 1 Chronicles 

Books of the New Testament 

Lc Luke 

Act Acts 

Rm Romans 
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A 

absolute, 75 

accents, 68, 69 

conjunctive, 71 

disjunctive, 70 

three books, 69 

twenty-one books, 69 

active, 58 

additions, 97 

adjective, 105 

absolute, 106 

attributive, 105 

predicate, 106 

used as noun, 106 

affix conjugation, 89 

affixes, 84 

afformatives, 84 

’aleph, 30, 50 

alliteration, 214 

alphabet, 9–10 

announcements 

of judgment, 169 

of salvation, 169 

antonyms, 38 

Aramaic, 13 

aspect, 59 

assonance, 214 

B 

BaK Pak, 11 

BDB, 12, 35 

BeGaD KePhaT, 20–21 

BHS, 68, 95, 233 

bicola, 211 

C 

cause or result clauses, 186 

chiasmus, 192, 214 

classes of vowels, 16 

codex, 68 

cohortative, 157 

negation of, 160 

cola, 211 

colon, 211 

concordance, 38 

conjugation, 48 

conjunction –w>, 29 

consonants, 9 

construct, 75 

indicators of, 76 

meaning of, 77 

D 

dagesh, 10, 20 

strong, 20, 27 

weak, 20, 21 

dagesh forte, 20 
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DCH, 35 

declarative, 152 

definite, 76 

definite article, 27, 28, 62 

demonstrative 

attributive, 45 

far, 44 

near, 44 

predicate, 44 

denominative, 134 

dentals, 207 

Deuteronomistic  

 History (DH), 144 

Deuteronomists (Dtr), 144 

dictionary, 12 

direct object, 51 

Disjunctive –w>, 163 

distich, 211 

dittography, 97 

Documentary Hypothesis, 143 

doubling, 21, 27, 28, 52 

dynamic, 58–59, 89, 121, 193, 233 

E 

emendation, 102 

etymology, 37 

exegesis, 5, 34 

external criteria, 100 

F 

factitive, 134 

fientive, 58 

final forms, 10 

form criticism, 167 

freiwillig, 58 

frequentative, 134 

furtive pataH, 20 

G 

gaps, 192 

geminate, 80 

gender, 24, 33, 41, 48, 105, 124 

genre, 167 

genre criticism, 167 

GKC, 226 

glosses, 97 

gutturals, 19–20, 27, 62 

H 

h iireq, 18 

h iolem, 16 

HALOT, 35 

haplography, 99 

harmonizations, 100 

Hiphil, 222 

form of, 127, 137 

meaning of, 128 

Hishtaphel, 207 

Hitpael, 205 

Hitpolel, 223 

homoioarkton, 100 

homoioteleuton, 99 

Hophal, 216 

hymns, 170 

I 

I-’aleph, 54 

IBHS, 226 

idiom, 123 

imperative, 154 

long form, 161 

imperfect, 48 

meaning of, 59–61 

negation, 61–62 

negation of, 160 

inclusio, 192, 214 

inclusive language, 125 

indefinite, 75 

indefinite article, 27 

indicators, xvii, 6, 8, 38, 49, 50, 

52, 53, 63, 66, 76, 84, 85, 86, 90, 

91, 115, 118, 127, 128, 132, 133, 
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137, 138, 149, 154, 155, 156, 

157, 161, 162, 174, 179, 182, 

195, 198, 199, 200, 204, 205, 

215, 216, 218, 220, 221, 222 

infinitive 

Hiphil, 195 

Piel, 195 

infinitive absolute 

as an imperative, 195 

use and meaning, 194 

infinitive construct 

as a noun, 187 

modal, 186 

use and meaning, 184 

infixed tav, 205 

inflection, 48 

internal criteria, 101 

interrogative particle, 54 

intransitive, 58 

J 

JEDP, 143 

Joüon, 226 

jussive, 153 

negation of, 160 

K 

KBL, 35 

Kethiv, 73 

L 

laments, 170 

law 

absolute, 168 

conditional, 168 

Leitwort, 191 

Leningrad Codex, 68 

lexicons, 12, 35 

locative he’, 149 

M 

manuscripts, 96 

mappiq, 20, 42 

maqqeph, 28, 51, 72, 76, 156, 182 

markers, 16 

marking, 24 

Masora, 72 

magna, 73 

parva, 72 

Masoretes, 16, 17, 20, 68, 69, 72, 

73, 74 

Masoretic Text, 68 

matres lectionis, 16, 21 

metaphor, 214 

metathesis, 206 

meteg, 85 

middle, 201 

missing letters, 51, 80, 206 

mood, 60 

MT, 68 

N 

narrative, 189 

narrative criticism, 189 

narrative sequence, 59 

Niphal, 198, 222 

nouns, 24 

collective, 26 

dual, 25 

feminine plural, 25 

feminine singular, 24 

finding in BDB, 78 

irregular plurals, 24 

masculine form, 25 

masculine plural, 24 

masculine singular, 24 

number, 24, 41, 48, 105 

numbers 

cardinal, 109 

ordinal, 109, 111 
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O 

Old Hebrew scripts, 99 

omissions, 99 

P 

parablepsis, 99 

paradigm, 48 

parallelism 

antithetic, 211 

parallelism 

synonymous, 211 

synthetic, 212 

partially dynamic, 59 

partially stative, 59 

participle 

as a noun, 176 

as a predicate adjective, 176 

as an attributive adjective, 176 

Hiphil, 179 

in construct, 177 

passive, 175 

Piel, 179 

Qal, 174 

stative, 174 

use and meaning of, 176 

particle 

 an:, 162 

passive, 201 

pause, 72 

Pentateuch, 69, 74, 101, 142–43, 

168 

perfect 

meaning of, 89 

perfective conjugation, 89 

perpetual Qere, 73 

person, 41, 48 

PGN, 48 

Piel 

cohortative, 161 

form of, 133, 149 

imperative, 161 

jussive, 161 

meaning of, 133 

Pilpel, 223 

plot, 189 

plural for honor, 27 

Polpal, 223 

possessive, 43 

predicate, 106 

prefix, 48 

prefix conjugation, 60 

preposition 

!mi, 62 

prepositions, 28 

independent, 28 

prefixed, 28 

preterite, 60 

printing, 11 

privative, 134 

pronouns, 41 

independent, 41 

personal, 41 

suffixed, 63–64, 78 

Pual, 215 

purpose or result clauses, 163 

Q 

qamets, 18 

qamets h iatuph, 18 

Qere, 73 

qibbuts, 18 

quiescent, 19 

R 

reciprocal, 201 

redaction criticism, 144 

redactors, 144 

reflexive, 201 

resh, 27, 62, 216 

retroversion, 96 

rhetorical criticism, 191 
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root 

!tn, 90 

root meaning, 12 

roots, 12 

doubly weak, 54, 250, 253 

hollow, 53, 66, 80, 90, 154, 

156, 175, 179, 184, 200, 216, 

217, 223 

hollow. See II-vav or yod 

I-´aleph, 154 

I-guttural, 54, 138, 154, 199, 

245, 247, 249, 251, 252, 253, 

255, 257 

II-guttural, 115, 132, 154, 161, 

180, 195, 206, 216, 245, 247, 

249, 251, 252, 255 

III-’aleph, 199, 244, 246, 248, 

250, 252, 254 

III-guttural, 50, 138, 162, 199, 

244, 246, 248, 250, 252, 254, 

256 

III-he’, 52, 54, 80, 85, 118, 127, 

132, 133, 138, 153, 156, 157, 

159, 162, 175, 180, 183, 194, 

195, 196, 199, 206, 207, 209, 

216, 217, 222, 244, 246, 248, 

250, 252, 254, 256 

III-nun, 90 

II-nun, 81 

II-resh, 195 

II-vav, 13, 52, 53, 90, 138, 153, 

194, 222, 223, 244, 246, 248, 

250, 254, 256, 258 

II-vav or yod, 52, 128, 138, 157, 

198–99, 223 

II-yod, 53, 90, 138, 153, 194, 

223, 258 

I-nun, 52, 128, 137, 138, 155, 

157, 162, 183, 196, 198, 199, 

216, 217, 221, 222, 245, 247, 

249, 251, 252, 255, 257 

I-vav, 52–53, 81, 128, 137, 138, 

155, 157, 179, 183, 196, 198, 

199, 200, 206, 209, 216, 217, 

221, 222, 245, 247, 249, 251, 

252, 255, 257 

I-yod, 53, 81, 128, 137, 138, 

157, 179, 204, 206, 209, 216, 

245, 249, 255, 257 

three-letter, 12 

S 

Semitic languages, 36, 37 

Septuagint, 39 

sheva, 18 

rule of, 29, 30, 154, 185 

silent, 19, 20 

vocal, 19, 20 

sibilants, 206 

sigla, 100 

sign of the definite direct  

 object, 51 

simile, 214 

sneaky patah I, 20 

source criticism, 141 

spelling 

defective, 21 

full, 21 

spirant, 20 

spirants, 10 

stanza, 213 

statives, 50, 58, 85, 90, 201 

stems 

meaning of, 116 

stich, 211 

stops, 10, 20, 21 

stress, 17 

style, 146 

subject, 51, 84 

suffix, 49 

suffixed pronouns, 63, 64, 78, 84, 

91, 133, 174 
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on infinitive construct, 186 

on participles, 176 

suffixes, 84 

suffixes of the perfect, 85 

syllable, 17 

closed, 17 

open, 17 

stressed, 17 

unstressed, 17 

synonyms, 38 

T 

TDNT, 39, 233 

TDOT, 39, 233 

temporal clauses, 184 

text, 96 

text-critical apparatus, 96 

text-critical note, 96 

Theological Dictionaries, 39 

tolerative, 201 

transitive, 58 

translation 

audience-oriented, 121, 123 

dynamic, 121 

dynamic-equivalence, 123 

equivalence, 121 

formal correspondence, 121, 122 

idiomatic, 121, 123 

literal, 121 

text-oriented, 121 

theories of, 121 

transposition, 99 

tricola, 211 

tristich, 211 

V 

vav consecutive, 50, 86 

vav conversive, 50, 59 

verbs, 48 

charting, 54 

finite, 174 

infinite, 174 

versions, 39, 96 

volitional, 152 

voluntaria, 58 

vowel points, 16, 21, 31, 68,  

 73–74, 213 

vowels, 9, 18 

classes of, 16 

letters, 16 

long, 18 

markers, 16 

short, 18 

W 

wayyiqt Iol, 50 

weak letters, 51 

word order, 51 

word study, 34 

Y 

yaqt Iul, 60 

yaqt Iulu, 60 
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